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Abstract 
In order to navigate successfully in real-world environments and perform 
useful tasks over a long period of time, a mobile robot must be capable of generating 
an internal map of the environment, determining its location within the map using 
only its onboard sensors, and maintaining the map so it remains useful for navigation 
over the entire service life of the robot. This capability is referred to as persistent 
localisation, mapping and navigation, and is closely related to the well-studied 
Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) problem, a topic of intense 
research by the robotics community over the past three decades. 
As researchers attempted SLAM on larger and larger scales, both spatially and 
temporally, a number of limitations of the globally metric filter-based approaches 
that dominated the first two decades of SLAM research began to appear. 
Constructing large maps with millions of features became computationally infeasible 
if the full covariance between all features was required; recognising familiar 
locations after traversing large loops became impossible due to accumulated 
odometry error that was not necessarily Gaussian in nature; and long-term navigation 
with finite memory resources was not possible if every previous observation was 
retained in case a loop closure occurred in the future. These limitations led to 
significant innovation in the field in the last decade: current state-of-the-art SLAM 
approaches typically employ a split “front-end/back-end” architecture, where the 
front-end recognises previously visited locations with high precision using a 
combination of appearance and geometry information, and the back-end combines 
these loop closures with motion information to form a globally consistent topological 
map. However, these systems are not directly suitable for persistent localisation and 
mapping; detecting loop closures using appearance information alone is susceptible 
to false positives from which the optimisation-based back-end cannot recover, and 
every previous observation must be stored in the map in order to detect loop closures 
leading to computational and memory resource requirements that increase linearly 
with operation time. These limitations impose severe restrictions on long-term 
operation of mobile robots. 
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To address these limitations, this thesis presents a novel approach to persistent 
localisation, mapping and navigation, dubbed Continuous Appearance-based 
Trajectory SLAM (CAT-SLAM). CAT-SLAM generates a continuous non-
geometric appearance-based representation of the environment, and uses principled 
visual data association and trajectory-based pose filtering to evaluate loop closure 
hypotheses using sequences of familiar appearance and motion information. Due to 
its foundations in probabilistic SLAM, CAT-SLAM requires very few tuning 
parameters that are not measurable properties of the robot platform itself, and can 
explicitly incorporate the available computational and memory resources of the 
platform to ensure maximum performance in a given environment. A graphical 
extension to CAT-SLAM based on a continuous appearance-based topology (CAT-
Graph) allows multiple representations of the same location to be explicitly 
connected in the topological map, which maintains loop closure performance 
regardless of the number of times a location is visited. A visual information-theoretic 
node pruning approach removes the least useful observations from the map to limit 
memory use over time, allowing CAT-Graph to perform persistent localisation and 
mapping in large-scale environments with constant computational and memory 
resource requirements and localisation performance that does not degrade over time. 
Although CAT-Graph never constructs a globally consistent map, the continuous 
topological representation enables efficient path planning towards the goal of 
persistent navigation for mobile robots. 
This thesis presents the development and evolution of CAT-SLAM and CAT-
Graph as a series of seven published papers. Each paper presents a derivation of 
novel aspects of CAT-SLAM or CAT-Graph, along with a performance comparison 
against a state-of-the-art appearance-based localisation, mapping or navigation 
algorithm in a real-world environment. Mapping experiments in a variety of large 
scale indoor, urban and outdoor environments demonstrate that CAT-SLAM’s 
approach to recognising locations based on sequences of familiar appearance and 
motion information outperforms state-of-the-art appearance-only approaches that 
match based only on a single observation, even when significant computational and 
memory resource restrictions are imposed on CAT-SLAM. The probabilistic 
formulation of CAT-SLAM makes it simple to characterise and deploy in a variety of 
environments with minimal tuning. A week-long experiment using CAT-Graph in 
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the context of a mobile service robot scenario demonstrated that a consistent global 
metric representation is not required to perform persistent localisation, mapping and 
path planning towards the goal of long-term mobile robot navigation. The thesis 
concludes with a discussion of the key contributions of CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph 
along with promising directions of future research to enable widespread use of 
mobile robots in everyday applications. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The future capabilities of mobile robots depend strongly on their abilities to 
navigate and interact in the real world. A key requirement for navigation is an 
internal representation of the environment that the robot inhabits, along with the 
robot’s location within the environment. For true autonomy, both of these must be 
generated using only information available to the robot that has been gathered 
through its sensors, as the robot would otherwise become dependent on a costly 
structured environment or artificial beacons (such as a GPS system). Additionally, 
the robot must be able to navigate through its environment using its internal map 
throughout its entire operational life, without exceeding the finite computational and 
memory resources available on its on-board computer. Autonomous robot mapping 
and navigation has been a major topic of robotics research for the past three decades, 
and in this time a vast number of solutions and algorithms have been proposed 
spanning ground, aerial and underwater environments, and using sensors such as 
sonar, radar, laser rangefinders and vision. However, there is still little use of 
autonomous mobile robots outside research contexts, as a number of key limitations 
of current mapping and navigation approaches prevent their widespread use in 
unconstrained, real-world environments. 
The process of generating an internal map using sensor observations while 
moving through an environment is commonly referred to as Simultaneous 
Localisation And Mapping (SLAM) (Thrun et al., 2008). A SLAM algorithm 
consists of three parts: a method of generating a map or environment representation, 
a method of data association (to recognise familiar locations based on sensor data), 
and method of performing both of the above concurrently to generate a single 
consistent map and location hypothesis, referred to in this thesis as ‘pose filtering’. 
The SLAM system can process the information in either an online fashion where new 
observations are incorporated into the map as they occur, or an offline fashion where 
all observations are recorded and later combined to generate the map in a post-
processing stage. For autonomous mobile robot applications an online SLAM system 
is desired, as the map can be used for navigation in real-time. A number of 
probabilistic approaches to environment representation, data association and pose 
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filtering have been developed, and most modern SLAM algorithms build on a 
combination of these approaches. Historically successful laser rangefinder-based 
SLAM methods use a grid-based map with either particle filtering (Montemerlo et 
al., 2002; Grisetti et al., 2005) or batch optimisation (Thrun et al., 2006; Kummerle, 
Grisetti, Strasdat, et al., 2011) approaches, while visual SLAM techniques mainly 
rely on appearance-based (Angeli et al., 2008; Milford et al., 2008a) or appearance-
only (Cummins et al., 2008b; Angeli et al., 2009) representations and tracking point 
features with filters (Davison, 2003; Chli et al., 2009) or performing 3D 
reconstruction using bundle adjustment (Klein et al., 2007; Mei et al., 2011).  
As both laser- and vision-based SLAM has evolved and larger-scale mapping 
has been attempted, three major trends have emerged. Firstly, systems that provide 
higher geometric accuracy (so-called ‘metric SLAM’ systems) are difficult to scale 
up to larger environments without incurring significant computational costs (Thrun, 
et al., 2008). To avoid computational and scaling limitations, a number of SLAM 
approaches exchange absolute geometric accuracy for flexibility to form semi-metric 
or non-metric ‘topological’ approaches. Instead of attempting to combine all features 
from the environment in a single Euclidean space, alternative approaches use a 
manifold representation of space (Sibley et al., 2009), form topologically connected 
sub-maps, (Bosse et al., 2004) or simply record the trajectory and identify “loop 
closure” events (Cummins, et al., 2008b). Although the maps generated by these 
algorithms are not sufficient to create globally accurate reconstructions of the 
environment, they provide the robot with the ability to localise and navigate 
successfully, which is all that is required for autonomous applications (Furgale et al., 
2010; Milford et al., 2010).  
Secondly, metric SLAM systems struggle with data association when closing 
large loops due to accumulated odometry error. Metric pose filtering approaches 
typically approximate process noise as a Gaussian distribution (Durrant-Whyte et al., 
2006); however, this limits the distance the robot can travel before the estimated 
position diverges too far from the true position, making geometric data association 
based on feature location alone impossible. Instead, many current SLAM systems 
employ a split “front-end/back-end” architecture. The front-end processes sensor 
information and performs data association to identify spatial relationships between 
observations. These relationships are often as simple as determining whether places 
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are topologically adjacent, as in a loop closure event. The back-end optimises the 
history of all motion information along with the relationships identified by the front-
end to form a single consistent map of the environment. The development of front-
end and back-end systems for SLAM has progressed in parallel, and today there are a 
wide array of data association front-ends (Angeli, et al., 2008; Cummins, et al., 
2008b; Cummins et al., 2009; Konolige, Bowman, et al., 2009; Maddern et al., 
2011a) which can be paired with many different high-performance optimisation-
based back-ends (Grisetti et al., 2007; Grisetti et al., 2010; Kummerle, et al., 2011). 
However, as noted by the authors in (Sünderhauf et al., 2012b), SLAM back-ends are 
completely reliant on the front-end to produce perfect data association; the 
optimisation systems employed to construct the map are not robust to false positive 
loop closures. Therefore the desirable quality in a front-end loop closure system is 
100% precision (zero false positives), and performance can be measured as recall 
rate at 100% precision. Many researchers have devoted much effort in recent years 
towards increasing recall in appearance-based localisation and SLAM systems. 
Finally, in recent years researchers have started to address the challenges of 
mobile robot operation over not only large spatial scales, but also large temporal 
scales. To localise and map in a finite environment over an indefinite amount of 
time, a SLAM algorithm must only require computational and memory resources 
proportional to the size of the environment and not the operation time of the robot. In 
addition, the map must always be useful for localisation and navigation, and 
therefore localisation performance must not degrade over time. Early metric SLAM 
algorithms required computational resources proportional to the cube of the number 
of features stored in the map, as well as memory resources proportional to the square 
of the number of features (Bailey et al., 2006). Even today, state-of-the-art data 
association front-ends for SLAM typically scale linearly with the number of 
observations (Labbé et al., 2011), since the current location must be compared to 
every previous location in case a loop closure has occurred, and for global mapping 
the back-end optimiser scales at best linearly with the number of locations in the map 
(Kummerle, et al., 2011). It is only in the last few years that researchers have begun 
to address the barriers to persistent mobile robot operation with finite computational 
and memory resources, and have proposed methods to remove redundant information 
from laser-based (Stachniss et al., 2011) and appearance-based (Dayoub et al., 2011) 
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maps to limit computation and memory use, and also methods to identify and disable 
incorrect loop closures (Olson et al., 2012; Sünderhauf et al., 2012a). These 
capabilities are crucial for long-term autonomy, and it is likely that many more 
solutions to these problems will be proposed in the near future. 
In terms of scale alone, the most significant achievement for a SLAM system 
to date is the mapping of a 1000km road network by the FAB-MAP 2.0 algorithm 
(Cummins, et al., 2009). FAB-MAP forsakes metric map construction and focuses on 
visual data association to perform so-called “appearance-based SLAM” (Cummins, 
et al., 2008b). Appearance-based SLAM systems represent the environment as a 
series of ‘snapshots’ from discrete locations and typically calculate image similarity 
based on extracted feature descriptors, such as those generated by SIFT (Lowe, 
1999) or SURF (Bay et al., 2006). Appearance-based SLAM systems augment visual 
data association methods with the ability to determine whether an observation comes 
from a previously unvisited location, effectively performing SLAM in an 
‘appearance-space’. FAB-MAP uses a Chow-Liu dependency tree to model 
correlations between visual features, along with a direct approach to calculating the 
probability that a new observation comes from a location not already in the map.  
FAB-MAP has also been used as a front-end for the RSLAM framework (Mei, 
et al., 2011), a stereo-vision based approach to SLAM which makes use of a 
continuous relative representation for the map and performs pose filtering with an 
adaptive relative bundle adjustment (RBA) (Sibley, et al., 2009). Since RSLAM does 
not use a privileged co-ordinate frame all measurements are performed in relative 
frames, allowing RSLAM to map vast environments up to 150km in size without 
failing due to accumulated metric error, even in the case of unobservable ego-motion 
such as travelling on a lift or a train (Sibley et al., 2010). 
A recent successful approach to appearance-based localisation, mapping and 
navigation is the biologically inspired RatSLAM system (Milford et al., 2004). 
RatSLAM is based on a computational model of the rodent hippocampus, and is not 
a probabilistic system. The use of a dynamic neural network and a semi-metric map 
allowed RatSLAM to map a 66km outdoor environment with weak data association 
and poor odometry information (Milford, et al., 2008a). RatSLAM has also 
successfully performed indoor goal-directed navigation on a robot platform over a 
period of many weeks (Milford, et al., 2010).  
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Despite their performance, FAB-MAP, RSLAM and RatSLAM suffer from a 
number of limitations that prevent their direct use for long-term autonomy in a 
variety of mobile robot scenarios. Firstly, FAB-MAP at its core is a data association 
algorithm; it contains no map-building functions and no pose filter. While attempts 
have been made to improve FAB-MAP in the context of a SLAM system, they have 
all involved additional geometric algorithms or additional sensors (Newman et al., 
2009; Paul et al., 2010). These attempts are arguably not full SLAM systems since 
they do not incorporate a pose filter, instead relying only on strong data association. 
In a mobile robot context one can take advantage of readily available odometry 
information for a motion model, rather than performing image retrieval in 
appearance space alone. Secondly, although RSLAM presents a constant-time 
approach to mapping using a continuous relative representation for the local area, it 
requires global loop closure information from a FAB-MAP front-end. Therefore it 
suffers from the same scaling limitations as FAB-MAP, namely computational and 
memory requirements that increase linearly with the number of observations, which 
in the current system is proportional to operation time. Although later versions of 
FAB-MAP require many orders of magnitude less computation per frame, the scaling 
remains linear in the number of observations. Finally, the continuous attractor 
network of RatSLAM requires a considerable number of unit-less parameters that are 
specific to an environment yet are not measurable quantities. The relationship 
between parameter choice and performance of the algorithm is poorly understood, 
and tuning the algorithm for a particular environment is largely an iterative and 
heuristic process. Despite a successful demonstration of long-term online mapping 
and navigation in (Milford, et al., 2010), this tuning requirement limits widespread 
use of RatSLAM on various robotics platforms in different environments.  
To address these limitations, this thesis seeks to build upon characteristics of 
probabilistic SLAM, FAB-MAP, RSLAM and RatSLAM to produce a novel SLAM 
algorithm suitable for large-scale mobile robot navigation over extended periods of 
time. This thesis presents a novel SLAM solution grounded in probabilistic SLAM 
techniques and incorporating characteristics of particle filter SLAM, appearance-
based mapping and continuous relative representations to produce a highly capable, 
generally applicable mapping solution for mobile robots. The system uses vision as 
the primary sensory method, and generates a novel continuous trajectory-based map. 
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As with probabilistic SLAM systems the majority of system parameters are derived 
from measurable properties of the robot platform, therefore the system requires 
minimal tuning or calibration to work in a particular environment. The key 
innovations towards large-scale mapping are the use of continuous, non-geometric 
feature representation and trajectory-based pose filtering, both characteristics of 
particle filter SLAM, as well as principled visual data association inspired by FAB-
MAP. The key innovations towards long-term operation are the use of an 
information-theoretic metric to determine the visual information content of a node 
relative to its neighbours, a pruning method to remove the least informative 
observations from the map to limit memory use over time, and a continuous 
topological representation to explicitly connect multiple representations of the same 
location to ensure localisation performance does not degrade over time. Real-world 
performance is demonstrated with localisation and mapping experiments in a variety 
of large-scale environments, focussing not only on recall performance but also 
computational and memory resource scaling. Finally, we demonstrate path planning 
performance in a persistent indoor mobile robotics scenario, demonstrating the 
performance and ease of use of the novel SLAM system towards the goal of long-
term autonomy for mobile robots. 
1.1 OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
This thesis makes a number of novel theoretical contributions to the field of 
mobile robot localisation, mapping and navigation as follows: 
• A continuous appearance-based trajectory interpretation of the SLAM 
problem (Continuous Appearance-based Trajectory SLAM, or CAT-
SLAM). 
• A method of propagating location hypotheses along the continuous 
trajectory using odometry information. 
• A representation of local visual appearance, which is continuous 
between nearby locations. 
• A particle filter algorithm for evaluating the location distribution along 
a continuous trajectory with constant computation time. 
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• A method of determining the visual information content of a location 
relative to nearby locations. 
• A method of removing locations from the continuous trajectory to limit 
maximum memory use. 
• A continuous appearance-based topological graph representation of 
space (Continuous Appearance-based Topological Graph, or CAT-
Graph). 
In addition, the novel theoretical contributions are validated with an extensive 
set of experiments in real-world environments as follows: 
• A large-scale demonstration of loop closure detection in a number of 
indoor and outdoor real-world environments, with constant computation 
time and memory use towards persistent appearance-based robot 
localisation and mapping. 
• An empirical evaluation of the minimum computational and memory 
resources required for successful localisation and mapping in a set of 
large-scale real-world environments. 
• A smaller-scale demonstration of localisation, mapping and topological 
path planning in an indoor environment with constant computation time 
and memory use towards persistent appearance-based mobile robot 
navigation. 
1.2 THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis can be divided into three parts: an introduction to the SLAM 
problem and a comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art in robotic mapping and 
long-term navigation, the novel contributions of this thesis in the form of published 
papers, and a discussion of the performance, limitations and future applications of 
the contributions in a mobile service robotics context. 
Chapter 2 provides introductory material on the SLAM problem and a 
thorough survey of significant contributions to the field over the last three decades. A 
particular focus is given to SLAM systems that operate at large scale and over long 
time periods in real-world environments. The chapter concludes with a comparative 
analysis of the state-of-the-art systems to identify the key characteristics and 
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shortcomings of existing SLAM algorithms, to provide context and motivation for 
the research presented in this thesis. 
Chapters 3 to 9 present the primary contributions of this thesis in the form of 
seven published papers as follows: 
The first stage of the research consisted of a pilot study into the use of a pose 
filter to combine odometry information with visual appearance-based matching to 
improve loop closure detection. Chapter 3 presents an investigation into a hybrid 
system comprising of appearance-based data association using FAB-MAP with the 
pose filtering components of RatSLAM (Maddern et al., 2009). This hybrid 
algorithm was evaluated in a large-scale outdoor environment and demonstrated 
significant reductions in false positive and false negative loop closures in comparison 
to appearance-based matching alone.  
The primary theoretical contributions of this thesis are presented in Chapters 4, 
5 and 6. The concept of a continuous trajectory-based interpretation of the SLAM 
problem is introduced in Chapter 4 (Maddern et al., 2010). This chapter presents a 
derivation of the trajectory-based sampling method, the proposed continuous 
appearance model, and preliminary results of the system performing loop closure 
detection in a large-scale outdoor environment. A further evaluation of the novel 
algorithm on the benchmark New College dataset (Smith et al., 2009) is presented in 
Chapter 5, with results compared directly to the state-of-the-art FAB-MAP system on 
the same dataset (Maddern et al., 2011b). Chapter 6 provides a comprehensive 
derivation of the full continuous appearance-based trajectory SLAM system and loop 
closure results in three significantly different environments (Maddern et al., 2012b).  
An investigation into the minimum computational and memory resources 
required to successfully localise within and map a finite sized environment is 
presented in Chapter 7 (Maddern et al., 2012a). Using a novel local information-
based pruning method, the results from Chapter 5 were replicated using a 
significantly smaller particle set and far fewer nodes in the trajectory. This chapter 
concludes with a discussion of the minimum resources required for an environment 
of a given size and the implications for long-term robot operation. 
An extension of the continuous appearance-based trajectory to a topological 
graph representation is presented in Chapter 8 and 9. Using this representation, loop 
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closure events create explicit topological links between locations in the map. This 
representation allows for localisation during successive revisits to the same location 
without increasing the total number of locations stored in the graph – a crucial 
capability for long-term persistent mapping and navigation (Maddern et al., 2012d). 
An evaluation of the novel continuous appearance-based topological graph algorithm 
on the New College dataset are presented in Chapter 8 and contrasted to those 
presented in Chapter 5 and 7. A study into the use of the algorithm for mobile robot 
navigation is presented in Chapter 9, where the topological graph is used for global 
path planning for a persistent delivery robot scenario and the resultant paths are 
compared to the optimal metric solution (Maddern et al., 2012c). 
The final section of the thesis consists of a review of the research outcomes and 
their significance within the field of mobile robot localisation and mapping. Chapter 
10 presents a summary of the research presented in each of the published papers and 
a discussion of the key results at each stage along with future avenues for research 
inspired by the results of this thesis, and Chapter 11 presents concluding remarks. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
The literature on autonomous navigation and the SLAM problem spans from 
the fundamentals of recursive Bayesian estimation to state-of-the-art visual SLAM 
systems capable of mapping thousands of kilometres in outdoor environments, and 
more recently, persistent SLAM systems capable of localisation, mapping and 
navigation in dynamic environments over extended periods of time. The following 
sections introduce the SLAM problem in its component parts and then illustrate 
state-of-the-art solutions to the SLAM problem. A short overview of the relatively 
young field of persistent localisation and mapping follows, and finally a summary of 
the literature is presented along with a motivating statement for the remainder of the 
work presented in the thesis. 
2.1 THE SLAM PROBLEM 
Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping can be deconstructed as follows: 
1. Mapping: The process of generating an internal representation of the 
environment that the robot is traversing, by storing features in a spatially 
consistent data structure. 
2. Localisation: The process of determining the location of the robot within the 
map using the current sensor readings. The term 'data association' is 
commonly used to denote the comparison between observed features and 
features in the map. 
3. Simultaneous: The process of performing both mapping and localisation 
continuously and concurrently to generate a single consistent pose and map 
hypothesis. Referred to in this thesis as 'pose filtering', this process forms the 
core of the probabilistic definition of the SLAM problem below. 
To perform SLAM a robot requires two sources of information: observations, 
which describe one or more properties of the environment where the robot is located, 
and motion information, which allows the robot to determine spatial relationships 
between objects. The online SLAM problem is defined as determining the robot's 
current location along with the current map, while the offline SLAM problem is 
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defined as determining the robot's full trajectory history and the full map in post-
processing. 
2.1.1 Probabilistic Foundations 
The probabilistic foundation of the Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping 
problem is defined as follows: given a sequence of motion U0:k and a sequence of 
observations Z0:k of features m, a history of states X0:k can be derived. A graphical 
model of this relationship is shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1 - The SLAM problem represented as a dynamic Bayesian network. Observations 
zi,j of landmark mi are made from locations xi separated by control inputs ui. A solution to the 
SLAM problem determines states xi and landmarks m using only the observation and motion 
data. Adapted from (Durrant-Whyte, et al., 2006). 
For the online SLAM problem, the state is derived by computing the following 
probability density function: 
  (1) 
The online SLAM problem is typically solved using a Bayesian filtering 
framework, which will be discussed in Section 2.1.4. In contrast, the offline SLAM 
problem computes the PDF across the entire history of states rather than simply the 
current state: 
  (2) 
The offline SLAM problem is often solved using an optimisation framework, 
which will be discussed in Section 2.1.4.  
The crucial observation first presented in (Smith et al., 1990) is that the state 
vector x and map m are not independent; errors in motion estimation are coupled 
with errors in observation and therefore the full joint posterior must be solved 
( )0:0:0 ,,|, xUZmx kkkP
( )0:0:0:0 ,,|, xUZmX kkkP
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recursively. This can be performed with the use of two additional distributions; the 
motion model and the observation model, which describe the effect of motion and 
feature observation information on the joint posterior. The motion model describes 
the likelihood of a particular vehicle state given the current state and motion 
information: 
  (3) 
The observation model describes the likelihood of a particular observation zk
given the current state and map: 
  (4) 
The joint posterior can now be updated in a standard predict-correct recursive 
Bayes form using these two models: 
  (5) 
  (6) 
This probabilistic definition primarily describes pose filtering; the process of 
combining uncertain observation and motion information to form an optimal estimate 
of the vehicle state. The definition does not constrain the solution to a particular type 
of map, nor does it provide any information on how to perform data association. The 
remainder of this chapter will discuss various approaches to map representation and 
data association, as well as computational solutions to the recursive Bayes update 
formulae above. 
2.1.2 Environment Representation 
The map component of a SLAM system consists of information about the 
environment stored in a spatially consistent structure. Since this information is 
gathered only through observations, the environment representation chosen for any 
particular SLAM implementation is heavily dependent on the sensors available to the 
robot. Environment representations can be generally divided into two components; 
individual features with properties discernable using the robot’s sensors, and 
structures that store the relational data between the features. 
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Feature Representations 
Features are broadly defined as points of data that describe elements of the 
environment with one or both of the following properties: location and appearance. 
Feature location is the position of the feature relative to the current position of the 
observer. Generally, positions and locations are defined in two- or three-dimensional 
Euclidean space. However, some SLAM systems do not require complete location 
information, notably range-only and bearing-only SLAM (Castellanos et al., 1997; 
Deans et al., 2000). All metric SLAM systems rely heavily on geometrically 
consistent feature location information. 
Appearance information can be defined as qualities of the feature discernable 
from the sensor. This often consists of shape, colour, texture, material, reflectivity 
information or otherwise, and often combinations of the above. While appearance 
data is generally more specific to the sensor system than location data, it can provide 
much richer information and facilitates more robust data association (Neira et al., 
2008). For non-vision based systems, appearance data is seldom exploited. Although 
some radar systems can detect reflected wave polarisation (Clark et al., 1998) and 
many laser scanners can determine the reflectivity of detected objects (Guivant et al., 
2000), the use of either of these properties are rarely seen in modern SLAM systems. 
However, for SLAM systems that use a camera as their primary method of 
generating observations, a great number of techniques to classify feature appearance 
(primarily from the computer vision community) are available. 
Early vision-based SLAM systems relied on simple line or edge-based features, 
mostly generated by Sobel or Canny edge detection (Canny, 1987) and/or Hough 
transforms (Ballard, 1981). While conceptually simple, these systems were only 
effective in structured indoor environments with an abundance of straight edges. Of 
more use are features based on illumination-invariant local patterns, such as Harris 
points (Harris et al., 1988), or points generated by the Haar wavelet transform 
(Papageorgiou et al., 1998). Since these are based on local contrast variance, they do 
not rely on the presence of particular shapes in the environment, and instead detect 
corners or ‘interest points’. By analysing a patch of the image around an interest 
point, a ‘descriptor’ of that point can be generated that uniquely describes its 
appearance. This is performed by gradient response in SIFT (Lowe, 1999), or by an 
approximate box filter response in SURF (Bay, et al., 2006). Additional colour 
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information can be added to these features using histograms over the hue channel 
(Abdel-Hakim et al., 2006) but colour information is generally not used in visual 
SLAM algorithms (Angeli, et al., 2008). Visual features can be grouped based on 
their local geometry to form 'constellations' (Fischler et al., 1973); while these allows 
for more distinct data association they are more computationally expensive to match 
(since they rely on permutations of structures of features rather than simply 
appearance information). 
Landmark-based Maps 
While individual features are sufficient to describe components of an 
environment, features must be integrated in a data structure that stores their spatial 
relationships to form a map. The simplest map representation stores features as 
individual ‘landmarks’ in a single Cartesian co-ordinate frame, as shown in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2 - Landmark-based map representation of the Victoria Park dataset. Each tree is 
identified as a unique landmark in the map and its co-ordinates are stored in a global co-
ordinate frame. Adapted from (Guivant et al., 2001). 
Landmark-based representations do not often store feature appearance, instead 
relying on feature location only for data association (Bailey, et al., 2006). The 
majority of current SLAM algorithms use a landmark-based map representation, 
despite computational limitations encountered when storing dense maps. 
Occupancy Grid Maps 
A common map structure for laser-scanner based SLAM is an occupancy-grid-
based map. This is simply a partitioning of space into regular grid cells in 2D, where 
each grid cell stores the probability that it is occupied by an obstacle. By assuming 
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the occupancy of each grid cell is independent, new observations can be integrated in 
constant time. Figure 3 shows a typical occupancy grid map generated by a laser-
scanner based mapping system. 
 
Figure 3 - Occupancy-grid map of the Intel Research Lab. a) illustrates the occupancy grid 
generated using raw odometry data, and b) shows the map generated using an occupancy-grid-
based SLAM system. Adapted from (Hähnel et al., 2003). 
Occupancy-grid maps allow explicit representation of unexplored areas and 
rely primarily on data association by feature location rather than feature appearance. 
However, occupancy grids suffer from discretisation errors (if the grid is too coarse 
or fine to represent the detail present in the environment) and have high memory 
requirements (Burgard et al., 2008). 
Topological Maps 
A topological approach to mapping does not store both the robot location and 
feature locations in the same co-ordinate frame. Instead, it stores distinct 'locations' 
as nodes in a graph with edges formed by the odometry generated when moving 
between nodes. For feature-location based data association, distinct locations are 
often defined as meet-points in generalised Voronoi diagrams (Choset et al., 2001), 
as shown in Figure 4.  
a) b) 
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Figure 4 - Topological map of an office environment generated using a generalised Voronoi 
graph. Adapted from (Beeson et al., 2005). 
For appearance-based topological maps, the nodes store a distinctive 
representation of the location's appearance, and the distance between nodes is 
defined by the change in appearance as calculated by the data association. This can 
lead to large variations in map density, since some areas of the environment will 
provide denser appearance information than others (Rybski et al., 2003). A special 
case of appearance-based topological maps is the 'appearance-only' map, which 
discards odometry data entirely and connects nodes based on their sequence of 
observation (Cummins et al., 2007). While this allows for rudimentary pose filtering 
in the form of sequence-based matching (or temporal filtering), it does not exploit the 
additional metric information provided by motion between nodes. 
2.1.3 Data Association 
Data association in SLAM is the process of identifying which currently 
observed feature or set of features correspond to another feature or set of features 
present in the map. Typically, data association will provide a score metric based on 
the difference between feature location and/or appearance data. Since data 
association is not explicitly defined by the probabilistic SLAM definition (perfect 
data association is assumed when identifying features which can lead to fragility in 
naïve SLAM implementations), a wide range of techniques have been employed in 
SLAM systems, from the fields of information theory, computer vision and even 
textual analysis. However, data association is often not considered an integral 
component of a probabilistic SLAM system and many implement a heuristic-based 
data association system instead of a rigorous probabilistic algorithm (Thrun, et al., 
2008). 
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Nearest Neighbour Gating 
One of the simplest forms of location-based data association for SLAM 
systems is nearest-neighbour gating, or maximum-likelihood data association. Using 
this method, observed features are identified based on their proximity to expected 
feature locations within the map if they are within a predefined distance, usually 
calculated using the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936). Given an innovation 
vector vij equal to the distance between the current observation zi and predicted 
measurement h(x, m) for feature mj as follows: 
  (7) 
The Mahalanobis distance Dij can then be found using v and its associated 
covariance S as follows: 
  (8) 
The feature mj that reports the least distance to the observed feature (up to a 
pre-defined maximum distance) is identified as the same feature and used to update 
the estimated feature location. While nearest-neighbour gating is computationally 
inexpensive for sparse maps, it requires covariances between states and map features 
to generate the innovation covariance S and thus is only applicable in Gaussian-filter-
based methods (Dissanayake et al., 2001). As illustrated in Figure 5, nearest-
neighbour gating is also brittle and can return incorrect data association results if the 
uncertainty does not correctly model the error in the map (most commonly occuring 
in loop closure events) (Neira et al., 2001).  
 
Figure 5 - Data association in metric SLAM using Nearest Neighbour Gating. Two 
measurements are assigned to a single landmark, corrupting the map. Adapted from (Cummins, 
2009). 
Joint Compatibility Branch and Bound 
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A more sophisticated approach to location-based data association in sparse 
landmark-based maps is the Joint Compatibility Branch and Bound (JCBB) proposed 
in (Neira, et al., 2001). The JCBB uses multiple landmarks to test the validity of 
several different data association hypotheses, which make it more robust in 
environments with greater feature density and/or less precise odometry. Figure 6 
illustrates the solution found by JCBB for the same data association problem. 
 
Figure 6 - Data association in metric SLAM using the Joint Compatibility test. The current 
hypothesis forms the best consensus of data association, resulting in the correct identification 
of features. Adapted from (Cummins, 2009). 
JCBB generates an 'interpretation tree' which contains every combination of 
currently observed features paired with every combination of features in the map. 
Without explicitly evaluating each data association hypothesis, it performs a tree 
search to find the hypothesis with the greatest number of feature pairings that satisfy 
the 'joint compatibility' test, in this case a lower bound on the Mahalanobis distance. 
By exploiting multiple features from a single observation, JCBB provides a 
significantly lower probability of incorrect data association than nearest-neighbour 
gating (Neira, Tards, et al., 2003). Extensions to JCBB to perform data associations 
in very dense feature environments are presented in (Neira, Tardós, et al., 2003; Paz 
et al., 2007), where a random selection of features are used to update JCBB in an 
iterative fashion. Similar approaches to JCBB include SCGP, a compatibility check 
based on graph partitioning (Olson et al., 2005). 
Random Sample Consensus 
Data association using a random selection of dense features is most commonly 
performed using the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm proposed in 
(Fischler et al., 1981). Originally derived to detect and reject outliers during curve 
fitting, RANSAC has become a popular method to solve the correspondence 
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problem, particularly in stereo and multi-view SLAM (Daniilidis et al., 2008). Figure 
7 illustrates a typical solution found by linear regression and RANSAC for a curve 
fitting problem. 
a)     b)  
Figure 7 - Solutions to a typical linear curve fitting problem with noisy data. a) 
demonstrates the best linear fit using both inliers and outliers. b) shows the solution generated 
by RANSAC, which identifies inliers and determines the correct model. 
Given a number of datapoints U, where an unknown number of the datapoints 
(the 'inliers') are consistent with a model with unknown parameters in parameter 
space Θ, RANSAC attempts to find model parameters θ* from Θ by maximising a 
cost function Js(Θ, U, Δ). The cost function is defined as the number of data points 
from U that are supported by the model with parameters theta star, where support is 
defined as an error of less than the threshold Δ between the datapoint and the model. 
RANSAC performs the maximisation of Js by selecting m random samples from data 
points U to form subset Sk, generating a model hypothesis θk, then evaluating the cost 
function Js with the model hypothesis. The number of samples m is chosen to provide 
a unique solution to the model parameters θk. This process is performed iteratively 
where at each stage the probability of selecting an uncontaminated sample is as 
follows: 
  (9) 
where I is the number of inliers and N the number of datapoints in the set U. The 
selection of points with highest support Ik is stored along with its model parameters 
θk, and the process is terminated when the likelihood of finding a better model falls 
under the threshold η0 as follows: 
  (10) 
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The model with parameters θk is chosen as the best fit for the data. While the 
RANSAC algorithm provides a computationally inexpensive method of fitting a 
model to data contaminated with outliers, it does not use the additional data available 
to many feature location-based SLAM systems, such as the feature covariance used 
by nearest-neighbour gating and JCBB. Since the error contribution from each data 
point in RANSAC is equally weighted, there is no explicit representation of 
uncertainty and the solution is always a single global maximum so no multi-
hypothesis tracking is possible (Tordoff et al., 2002).  
A number of extensions have been proposed that increase the performance of 
RANSAC. MLESAC (Torr et al., 2000) chooses the hypothesis with the maximum 
likelihood instead of the one with the minimal sum of residual errors. (Nistér, 2005) 
proposed preemptive RANSAC to reduce the time spent evaluating probably bad 
hypotheses. PROSAC (Chum et al., 2005) proposes a guided semi-random sampling 
process. Recently, (Raguram et al., 2009) explicitly incorporated uncertainty 
information into the RANSAC scheme and proposed an algorithm called Cov-
RANSAC. RANSAC and its variants are used by many probabilistic and visual 
SLAM systems, for applications such as laser scan matching (Nguyen et al., 2005) 
and geometric verification (Newman et al., 2006). 
Pixel Intensity Matching 
In contrast to probabilistic SLAM systems that primarily employ location-
based data association, visual SLAM systems make almost exclusive use of 
appearance-based data association techniques. The simplest appearance-based data 
association method for visual SLAM is direct pixel-to-pixel intensity comparison, 
often aggregated using sum-of-absolute-differences (SAD) (Daniilidis, et al., 2008). 
While this method is effective at determining if two images are identical, it is heavily 
dependent on illumination, camera exposure, colour space representation, dynamic 
scene content and small variations in camera pose. To reduce the dependence on 
scene structure and repeatable camera poses, SAD can be applied to normalised 
image or colour histograms, but this remains sensitive to illumination and colour 
space representation. However, in localised regions such as the windowed areas in 
the visual templates in (Milford et al., 2008b) or the active matching ellipsoids of 
(Davison, 2003), direct intensity comparison can provide adequate results over a 
short period of time, suitable for relative data association. Figure 8 illustrates the 
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intensity-based data association method used in (Milford, et al., 2008b) for outdoor 
localisation using a single camera. 
b)   c)  
Figure 8 – Intensity-based visual data association system. a) shows the section of the image 
used to generate the intensity profile illustrated in b), formed by summing each column of 
pixels. c) illustrates the process of recognising previously visited locations; if the current 
profile matches a previously visited location within a threshold it is identified as location LV2, 
and if no previously visited location matches a new location LV3 is created. Adapted from 
(Milford, et al., 2008b). 
Descriptor Matching 
A robust method of appearance-based data association can be performed using 
a scale-invariant feature such as SIFT (Lowe, 2004). These detectors provide greater 
stability than intensity-based techniques when detecting a feature in multiple images, 
as they are constrast-, viewpoint- and scale-invariant (with some limitations). Other 
well-known feature extractors include SURF (Bay, et al., 2006), CenSurE (Agrawal 
et al., 2008), Harris (Harris, et al., 1988), MSER (Matas et al., 2001), FAST (Rosten 
et al., 2006) and more recently, BRIEF (Calonder et al., 2010) and ORB (Rublee et 
al., 2011). The descriptor generated by each feature is typically a high-dimensional 
vector, which can be directly compared to other descriptors by finding the Euclidean 
distance between the vectors (Lowe, 1999, 2004). However, for images with large 
numbers of features, calculating the distance in high-dimensional descriptor space 
between every combination of features is computationally expensive, even when 
using an optimal data structure such as the kd-tree or Best-Bin-First search (Beis et 
al., 1997). 
To reduce the dimensionality of the descriptor information the 'bag-of-words' 
model from textual analysis was applied to SIFT descriptors in (Sivic et al., 2003). 
This method requires a training set of descriptors from an environment similar to the 
test environment. The descriptors are then clustered using k-means (Csurka et al., 
a) 
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2004) or modified sequential clustering (Teynor et al., 2007) and the centres of the 
clusters are used to partition the high-dimensional descriptor space into Voroni 
regions. Each new feature observation is classified as a particular 'visual word' based 
on the Voroni region it falls within, reducing the multidimensional descriptor vector 
to a single number that identifies the appearance of the feature. This dimensionality 
reduction enables simple feature comparison and co-occurance detection. Retrieval is 
performed using term-frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) relevance 
scoring (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999). Figure 9 illustrates the process of generating the 
bag-of-words representation for a particular image. 
 
Figure 9 - Bag-of-words generation from a visual scene. SIFT or SURF feature extraction is 
used to identify interest points in the image. From these points, local patches are used to 
generate unique descriptors for each feature. These descriptors are then quantised into visual 
‘words’ using a high-dimensional Voronoi space generated using training data from a similar 
environment. The bag-of-words representation is simply a binary vector indicating which 
visual words are present in the image. Modified from (Cummins, 2009). 
A number of enhancements to the visual bag-of-words model have been made 
to increase its performance or reduce the computational requirements of storing large 
vocabularies. (Nister et al., 2006) developed a tree-based data structure to perform 
generation, quantisation and indexing based on hierarchical k-means, dubbed the 
'vocabulary tree'. This was extended to 'vocabulary forests' in (Mikolajczyk et al., 
2008), using multiple randomised approximate k-means clustered trees. To avoid the 
requirement for a training set of descriptors, a heuristic-based online clustering 
method for visual words was presented in (Eade et al., 2008) which uses Spill trees 
(Liu et al., 2004) and a provisional vocabulary list. However, this method becomes 
computationally expensive with large numbers of visual words (Eade, 2008). 
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2.1.4 Pose Filtering 
To simultaneously combine a mapping system with a data association scheme 
to form a single location and map hypothesis, a pose filter is required. As the 
probabilistic SLAM definition primarily describes pose filtering, the majority of pose 
filtering solutions are simply computational methods of evaluating the online or 
offline SLAM distributions using either a filtering framework or optimisation 
framework. 
Filtering Approaches 
Bayesian filtering approaches to SLAM typically attempt to solve the online 
SLAM problem by using two step predict-correct recursive Bayes estimation, as 
presented in equations 5 and 6. Typical approaches to Bayesian filtering for SLAM 
include the Kalman Filter (KF), the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), the Unscented or 
Sigma-Point Kalman Filter (UKF or SPKF), the Information Filter (IF) and the 
Particle Filter (PF). Additionally, we present a summary of the Continuous Attractor 
Network (CAN), a non-Bayesian filter based on a dynamic neural network. 
Kalman Filter 
The Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960) is the optimal solution to unbiased 
estimation in a linear system with additive Gaussian noise. Since the Kalman filter 
performs recursive Bayes estimation it is particularly suited to the probabilistic 
SLAM problem (Smith, et al., 1990). Given a state estimate , state covariance 
matrix Pk, input uk and input noise Qk, the predict-update is as follows: 
  (11) 
  (12) 
where Fk is the state transition matrix and Bk the input model. Given an 
observation zk and observation noise Rk, the observation-update then proceeds as 
follows: 
  (13) 
  (14) 
  (15) 
  (16) 
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  (17) 
Although the Kalman filter appears to directly solve the SLAM problem using 
recursive Bayes, it is not generally applicable to real-world SLAM algorithms. Aside 
from trivial one-dimensional tracking, few vehicle models are linear in nature and 
process noise is seldom Gaussian (Huang et al., 2007). Additionally, the covariance 
matrix P grows with the square of the number of tracked states, which can become 
computationally expensive to update if every feature is included in the state vector 
(Leonard et al., 1991). 
Extended Kalman Filter 
The extended Kalman filter was first proposed as a solution to the online 
SLAM problem using landmark features in (Smith et al., 1986), and was the first 
SLAM algorithm to be successfully applied to a real-world environment (Crowley, 
1989). The EKF SLAM algorithm is formed by combining the robot pose and 
landmark locations into a single state vector, and linearising the observation and 
motion model at each Kalman filter update. Given the following non-linear motion 
and observation models f and h with additive Gaussian noise wk and vk: 
  (18) 
  (19) 
The motion-update is performed as follows using control vector uk and control 
noise Qk: 
  (20) 
  (21) 
where Δfk is the Jacobian of the motion model. The observation-update then follows 
using observation vector zk and covariance Rk: 
  (22) 
  (23) 
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  (25) 
where Δh is the Jacobian of the observation model. Since the covariance matrix P 
scales with the number of features N, the time and space complexity of the EKF 
SLAM algorithm is of order O(N2), and therefore the cost to build a map with N 
landmarks is of order O(N3). This unbounded complexity can quickly exceed 
computational capacity for all but the most simple, controlled environments (Thrun, 
et al., 2008). Additionally, while the method of environment representation (as point 
features) and pose filtering is explicit in EKF SLAM, data association is often 
performed by simple nearest neighbour gating, usually by Mahalanobis distance as 
presented in Section 2.1.3. While this method is computationally inexpensive, 
accumulated linearization errors can cause the expected location of features to 
deviate significantly from their actual locations, and once an incorrect data 
association is made the mapping system fails catastrophically (Bibby et al., 2007). 
Many large outdoor locations were successfully mapped using EKF SLAM, 
notably a 3.5km loop through Victoria Park using trees as point features (Guivant, et 
al., 2000) and a 60m underwater trajectory with man-made landmarks (Dissanayake, 
et al., 2001). Additionally, the EKF can be extended to use laser- or sonar-scan 
matching rather than point features, allowing the use of more sophisticated data 
association such as RANSAC or JCBB. However, due to the computational 
complexity and linearization errors discussed above, filter-based SLAM systems 
generally use more recent algorithms as discussed in the following sections. 
Unscented Kalman Filter 
The unscented Kalman filter of (Julier et al., 1997) attempts to mitigate the 
linearization errors generated by the extended Kalman filter. Instead of propagating 
only the mean and variance of each state variable, the UKF generates a series of 
‘sigma points’ that characterise the distribution of the state. The location of these 
points can be updated using a standard Kalman filter process, since no linearisation is 
required to propagate only the mean. The sigma points are generated by augmenting 
the state as follows: 
  (26) 
T
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The Unscented Transform (Julier et al., 1996) is used to generate sigma points 
,  and weights W for both the state and the innovation: 
  (27) 
The sigma points are then updated using the non-linear motion and observation 
models. Note that no Jacobeans are required and hence no linearization is performed. 
The motion-update is as follows: 
  (28) 
  (29) 
  (30) 
  (31) 
  (32) 
Using the innovation y, the observation-update is performed as follows: 
  (33) 
  (34) 
  (35) 
  (36) 
  (37) 
While the unscented Kalman filter considerably reduces linearization errors 
over the standard EKF SLAM (and subsequently reduces errors in data association), 
the computational complexity and memory requirements remain the same as the 
EKF. For this reason, algorithms based on Rao-Blackwellised particle filtering are 
more commonly used (Thrun, et al., 2008). However, variants of the unscented 
Kalman filter have been used as a replacement for the EKF in monocular SLAM 
(Holmes et al., 2008). 
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Extended Information Filter 
The extended information filter (EIF) is another variant of the EKF that 
attempts to reduce computational complexity by converting the covariance matrix to 
information form (Thrun et al., 2002). The state variable and covariance matrix is 
inverted to find the information matrix Y and information state y as follows: 
  (38) 
Novel information is represented by the inverse observation and observation 
covariance: 
  (39) 
The observation-update can be performed by adding new observations to the 
information matrix and state as follows: 
  (40) 
This procedure can be performed in constant time, in contrast to the O(N2) of 
the EKF. This property of the information filter allows it to deal with very large 
numbers of feature observations (for example, in dense stereo vision SLAM). 
However, while the observation-update is greatly simplified for the EIF over the 
EKF, the motion-update is correspondingly more difficult. In information form, the 
motion-update is as follows: 
  (41) 
  (42) 
  (43) 
  (44) 
  (45) 
The sum of motion- and observation-update computational complexity of an 
exact solution for the information filter is O(N2 +1), in contrast to the O(N + N2) of 
the EKF. However, the drawback is that the state remains in information form and 
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the information matrix must be inverted to recover the state vector and covariance 
matrix as follows: 
  (46) 
While the full state and covariance matrix may not be required at each update 
depending upon the application (which would require an O(N3) operation), the 
Jacobians f and h require the vehicle pose at each timestep. However, the pose can be 
recovered by a partial inverse requiring only O(N2) (Walter et al., 2007).  
In the form described above, the information filter does not provide any 
significant advantages over the EKF, but a number of algorithms have been 
developed to exploit simplifications based on the properties of the information 
matrix. The Sparse Extended Information Filter (SEIF) approximates low-valued 
entries of the information matrix as zero, allowing the use of sparse matrix 
operations (Montemerlo et al., 2004). Since the vast majority of off-diagonal entries 
in the information matrix tend to be close to zero, significant reductions in 
computational requirements can be achieved with this approximation. However, 
reducing the values in the information matrix is equivalent to increasing the 
correlation between features, which tends to cause overconfidence in state estimates 
(Walter, et al., 2007). Two approaches were developed to counter this: the Exactly 
Sparse Delayed Filter (ESDF) (Eustice et al., 2005) and the Exactly Sparse Extended 
Information Filter (ESEIF) (Walter, et al., 2007) but since both approaches still 
require approximations, they tend to remain less accurate than the standard EKF, 
though with significant computational advantages. 
Rao-Blackwellised Particle Filter 
The Rao-Blackwell theorem (Blackwell, 1947) states that a joint distribution 
can be estimated if it has the following properties: the distribution can be partitioned 
according to the product rule, the conditional distribution can be determined 
analytically and one of the variables can be sampled directly as follows: 
  (47) 
  (48) 
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The marginal can then be estimated using N samples of the distribution, 
dubbed ‘particles’: 
  (49) 
Importantly, no assumption of the error distribution is required for a particle 
filter; unlike the Kalman filter and derivatives, particle filters do not assume 
Gaussian noise. Rao-Blackwellisation can be used as an alternative to the Kalman 
filter for joint state estimation by assuming conditional independence and sequential-
importance-sampling (SIS) (Doucet et al., 2000). While the Kalman filter tracks a 
single joint state and joint covariance, a Rao-Blackwellised particle filter tracks N 
joint states without requiring their associated covariances, which reduces the update 
complexity from O(M2) to O(MN), where M is the number of states and N the 
number of particles (Montemerlo, et al., 2002). However, to ensure convergence a 
particle resampling solution is required, which is not defined by the process of Rao-
Blackwellisation and is dependent on the application (Van der Merwe et al., 2001). 
Continuous Attractor Network 
The continuous attractor network is a non-linear dynamic neural system, 
originally applied to SLAM systems because of its role in computational models of 
the rodent hippocampus (Redish et al., 1996; Zhang, 1996; Samsonovich et al., 
1997). Neurons in the continuous attractor network are rate-coded and interconnected 
in a grid- or ring-like structure, with static weights proportional to the distance 
between the neurons in the structure. With no input to the network, the activity 
converges to a single stable location or 'activity packet', as illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 – Activity packet in a two-dimensional continuous attractor network. The x- and 
y- axis represent the spatial layout of neurons in the grid, and the z-axis represents neuron 
firing rate. The dynamics of the continuous attractor network cause the activity in the network 
to converge to a single location. Adapted from (Samsonovich, et al., 1997). 
Each activity packet in the attractor network represents a pose hypothesis 
within the occupancy-grid-like map formed by the neurons in the network. Odometry 
information is incorporated into the network by biasing the direction in which the 
activity update is formed, which will cause the activity packet to traverse the network 
in the desired direction. Observations are not directly incorporated into the attractor 
network; instead, a static 'sensor network' that aggregates the results of data 
association is used (McNaughton et al., 1996). Connections are created between the 
sensor network and the active cells of the attractor network using an associative 
learning rule, as illustrated in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11 – Continuous attractor network updated using sensor network. Connections are 
formed between sensors (in this case, local view sensors) and the attractor network using an 
associative learning rule, such as Hebbian learning. Adapted from (Milford, et al., 2004).  
By associating a particular set of observations with locations in the attractor 
network, activity levels are increased in the network upon revisiting the locations that 
produced the observations, which allows the network to reset its pose hypothesis 
over a period of time (Samsonovich, et al., 1997). There is no explicit representation 
of uncertainty in a continuous attractor network; the local dynamics of the neurons 
define the size of the activity packet which is pseudo-Gaussian in shape. Although 
the continuous attractor network is widely understood to form the basis of spatial 
navigation in rodents and other mammals and has been successfully implemented in 
large-scale indoor and outdoor navigation systems (Milford, et al., 2008b; Milford, et 
al., 2010), the network remains a complex dynamic system and requires a large 
number of heuristic-based parameters to function correctly in a particular 
environment (Milford et al., 2006).  
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Optimisation Approaches 
If the full history of robot motion and observations are known, the full SLAM 
problem can be solved within an optimisation framework. The majority of 
optimisation approaches to SLAM fall under the broad category of Expectation 
Maximisation (EM) algorithms. EM is an iterative offline method of maximum 
likelihood estimation over unobserved variables (Dempster et al., 1977). Given a 
distribution  over a parameter vector θ, observed data x and unobserved 
data Z, the expectation step is as follows: 
  (50) 
The maximisation step then finds the value of theta which maximises the 
conditional distribution Q: 
  (51) 
Although EM cannot be performed incrementally, it is used for graphical 
SLAM methods for which the entire pose history is known and can be globally 
optimised. The first approach to SLAM using a graphical representation solved using 
optimisation is presented in (Lu and Milios, 1997). EM is also related to bundle 
adjustment techniques (Triggs et al., 1999), which are common in computer vision 
and photogrammetry and are used as an optimisation technique in many visual 
SLAM algorithms such as FrameSLAM (Konolige et al., 2008). Most optimisation 
approaches fall under the following four categories: linear methods, non-linear least 
squares methods, stochastic gradient methods and relaxation methods. 
Linear Methods 
The well-known GraphSLAM algorithm is based on offline linear optimisation 
of a global pose graph. The information representation and soft correspondence 
constraints used in GraphSLAM are similar to the SEIF and ESDF (Thrun, et al., 
2008). An analog to GraphSLAM is the problem of finding the minimum energy 
configuration of an interconnected spring-mass system, where the energy state is 
represented by the log-posterior of the SLAM problem:  
  (52) 
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The global solution to the graph then becomes an expectation-maximisation 
problem: 
  (53) 
Assuming additive Gaussian noise, the SLAM log posterior can be alternately 
represented by the sum of the log posteriors of motion and observation as follows: 
  (54) 
Since these are sparse functions, many efficient algorithms such as those used 
for the SEIF can be used to calculate the maximum log posterior. GraphSLAM uses 
an elimination algorithm to reduce the graph to only the pose history, marginalising 
out the map features (similarly to the ESDF). Another graphical SLAM algorithm, 
Smoothing and Mapping (SAM), solves for both the pose history and the map 
features by factorising the information matrix (Dellaert et al., 2005, 2006). The 
efficiency of GraphSLAM and other graphical SLAM algorithms have allowed them 
to create very large maps with up to 108 features (Montemerlo, et al., 2004), but they 
remain an offline approach to the SLAM problem and are therefore unsuitable for 
real-time implementation without modification (such as a sliding window approach). 
Non-linear Least Squares 
Least squares optimization describes an important class of general optimization 
problems. In least squares optimization, the objective function is a sum over squared 
terms as follows: 
  (55) 
where the functions fi are scalar-valued functions of parameters x. The least 
squares optimization then finds the values of x which maximize F: 
  (56) 
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In the non-linear case, the above function cannot be evaluated directly but 
requires an iterative approach. Starting from an initial guess x0, the optimizer 
converges towards a solution x*, which is only globally optimal if the objective 
function is convex. Non-linear optimization approaches generally make use of the 
Jacobian JF and/or Hessian HF of the objective function, defined as follows: 
  (57) 
  (58) 
The simplest optimization strategy is gradient descent, which increments the 
step Δx in the direction of the negative gradient as follows: 
  (59) 
The parameter α defines the step size, which can be determined using a line 
search (Nocedal et al., 2006). Although gradient descent is simple and guaranteed to 
converge to a minimum of the objective function, using more sophisticated methods 
can accelerate convergence. Newton’s method uses the additional information 
available in the Hessian to exploit additional curvature information and does not 
require a step size parameter (Ypma, 1995). The Newton’s method update is as 
follows: 
  (60) 
Although Newton’s method typically converges in fewer steps than gradient 
descent, it requires additional calculation of the Hessian and a solution to the above 
linear problem to find Δx. It also requires F to be twice-differentiable which is not 
guaranteed for all optimization problems. A simplification of Newton’s method for 
quadratic objective functions is the Gauss-Newton method (Bjorck, 1996), defined as 
follows: 
  (61) 
Instead of using the Hessian directly, Gauss-Newton approximates H with JTJ. 
This permits faster computation for quadratic problems (such as non-linear least 
squares) since calculation of the Hessian is not required. While Newton’s method 
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and Gauss-Newton provide faster convergence when close to the solution, they can 
fail to give valid Δx values when far from the optimal solution. In these cases, 
gradient descent can provide superior results that are guaranteed to converge to the 
solution. The Levenberg-Marquadt approach combines Gauss-Newton with gradient 
descent in a framework that gradually switches between the two, by introducing a 
damping factor λ that slowly decreases with successive steps of the optimiser as 
follows: 
  (62) 
Large values of λ reduce the effect of the JTJ term, and cause the function to 
act like gradient descent. The parameter λ is decreased as the optimiser approaches 
the solution, which increases the effect of the JTJ term and causes the function to act 
like Gauss-Newton. This provides Levenberg-Marquadt with the advantages of both 
systems and makes it a popular choice for optimisation in SLAM (Cole et al., 2006), 
computer vision (Triggs, et al., 1999) and many other fields. The majority of non-
linear least squares approaches to the full SLAM problem are based on Gauss-
Newton, Levenberg-Marquadt or a variation of the two. Nonlinear least squares 
optimization for SLAM was presented in Square Root Smoothing and Mapping 
(√SAM) (Dellaert, et al., 2005) and its recent enhancements iSAM (Kaess et al., 
2008) and iSAM2 (Kaess et al., 2012). An alternative approach, Sparse Pose 
Adjustment (SPA) (Konolige et al., 2010), explicitly exploits the sparse structure 
inherent in the SLAM problem. (Grisetti et al., 2010) proposed a manifold approach 
dubbed HOG-MAN that outperforms the simpler methods, since SLAM cannot 
always be correctly modeled using flat, Euclidean spaces. Combining the insights 
and learned lessons from HOG-MAN and SPA, the g2o system (Kummerle, et al., 
2011) can be seen as the state of the art approach to solve large-scale SLAM 
problems containing several thousand variables and constraints, including general 
hyper-graph problems as demonstrated in (Kummerle, Grisetti, & Burgard, 2011). 
Stochastic Gradient Descent 
The use of stochastic gradient descent to solve the SLAM problem was 
originally introduced in (Olson et al., 2006). Instead of attempting to adjust the 
positions of every node in a pose graph simultaneously (as in the above two 
optimisation methods), stochastic gradient descent minimises equation 56 by 
JTJ+λI( )Δx = −JT f x( )
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sequentially selecting a constraint (j, i) between two nodes and adjusting nodes in the 
network to decrease the error introduced by the selected constraint. Compared to the 
standard gradient descent formulation presented above, stochastic gradient descent 
optimises the nodes individually rather than as a whole. The nodes are updated as 
follows: 
  (63) 
K is a preconditioning matrix typically computed as the inverse of the diagonal 
terms of the Hessian H, Ωji is the information matrix of the constraint, rji is the 
residual which corresponds to the negative error vector eji, and λ is a learning rate 
that decreases with each iteration (as in Levenberg-Marquadt). In practice, the 
stochastic gradient descent algorithm decomposes the global problem into a number 
of smaller problems that optimise each constraint individually. This approach is 
extended in (Grisetti, et al., 2007), which introduces a tree-based parameterisation to 
significantly increase convergence rate and allow correction of arbitrary (non-
sequential) graphs.  
Relaxation 
Similar to stochastic gradient descent, relaxation methods apply corrections to 
each node sequentially based on local constraints. The approach in (Duckett et al, 
2000) defines a global energy function E as follows: 
  (64) 
where ri  = (xi, yi)T is the position of each node, Dji is an angular offset term 
and Cji is the covariance matrix of the link measurement. The optimal position ri of 
node i that minimises this objective function is calculated as follows: 
  (65) 
When performed incrementally, this method is equivalent to Gibbs sampling at 
zero temperature (Duckett et al., 2000). A multilevel extension of this approach is 
presented in (Frese et al., 2005), which relaxes a hierarchical graph to reduce 
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convergence time. An alternative relaxation method similar to Gauss-Seidel is 
presented in (Milford et al., 2005). 
2.1.5 Summary 
This section has presented the mathematical and algorithmic foundations for 
the vast majority of practical SLAM algorithms in use today. The fundamental 
concepts of environment representation and data association were introduced, along 
with the two primary approaches (filtering and optimisation) to creating a consistent 
map and location hypothesis. These concepts form the basis of the remaining 
algorithms presented in this chapter and are crucial to the development of the novel 
contributions of this thesis, presented in Chapters 3 to 9. 
2.2 REAL-WORLD SLAM SYSTEMS 
The following section presents an overview of current state-of-the-art SLAM 
algorithms derived from a combination of the environment representation, data 
association and pose filtering methods described above. Along with the key 
properties of each algorithm, real-world localisation and mapping results will be 
presented in order to compare the approaches in terms of performance and scale.  
2.2.1 FastSLAM 
FastSLAM is the name given to the SLAM algorithm developed in 
(Montemerlo, et al., 2002) which uses a Rao-Blackwellised particle filter and various 
schemes for particle resampling. By storing many different location and map 
hypotheses as individual particles and assigning weights to those particles based on 
how well they match observations, FastSLAM avoids both the linearization and 
computational complexity issues of EKF SLAM. The chief innovation in Rao-
Blackwellisation is decoupling the process noise from the observation noise. By 
assuming the map stored by each particle is correct, observations become 
conditionally independent, and can thus be updated in O(N). The distribution is 
partitioned as follows: 
  (66) 
 The joint state is represented by N particles, each with pose history X, weight 
w and distribution as follows: 
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  (67) 
The map stored by each particle is formed by a series of independent Gaussian 
distributions: 
  (68) 
The motion-update of FastSLAM is performed by directly sampling from the 
distribution for each particle: 
  (69) 
Each particle is then assigned a weight based on the importance function: 
  (70) 
where 
  (71) 
All weights are normalised to sum to 1. The particles are then resampled with 
replacement, where the probability of selection is proportional to the weight w. All 
remaining particles are then updated using the EKF (or a variant such as the UKF). 
While this is effective in allowing FastSLAM to store multiple hypotheses and 
switch between them as required, it can suffer from “particle deprivation” if there are 
no particles near the correct hypothesis (Van der Merwe, et al., 2001). Many 
extensions have been made to the FastSLAM algorithm, notably FastSLAM 2.0 
(Montemerlo et al., 2003), which includes the current observation in the proposal 
distribution as follows: 
  (72) 
Since the observation is included in the prediction stage, each proposal 
distribution is locally optimal, which generates more efficient solutions. Another 
approach, GridSLAM, extends the environment representation to an occupancy grid, 
reducing the complications of data association in feature-based representations 
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(Hähnel, et al., 2003). The popular GMapping framework (Grisetti, et al., 2005) 
improves the proposal distribution and uses a selective resampling strategy to limit 
the particle depletion problem. Distributed Particle SLAM (DP-SLAM) further 
reduces the computational complexity of FastSLAM by storing the particles in an 
ancestry tree and recording map divergences, rather than storing an entire map for 
each particle (Eliazar et al., 2003; Eliazar et al., 2004).  
2.2.2 Atlas Framework 
The Atlas framework proposed in (Bosse et al., 2003) is a hierarchical method 
which extends the graph-based map of GraphSLAM to multiple interconnected co-
ordinate frames, allowing the use of a separate SLAM algorithm to generate local 
maps or 'map frames'. It relaxes the rigid geometric constraints in the global map to 
avoid the cumulative linearisation problems inherent in EKF-based SLAM systems 
when closing large loops, while maintaining geometric accuracy in local maps. The 
algorithm performs global SLAM using four components; uncertainty projection, 
map frame creation, loop closure and traversal. 
Uncertainty projection allows the propagation of uncertainty between map 
frames along the edges of the Atlas graph. Since there are often multiple paths 
between map frames, the Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) is used to determine the 
shortest path given a cost metric. Instead of distance, the cost metric ρ is the 
uncertainty in transformation in map errors as follows: 
  (73) 
  (74) 
  (75) 
where T is the transform between frames, J is the Jacobian of T and Σ is the 
associated covariance matrix. To create new sections of the map when exploring 
unvisited locations, a new node and edge are added to the graph to represent a new 
map frame. The origin of the map frame is set to the robot state when the frame is 
generated and the local uncertainty is set to zero (since the accumulated uncertainty 
is represented by the edge of the graph). To perform loop closure, firstly the 
uncertainty projection is used to generate a provisional list of map frames that the 
robot may be returning to. A map-matching module (dependant on the local SLAM 
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system) is then used to compare the structure of the current map frame with those in 
the provisional list. If a match is found, a new edge (which stores the alignment 
transformation and the uncertainty) is created in the graph between the current node 
and the matched frame. 
To allow for map-matching between local map frame transitions, a map 
traversal algorithm is used. This method generates multiple hypotheses of different 
classes (‘dominant’, ‘mature’, ‘juvenile’ and ‘retired’) to represent how well the 
hypothesis matches the current observation and changes the state based on the 
lifetime of the hypothesis. For the implementation in (Bosse, et al., 2004) the 
graduation of a hypothesis from juvenile to mature occurs after a period of 2 seconds 
of correct matching, which introduces temporal dynamics to the system. 
Because the Atlas framework inherits the properties of the SLAM system it 
uses to perform local mapping, if paired with an EKF-based SLAM or FastSLAM it 
can perform online mapping (unlike other graph-based mapping techniques such as 
GraphSLAM). By combining the Atlas framework with a histogram-based map 
matching technique in (Bosse et al., 2008), large outdoor road networks of up to 
160km in length were successfully mapped using only a single laser scanner. A map 
of a smaller 30km route is illustrated in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12 – 30km map generated by Atlas overlayed on aerial imagery, generated using a 
side-scanning SICK laser rangefinder. Adapted from (Bosse, et al., 2008) 
While the Atlas framework is a principled, probabilistic method to combine 
accurate local maps in a relaxed global structure, it does not provide the same level 
of accuracy of full EKF-based solutions. For mobile robot applications this is not a 
crucial requirement; however, the Atlas framework is still dependent on metric 
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information and uncertainty projection to determine likely locations for loop closure 
which restricts the maximum possible loop closure distance. 
2.2.3 Structure from Motion 
While not generally classed as a SLAM algorithm, Structure from Motion 
(SFM) describes the process of recovering a three-dimensional model of an object or 
scene from a series of unordered 2D images from unknown locations. SFM arose 
from the fields of computer vision and photogrammetry and is generally a 
computationally expensive offline process since the focus is on accurate 
reconstruction and real-time mapping is not a requirement. Figure 13 illustrates the 
results from a sample structure from motion problem. 
 
Figure 13 – Process of determining 3D structure of an environment using a series of 
unordered images from unknown camera locations. Using only the images, SFM attempts to 
generate a three-dimensional model of the object of interest (in this case, a large building) 
along with the camera locations used to generate the images. Adapted from (Chli, 2009). 
Structure from Motion is generally performed in 3 stages: feature 
correspondences throughout the full set of images are established, an initial 
reconstruction estimate is generated, and bundle adjustment is applied to the estimate 
to improve the reconstruction (Hartley et al., 2003). The majority of SFM systems 
perform the initial reconstruction estimate using the method proposed in (Fitzgibbon 
et al.), which creates a single measurement matrix and performs singular value 
decomposition (SVD) to separate the camera motion and scene structure. Assuming 
the co-ordinate frame is aligned with the first image and that the ith feature with 
depth λ1 is projected onto camera location xi as follows:  
  (76) 
where ti is the baseline between camera location xi and the initial frame x1, and 
Ri is a rotation matrix. This can be extended to n frames, yielding a homogeneous 
system: 
( ) iii txRx += 11λ
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  (77) 
where × is the vector cross product. The least-squares solution to the depth λ1 can be 
computed as follows: 
  (78) 
After computing the depth of each point, equation 77 can be rearranged to find 
the set of rotations and baselines that describe each camera location: 
  (79) 
where Rstacked is the 12 × 1 vector of stacked elements from rotation matrix R. 
To generate the full structure estimate, SVD is performed on the result of this matrix 
to find the closest orthogonal matrix. After generating the initial structure estimate 
using this method, the structure is refined using Levenberg-Marquardt bundle 
adjustment (Marquardt, 1963) to minimise the reprojection error as follows (Triggs 
et al., 2000): 
  (80) 
where a is the list of camera locations, b the list of feature points, v a binary 
variable that represents the existence of point i in image j, Q the predicted position of 
point i in image j and d(x, y) the Euclidean distance between points x and y. Projects 
such as Microsoft Photosynth, based on (Snavely et al., 2006), have generated 3D 
reconstructions of vast outdoor areas, including an entire city (Agarwal et al., 2009). 
However, since SFM is inherently an offline, batch-optimised technique, it is not 
suitable for online mobile robot applications. 
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2.2.4 Parallel Tracking and Mapping 
An alternative to the offline Structure from Motion solution is to perform map-
building and localisation separately but concurrently. This is the approach taken in 
(Klein, et al., 2007), which performs bundle-adjustment based map building using 
infrequent 'good' frames (referred to as keyframes), at the same time as real-time 
optimisation-based tracking. The parallel implementation of these two traditionally 
offline algorithms allow fast real-time performance. To construct the map an 
initialisation procedure is required, which consists of generating two stereo 
keyframes without tracking. Features are selected in the keyframes using the FAST 
corner detector (Rosten, et al., 2006) at multiple pyramidal levels. Keyframes are 
then further added to the map at regular intervals provided the tracking is 'good' and 
the camera is sufficiently far from existing keyframes. The set of N keyframes in a 
set Si are then iteratively optimised using Levenberg-Marquardt bundle adjustment: 
  (81) 
where µ is the set of camera poses, p the set of features and eji the reprojection 
error found as follows: 
  (82) 
where CamProj is the camera projection function (typically a pinhole camera 
model) and Obj is the Tukey biweight objective function (Huber, 1981). Since 
bundle adjustment scales with the cube of the number of keyframes, local bundle 
adjustment can be performed across a selection of keyframes without attempting to 
optimise the entire map at each iteration. Global bundle adjustment for maps with 
150 keyframes require more than 10 seconds to converge, whereas local bundle 
adjustment on 3 sets of 50 keyframes requires less than a second (Klein, et al., 2007). 
The tracking component of the algorithm is based on similar bundle adjustment 
techniques, but seeks to optimise over the camera pose as follows: 
  (83) 
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This optimisation is run in two phases; one using the 50 most robust features 
from a given view point to obtain an initial pose estimate, then refined with up to 
1000 features visible from the estimated pose. Since the error in tracking is explicit 
in bundle adjustment, the tracking 'quality' at any point in time is available and is 
used by the mapping algorithm to aid in the selection of keyframes. The tracking 
system was augmented in (Klein et al., 2008) to include edgelet features, which 
provide robust tracking even with motion blur (Eade et al., 2009), as shown in Figure 
14. 
 
Figure 14 – Comparison between edgelet features and point features for high velocity 
tracking. At high camera velocities, edgelet features parallel to the direction of motion are 
generally preserved, allowing for robust tracking without the presence of point features. 
Adapted from (Klein, et al., 2008). 
While Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) provides many of the 
advantages of offline structure-from motion (in terms of geometric map accuracy) 
with real-time performance, it is limited to small areas due to the computational 
complexity of global bundle adjustment. This is acceptable for its intended 
application (small-scale augmented reality); however, for larger environments global 
bundle adjustment becomes too computationally expensive and local bundle 
adjustment fails to converge over large loops. However, the use of large numbers of 
low-quality features allow for more robust tracking in small spaces than other visual 
or monocular SLAM algorithms as discussed below, which tend to rely on small 
numbers of high-quality features (Klein, et al., 2008). This property is exploited in 
Dense Tracking and Mapping (DTAM), which uses a highly parallel featureless 
technique to directly perform 3D reconstruction (Newcombe et al., 2011). 
2.2.5 Monocular SLAM 
Monocular SLAM is a term given to a class of SLAM algorithms that use a 
single camera to provide both odometry and feature observation information. With 
the widespread use of cameras in mobile communication devices and computers, 
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monocular SLAM algorithms could provide SLAM capability to millions of users 
worldwide without requiring any additional hardware (Davison et al., 2007). 
However, performing SLAM using a low-resolution, narrow field-of-view camera as 
the only sensor is not trivial.  
Since there is no external method of motion estimation, the motion model of 
probabilistic monocular SLAM cannot be determined using physical parameters of 
the system. However, it can be characterised by the expected motion of the camera. 
Generally the motion is characterised as a constant velocity model; all accelerations 
experienced by the camera are assumed to be linear Gaussian in nature (Davison, 
2003). Given a camera state vector of: 
  (84) 
where r is a 3D position vector, q a quaternion representing orientation, v a 3D 
velocity vector and ω a 3D angular velocity vector. The constant velocity state 
update equation is as follows: 
  (85) 
where VW is the change in velocity and ΩR the change in angular velocity. This 
function can be differentiated analytically to form the Jacobian required for the EKF 
motion-update. While this motion assumption does not hold for sudden rapid 
movements with high accelerations, most hand-held camera motion tends to be 
smooth and is well approximated with this model (Davison, et al., 2007). 
The chief limitation to generating a feature-based map using only a camera is 
the inability to determine feature depth from a single image. Once the feature 
location is known in the map, a simple camera projection can generate its expected 
location on the image plane; however, more than one observation of the feature from 
multiple locations is required to place it in the map to begin with. The first approach 
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presented in (Davison, 2003) was to create a 3D line from the camera location to an 
infinite depth point in the direction of the feature when it is first observed as follows: 
  (86) 
where ri is the position of the camera and m(θ, φ) a unit vector in the direction 
of the feature. Multiple particles are then distributed along this line at regular 
intervals, each representing a hypothesis of the feature depth. These particles are then 
resampled in subsequent observations of the feature, and when the ratio of standard 
deviation to depth reaches a predefined value the feature is placed at the mean 
estimated location in 3D co-ordinates.  
While this method allows for feature initialisation without performing offline 
batch processing (as in structure from motion and PTAM), it still requires two 
distinct classes of features and a hard-coded threshold. Also, a linear Gaussian 
distribution along an epipolar line does not correctly capture the non-linearity present 
in estimating feature depth using multiple angular measurements. A more generalised 
feature representation dubbed 'inverse depth parameterisation' was presented in 
(Civera et al., 2008), which allows the depth to be directly updated using an EKF 
without an explicit initialisation procedure. The location of a feature is defined as: 
  (87) 
where ρi is the inverse feature depth. It is demonstrated in (Civera, et al., 2008) 
that ρi can be assumed to have a Gaussian distribution, and as such there is no need 
for particle filtering over feature depth. 
Given the motion model of the camera and the linearised depth 
parameterisation, the camera pose and map can be updated using a standard EKF as 
in (Davison, 2003). The use of a single EKF allows for larger scale maps than the 
local bundle adjustment method in (Klein, et al., 2007), but it requires a sparse map; 
the test system in (Davison, 2003) could not sustain a 30Hz update rate (equal to the 
frame rate of the camera) if the map contained more than 100 features.  
To increase the number of features in the map while maintaining real-time 
performance, a particle filter method similar to FastSLAM was implemented in 
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(Eade et al., 2006). Each particle represents a camera pose and map hypothesis and 
the full distribution is formed by a point cloud in 3D space. With the same real-time 
performance as (Davison, 2003), maps with over a thousand features could be 
maintained (Eade, et al., 2006). This representation was extended with a graph-based 
framework similar to the Atlas framework, where landmark estimates are grouped as 
nodes in a graph (Eade et al., 2007), as illustrated in Figure 15. Observations only 
update the active node in the graph, allowing for complexity linear with the size of 
the graph.  
 
Figure 15 – Graph-based approach to monocular SLAM. Multiple observations are 
coalesced into nodes in a graph, allowing for larger scale maps than existing systems. 
Computation time is reduced since only the active node needs to be updated with the current 
observation. Adapted from (Eade, et al., 2007). 
Data association in monocular SLAM primarily uses a technique dubbed 
‘active matching’ (Davison, et al., 2007). Given a selection of features in a previous 
image and assumed motion between images, the location of features can be estimated 
in the current frame given the uncertainty in motion. This allows the search space for 
features in the image to be significantly reduced, since only a small portion of the 
image where features are expected to lie needs to be searched. A patch of the image 
corresponding to the feature location is cross-correlated (using intensity matching) 
with the search area in the new image, typically an ellipse corresponding to the 3σ 
uncertainty bounds. This method can be improved by warping the patch to represent 
the change in viewing angle, as demonstrated in (Molton et al., 2004). The active 
matching process was further improved in (Chli, 2009) using information theoretic 
techniques to update the features in an optimal sequence, reducing the number of 
cross-correlations required. Figure 16 illustrates the active matching process. 
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a)  b)  
Figure 16 – Active matching in a cluttered office environment. a) shows the map generated 
by performing monocular SLAM, with features in 3D space represented by their 3σ uncertainty 
ellipses. b) shows the corresponding expected feature locations mapped to the 2D image plane 
for active feature search. Adapted from (Chli, 2009). 
Monocular SLAM systems provide a minimal-hardware solution to visual 
SLAM while maintaining a principled probabilistic foundation. However, in general 
they do not scale well to large environments while maintaining real-time 
performance (Clemente et al., 2007) and cannot close large loops effectively using 
active matching for data association (Williams et al., 2009).  
2.2.6 FrameSLAM 
The FrameSLAM system in (Konolige, et al., 2008) combines accurate stereo 
visual odometry with frame-based visual matching and pose graph optimisation, 
similar to both GraphSLAM in Section 2.1.4 and the mapping component of PTAM 
in Section 2.2.4. To reduce the computational costs in updating a full pose graph, a 
novel method of map representation dubbed ‘skeleton mapping’ is used. Skeleton 
mapping reduces the full Bayesian graph to a minimum number of ‘frames’ required 
to accurately represent the observations, as illustrated in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17 – Skeleton frame reduction in FrameSLAM represented as a dynamic Bayesian 
network. a) shows the full sequence of observations zi,j of features qj from camera locations ci. 
b) and c) show the process of marginalisation that yields intermediate measurements di, 
reducing the size of the map but preserving the information required for loop closure. 
Reproduced from (Konolige, et al., 2008). 
Data association in FrameSLAM is performed with the use of CenSure, a more 
stable variant of the Harris operator with reduced computation in comparison to SIFT 
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or SURF (Agrawal, et al., 2008). To perform a match between frames, normalised 
cross-correlation is performed between a previous stereo pair and the current left 
image. The motion estimate is then performed using three-point RANSAC to 
determine the relative orientation between the current and previous frame. This 
method allows the current location to be matched to any location in the map; in 
contrast to the SLAM systems presented so far, loop closure in FrameSLAM can be 
performed regardless of accumulated odometry error. Once a loop closure has been 
performed, the full map is updated using non-linear least-square optimisation, related 
to Sparse Bundle Adjustment (Triggs, et al., 2000). FrameSLAM has successfully 
mapped a number of large outdoor environments, notably a 10km combined 
trajectory in rough terrain. Figure 18 illustrates the error reduction provided by 
FrameSLAM over visual odometry for the dataset, with and without IMU 
augmentation. 
 
Figure 18 – Error reduction in FrameSLAM with variable keyframe reduction compared to 
accurate visual odometry. Even with 1/400th the original number of keyframes, FrameSLAM 
considerably outperforms odometry with a) no IMU augmentation and b) IMU augmentation. 
Adapted from (Konolige, et al., 2008). 
While FrameSLAM provides real-time mapping performance using only visual 
information, its accuracy is primarily dependant on robust visual odometry provided 
by stereo cameras. Additionally, it discards feature appearance information, making 
it more susceptible to failure in environments with repetitive geometric structures. 
Further enhancements to FrameSLAM in (Konolige, et al., 2009) add a vocabulary-
tree based appearance match to provide candidate loop closures to the RANSAC 
stage. 
2.2.7 RSLAM 
The RSLAM system (Mei, et al., 2011) differs from conventional pose graph 
SLAM systems by explicitly defining no global or privileged co-ordinate frame; 
instead, all measurements and optimisations are performed relative to the pose where 
a) b) 
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the relevant feature was first observed. RSLAM defines a Continuous Relative 
Representation (CRR), which consists of a local base frame at the current pose, and 
an ‘active region,’ which corresponds to all poses or features within a given distance 
to the current pose. Features with base frames belonging to poses from the active 
region are projected into the base frame of the current pose by composing the 
transform along the edges between poses. This framework allows constant time 
relative pose updates at the cost of never generating a global metric representation of 
the map. Figure 19 illustrates the relative representation for a sample loop-closure 
and relocalisation scenario: 
 
Figure 19 – Continuous relative representation. a) represents the current state of the 
trajectory, where the active region (dotted line) contains the current pose x8 along with the 
previous poses x7 and x6 along with landmark m3. b) illustrates a loop closure event, where the 
robot at pose x8 observes landmark m1. The active region now encompasses a larger region of 
the map due to the loop closure event. c) illustrates pure localisation in the map, where the 
robot at xn is represented relative to prior pose x3 only and not to a global reference frame. 
Adapted from (Mei, et al., 2011). 
Once the CRR has been defined for a new pose it is optimised using adaptive 
relative bundle adjustment (RBA) (Sibley, et al., 2009). RBA differs from 
conventional bundle adjustment in that the error estimates are projected along 
kinematic chains; the kinematic chain Tji from frame j to frame i is represented as 
follows: 
  (88) 
The sensor model hi,k for a given measurement of feature k relative to frame j 
(denoted as lj,,k) as viewed from frame i can be expressed as follows: 
  (89) 
where Proj is the projection function of the camera. The system is solved using 
iterative non-linear least squares Gauss-Newton with the following normal equation: 
Tji = Tˆj, j+iT t j+1( )Tˆj+1, j+2T tj+2( ),…, Tˆi−1,iT ti( )
hi,k l j,k, ti,…, t j( ) = Proj Tj,i−1l j,k( )
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  (90) 
R is the block diagonal covariance matrix describing the uncertainty of the 
observation vector z and δx = [δl, δt] which are state updates for the feature and edge 
transforms. To limit the size of the system (and therefore the overall computational 
cost), only measurements that are likely to change with a new observation are 
included in the active region. Uncertainty projection using a breadth-first or 
Dijkstra’s search (as in the Atlas Framework) is used to find frames where the 
reprojection error differs by more than a minimum error threshold e and only these 
frames are added to the ‘active region’ in the CRR. In normal operation, the active 
region consists of the most recent 4 to 5 frames on average, but can increase to 
upwards of 20 frames upon loop closure (depending on the number of co-visible 
features). Importantly, the size of the active region is not proportional to the size of 
the loop, which makes closing loops a constant-time operation regardless of map 
size. Global loop closure candidates are selected using FAB-MAP (Cummins, et al., 
2008b). 
RSLAM has been demonstrated in a number of very large-scale outdoor 
environments, including a 120km journey from Oxford to London (Sibley, et al., 
2010), as well as unobserved egomotion scenarios where traditional global mapping 
algorithms fail, such as on a subway train and on the London Eye as shown in Figure 
Figure 20.  
a)  b)  
Figure 20 – RSLAM mapping scale and difficult motion scenarios. a) shows the 120km 
journey from Oxford to London mapped using the relative framework. b) illustrates difficult 
egomotion scenarios which would cause global mapping systems to fail. Adapted from (Sibley, 
et al., 2010). 
While the continuous relative representation of RSLAM allows it to localise 
within and map vast-scale environments without requiring global metric consistency, 
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it still relies on highly accurate local metric information using stereo imaging and an 
appearance-based front-end to provide global loop closure candidates. 
2.2.8 RatSLAM 
The RatSLAM system (Milford et al., 2003; Milford, et al., 2004) is distinct 
from other SLAM systems presented so far, in that it is not derived from the 
probabilistic SLAM definition presented in Section 2.1. It is instead derived from 
models of neural mechanisms underlying spatial navigation in the rodent 
hippocampus; specifically, the use of continuous attractor networks to perform pose 
filtering. RatSLAM consists of three components; a graph-based map representation 
dubbed the ‘experience map’, the ‘local view cells’ which perform data association, 
and the continuous attractor network dubbed the ‘pose cell network’, as illustrated in 
Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21 – RatSLAM system with local view cells, pose cell network and experience map. 
The experience map records activity in both the local view and pose cell networks and 
generates a semi-metric pose graph, similar to topological SLAM systems. Adapted from 
(Milford, et al., 2006). 
The local view cells store each unique visual location as a ‘template’; an 
activation level ai that corresponds to its match to the current visual scene and the 
peak activity location in the pose cell network Pi when each template was generated: 
  (91) 
When no activation level ai is sufficient to match to the current visual scene, a 
new local view cell is created using the current visual scene as a visual template. 
Each active Local View cell injects activity into the pose cell network as follows: 
},{ iii PaV =
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  (92) 
where δ is the visual calibration strength constant. The pose cell network takes 
the form of a three-dimensional competitive attractor network Px’,y’,θ’, where each 
neuron in the grid simultaneously excites and inhibits its neighbours. The excitatory 
weight matrix εa,b,c takes the form of a normalised spherical Gaussian, which is 
calculated by 
  (93) 
where kp and kd are the directional constants in the x’-y’ and θ’ directions 
respectively. The update cycle for the pose cell network is as follows: 
  (94) 
where nx’, ny’ and nθ’ are the sizes of each dimension of the pose cell network, 
and a, b, and c are found by 
  (95) 
The modulo arithmetic above ensures that the three-dimensional wraparound 
on the grid is enforced during local excitation and inhibition. Similar to local 
excitation, given a three-dimensional inhibitory weight matrix ψa,b,c and global 
inhibition value φ, the local inhibition is calculated as follows: 
  (96) 
Path integration in the pose cell network is accomplished by shifting all activity 
packets in the direction of vehicle motion, such that identical trajectories of forward 
and angular velocity result in identical paths through x’,y’,θ’ space: 
  (97) 
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where αa,b,c distributes the activity throughout the eight adjacent pose cells to 
allow for non-integer displacements, and is calculated as follows:   
  (98) 
The experience map forms the useful output of RatSLAM; it combines outputs 
from both local view cells and pose cells as well as odometry information to form a 
semi-metric topological map of the path taken by the SLAM system. Each 
experience ei encodes an activation level Ei, pose cell location Pi, visual template Vi 
and position pi in experience space: 
  (99) 
The activation level of each experience is based upon how well it matches the 
current pose cell location and current visual template and is calculated as follows: 
  (100) 
where Pcurr and Vcurr are the current pose cell activity location and visual 
template numbers respectively and µp is a zone constant for pose cell location. If all 
activation levels are less than or equal to zero, a new experience is created using the 
current pose cell location and visual template number. If the maximally active 
experience at a different location to the most recently created experience, loop 
closure is performed by adding a link between the two experiences. 
As the experience map develops, it is necessary to correct locations in 
experience space pi to account for errors in odometry found during loop closure. The 
following function is applied iteratively to each experience to update all associated 
positions: 
  (101) 
where Nf is the number of links from experience ei to other experiences, Nt is 
the number of links from other experiences to ei, and α is a correction constant, 
typically equal to 0.5 for maximum map correction without causing instability 
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(Milford, et al., 2005). By plotting the experience map positions pi, as well as the 
links between experiences, a topological map of the environment is formed. 
RatSLAM has performed many large-scale indoor and outdoor mapping 
experiments, notably the mapping of a 66km suburban road network in (Milford, et 
al., 2008b). An overhead view of the environment and the map produced by 
RatSLAM are shown in Figure 22. 
 
Figure 22 – 66km St Lucia mapping experiment. a) shows a satellite image of the 
environment with the route overlaid, and b) shows the experience map generated by RatSLAM 
using only a single camera for both odometry and visual information. Adapted from (Milford, 
et al., 2008b). 
To demonstrate the real-time performance of RatSLAM an indoor robot 
delivery experiment was conducted, consisting of over 1100 delivery trials over a 
period of 2 weeks in 2 different office environments (Milford, et al., 2010). The 
delivery locations were manually tagged in the experience map once the robot had 
fully explored the office environment. In total, the robot performed 1177 successful 
deliveries (including 35 autonomous recharges) and one failed delivery, which was 
identified and recovered from automatically.  
While the results produced by RatSLAM are orders of magnitude in scale 
above those produced by probabilistic SLAM systems, they are only possible after an 
extensive tuning process. RatSLAM requires a large number of system parameters, 
many of which are unitless and have no physical interpretation and thus cannot be 
measured from characteristics of the robot platform. The effect that varying system 
parameters has on mapping performance is poorly understood due to the complex 
and dynamic nature of the continuous attractor network and the tuning process is 
largely heuristic and must be performed for each new environment and platform 
a) b) 
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(Milford, et al., 2006). For these reasons RatSLAM in its current state is not suitable 
for widespread applications in mobile robotics. 
2.2.9 FAB-MAP 
Another SLAM system not directly derived from the metric SLAM 
probabilistic definition presented in Section 2.1 is Fast Appearance-based Mapping 
(FAB-MAP) (Cummins, et al., 2007, 2008b). Instead of approaching the SLAM 
problem from a geometric perspective, FAB-MAP performs localisation and 
mapping entirely in visual- or ‘appearance-space’. Since FAB-MAP does not 
incorporate a pose filtering component, in the context of this document it is better 
classed as a probabilistic visual data association algorithm. 
Each image is converted into the visual bag-of-words representation presented 
in Section 2.1.3. It is therefore necessary to create a database of common features 
from a set of training data in a similar environment to the test environment prior to 
performing localisation (Cummins, et al., 2007). Every feature extracted from the 
image is converted to the closest visual word, reducing each image to a binary vector 
of which words are present in the image. 
  (102) 
Each unique location Lk is represented by the probability that the object ei (that 
creates observation zi) is present in the scene. 
  (103) 
The probability of a new image coming from the same location as a previous 
image is estimated using recursive Bayes: 
  (104) 
where  is a collection of previous observations up to time k. The likelihood 
that an observation comes from location Li, , is assumed to be 
independent from all past observations and is calculated using a Chow Liu 
approximation (Chow et al., 1968). The Chow Liu tree is used to describe a full joint 
probability distribution as a product of second-order conditional and marginal 
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distributions. The tree is constructed once as an offline process based on training 
data. It has been shown that this method improves performance over a straight naïve 
Bayes model. 
  (105) 
where r is the root node of the Chow Liu tree and pq is the parent of node q. 
The prior probability of matching a location  is estimated using a naïve 
motion model. The probability of a new place  is set to a constant and 
given a location i at time t, the probability of matching to locations i-1, i, and i+1 are 
equal at time t+1.  
The denominator of equation 91 incorporates the probability of matching to a 
new location in addition to localisation within known places. To estimate if a new 
observation comes from a previously unvisited location, the model needs to consider 
all locations and not just visited locations. This can be split into mapped and 
unmapped locations: 
  (106) 
where M is the set of mapped locations. Since the second term cannot be 
evaluated directly (as it would require information on all unknown locations), an 
estimation must be used. Two calculations for this estimation are presented. The first 
is a mean field approximation (Jordan et al., 1999), where the unmapped location is 
estimated by creating an ‘average location’ from training data. 
  (107) 
The second method is a sampling technique, where a random selection of 
scenes from training data is used to evaluate the unmapped location according to: 
  (108) 
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where Lu is a sampled location and ns is the total number of samples. It is 
demonstrated in (Cummins, et al., 2008b) that the sampling technique provides 
superior results to the mean field approximation.  
A number of enhancements have been made to the original FAB-MAP 
algorithm, to both reduce the computational cost of storing large environments and to 
increase the matching speed of the system. The implementation in (Cummins et al., 
2008a) presented a probabilistic bail-out condition based on the Bennett Inequality 
(Boucheron et al., 2004), to rank features based on their information content and to 
discard unlikely matches without performing the full recursive Bayes calculation. To 
further reduce the amount of computation required, an inverted index lookup scheme 
was implemented in FAB-MAP 2.0 (Cummins, et al., 2009), which allows fully 
sparse evaluation as depicted in Figure 23. An additional RANSAC stage was added 
in FAB-MAP 2.0 to provide a geometric post-verification of image matches.  
 
Figure 23 – Illustration of the computation performed by different versions of FAB-MAP. 
FAB-MAP 1.0 performs a full evaluation of all visual words in all locations illustrated in a). b) 
shows the computational reduction provided by the probabilistic bail-out, and c) illustrates the 
sparsification possible using an inverted index in FAB-MAP 2.0. Adapted from (Cummins, et 
al., 2009). 
By performing localisation and mapping in appearance space alone, FAB-MAP 
has successfully mapped a 1000km road network in appearance space using an 
omnidirectional camera with only 3 false positives (Cummins, et al., 2009), 
illustrated in Figure 24. A smaller scale test using the same experimental platform 
mapped a 70km network (similar in scale to the experiment in (Milford, et al., 
2008b)) with a recall rate of 48.4% and zero false positives. 
  
Figure 24 – Localisation on a 1000km road network using FAB-MAP 2.0. a) shows a 
typical loop closure performed using information provided by the omnidirectional camera. b) 
a) b) c) 
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shows the ground truth, with expected loop closure points identified in red. c) shows the 
performance of FAB-MAP 2.0, with correct loop closures shown in red and incorrect loop 
closures in green. The mapping results in a 3.1% recall rate at 100% precision. Adapted from 
(Cummins, et al., 2009). 
A number of attempts to incorporate FAB-MAP into a full mapping system 
have been made, where it has been used as a first stage to detect loop closure. 
However, these attempts then rely on geometric matching techniques using either 
laser scanners (Paul, et al., 2010) or stereo cameras (Newman, et al., 2009), which do 
not incorporate odometric information in the manner of a pose filter.  
2.2.10 Summary 
This section has provided an overview of current state-of-the-art approaches to 
SLAM, along with an indication of the real-world performance of each approach. 
Characteristics of these algorithms, in particular FastSLAM, RSLAM, RatSLAM and 
FAB-MAP serve to motivate many of the decisions behind the development of the 
novel SLAM algorithm presented in the following chapters of this thesis. 
2.3 PERSISTENT LOCALISATION AND MAPPING 
Due in part to the success of the practical SLAM systems presented in the 
previous section, a new focus has emerged on simultaneous localisation and mapping 
algorithms that can operate continuously over extended periods of time, such as the 
full operational lifetime of a service robot. The ability to localise, map and navigate 
within an environment over long periods of time is commonly referred to as 
“persistent localisation and mapping”. Persistent localisation and mapping is a young 
field, primarily driven by a series of recent workshops summarised in (Kelly et al., 
2012). A system that performs persistent localisation and mapping must address the 
following issues in addition to those presented by the underlying SLAM algorithm: 
1. Computational requirements that grow with the size of the environment 
and not the operation time of the robot. Typical appearance-based 
localisation algorithms and other similar localisation systems compare the 
current observation to all previous observations, to maximise the likelihood of 
detecting a loop closure. However, this incurs a computational cost linear in 
the number of past observations. Similarly, optimisation back-ends which 
construct a pose graph of the entire history of the robot trajectory are typically 
between O(N2) and O(N3) in the number of previous poses. A persistent 
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localisation and mapping algorithm must remain computationally tractable 
throughout the operational lifetime of the robot. 
2. Memory requirements that grow with the size of the environment and 
not the operation time of the robot. Although the robot is continuously 
obtaining new observations of the environment, it is not feasible to store 
every single observation. A persistent localisation and mapping algorithm 
must at some point delete information from the map to permit indefinite 
operation in an environment without ever-increasing memory requirements. 
This is in part related to the previous point, since if the total number of stored 
observations is limited by a fixed upper bound, the computation time required 
by localisation or optimisation processes that operate on the stored 
observations will also be limited.  
3. Localisation and mapping performance that does not degrade with 
repeated revisits to the same location in the environment. Mobile robots 
performing useful tasks are likely to need to traverse the same paths through 
their working environment over a long period of time. Therefore, it is 
important that the robot is able to correctly localise within a map after any 
number of revisits, and that any marginalisation or information removal 
process to limit memory use does not degrade the environment representation 
to the point where it does not sufficiently match new observations. A 
persistent localisation and mapping algorithm must maintain localisation and 
mapping performance after any number of visits to locations within the 
environment. 
The remainder of this section surveys recent attempts to address these issues in 
the context of long-term autonomy for mobile robots. 
2.3.1 Geometric Approaches 
For persistent localisation and mapping in metric SLAM systems, the 
assumption that the environment remains geometrically static over the operational 
time of the robot is no longer valid. A number of researchers have explored the 
concept of a “dynamic map”, which allows both short-term and long-term changes to 
account for dynamic objects and long-term environment change respectively. The 
approach presented in (Biber et al., 2005) uses a set of time-scales for each local area 
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in the map, representing stable scans of the environment over times ranging between 
a single experimental run and a full fortnight of experiments. For persistent 
localisation throughout the entire experiment, a “current map” is synthesised by 
selecting from maps whose time-scales best fit the current observation at the 
currently estimated location. A recency-weighted averaging scheme is employed to 
progressively remove outdated information from the map, which limits memory use 
over time. Experimental results were presented in (Biber et al., 2009), demonstrating 
successful localisation and mapping over a period of five weeks in a highly dynamic 
indoor environment.  
A similar approach dubbed Dynamic Pose Graph SLAM (DPG-SLAM) is 
presented in (Walcott-Bryant et al., 2012). Instead of maintaining multiple time-
scales for each area, DPG-SLAM maintains only two: an “active map” and a 
“dynamic map”. The active map represents the most current state of the environment 
along with parts of the environment that have not changed, and the dynamic map 
contains a representative sample of observations from parts of the environment that 
have changed over time. A node removal process deletes redundant observations 
from the dynamic pose graph if the environment has not sufficiently changed 
between visits. DPG-SLAM provides similar results to (Biber, et al., 2009) on the 
same five-week dataset, but continuously refines the map over time rather than 
storing distinct representations. 
A core problem for memory management in persistent geometric localisation 
and mapping is the choice of which observations to retain in the map and which to 
discard. In theory, accuracy is maximised by making use of as many observations as 
possible; however it may be possible to construct a sufficiently accurate map with 
only a small fraction of the total number of observations. (Stachniss, et al., 2011) 
presents a method of selecting nodes to remove from a pose graph to minimise the 
expected information loss with respect to the map. Given a map M and a set of 
observations Z, the average reduction in uncertainty of the map is given by the 
mutual information as follows: 
  (109) I M;Z( ) = H M( )−H M | Z( )
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where H is the marginal and conditional entropy respectively. To reduce the number 
of observations, we chose a subset Z* which contains at most n samples from Z. The 
subset Z* is chosen to maximise the mutual information as follows: 
   (110) 
The conditional entropy H(M|Z) is the expected value of the conditional 
entropy of the map given individual observations z: 
  (111) 
This integral is evaluated by partitioning the local space into a grid and 
determining the likelihood of a given grid cell state change given the existence of 
individual observations z. Observations are then discarded by either setting a bound 
on the total number of scans and discarding the least informative scans when that 
bound is reached, or setting a threshold on the expected information gain of laser 
scans and only keeping scans that add a certain amount of information to the map. 
After removing a scan, the neighbouring scans are marginalised by constructing a 
local Chow-Liu tree and preserving only the maximally informative edges. Figure 25 
illustrates a pruned pose graph which minimises the loss of information in the 
occupancy grid map while maintaining a sparse pose graph with only a small fraction 
of the total number of observations (Kretzschmar et al., 2012).   
 
Figure 25 – Pose graph pruning with minimal information loss. The top map illustrates the 
full pose graph along with the occupancy grid map. The bottom map illustrates the pose graph 
and occupancy grid map generated after removing more than 90% of the observations and 
Z*= argmax
Z*⊆Z
H M( )−H M | Z *( )#$ %&
H M | Z( ) = p z( )H M | Z = z( )dz
z
∫
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preserving only the most informative according to the entropy-based metric. Adapted from 
(Kretzschmar, et al., 2012). 
2.3.2 Appearance-based Approaches 
The challenges facing persistent appearance-based localisation and mapping 
are similar to those discussed in the previous section, with the added difficulty of 
defining a metric for removing redundant information based on appearance data. 
(Konolige & Bowman, 2009) presents an approach that clusters similar images of 
locations at nodes in the graph. Observations or “views” are clustered based on an 
inlier match percentage score, calculated as the number of matched features that in 
corresponding locations divided by the average number of features in each image. 
Observations are then deleted using a least-recently-used algorithm so as to remove 
redundant views but maintain at least one exemplar view from each cluster. This 
method was demonstrated using a PR2 robot over a period of two days, compressing 
29,000 stereo views into a map containing 1228 nodes and 3826 edges. 
A more sophisticated metric for removing redundant appearance information 
from a map is presented in (Labbé, et al., 2011). The approach, dubbed Real-time 
Appearance-based Mapping (RTAB-MAP), partitions stored observations into 
“Working Memory” (WM) and “Long-term Memory” (LTM). A retrieval method 
based on maximum likelihood match between SURF features moves observations 
from LTM to WM for fast comparison to the current location, and a transfer process 
moves observations from WM to LTM if the processing time exceeds real-time 
requirements. RTAB-MAP compares favourably to FAB-MAP on a number of real-
world datasets and the processing time for each location remains under 2s for the 
duration of each dataset.  
The concepts of short-term and long-term memory for persistent appearance-
based localisation and mapping are also employed in (Dayoub, et al., 2011). The 
environment is represented as a series of spherical views, and the motion between 
views is estimated using RANSAC and spherical multi-view geometry. In contrast to 
the previous two approaches, the appearance of the environment is updated over time 
not by selecting representative views to retain, but by selecting representative 
features to form a “reference” view of the environment. Successful long-term 
appearance-based mapping was performed on a series of 50 trials over a period of 2 
days, compressing 1385 panoramic images into a series of 7 representative views. 
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The RatSLAM long-term robot experiement presented in (Milford, et al., 2010) 
included modifications to the experience mapping process to remove redundant 
representations of the same location. Each experience node is assigned to a grid 
square on a regular grid, and experience nodes are removed if more than one node is 
assigned to the same square. This preserves spatial density in the map, but may result 
in loss of appearance information, since local view cells associated with experiences 
may also be removed. The process is illustrated in Figure 26. 
 
Figure 26 – Spatial density-based node pruning in the experience map. (a) illustrates a 
scenario where both nodes A and B lie within the same grid square, and B is selected for 
removal. The neighbours of B are localised relative to A and (b) illustrates the resulting 
connectivity after the removal of node B. Adapted from (Milford, et al., 2010). 
2.3.3 Error Tolerant Approaches 
Many of the SLAM systems presented thus far make a distinction between the 
front-end (data association and localisation) and the back-end (pose filtering, 
optimisation and mapping). Typical back-end optimisation algorithms assume a 
perfect front-end, i.e. zero false positives in data association. Incorrect loop closure 
events will create impossible links in the map, which will be corrupted when 
subjected to a pose filter or optimisation algorithm. As the operation time of a robot 
platform increases, the likelihood of a false positive data association increases until 
inevitably one will occur.  
Two very recent approaches attempt to address the issue of false positive loop 
closures corrupting the map estimate. (Sünderhauf, et al., 2012b) introduces a set of 
switch variables sij to enable or disable loop closure links during the optimisation 
process as follows: 
(112) X*,S*= argmin
X,S
f xi,ui( )− xi+1 Σi
2
i
∑
Odometry Constraints
  
+ ψ sij( ) f xi,uij( )− x j Λi
2
ij
∑
Switched Loop Closure Constraints
  
+ γ ij − sij Ξi
2
i
∑
Switch Prior Constraints
  
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This allows suspicious loop closure links to be disabled if the error introduced 
by the constraint is too great. To avoid the case where the optimiser simply disables 
every loop closure link to minimise the error, a set of switch priors γij are introduced 
to increase the cost of disabling a loop closure constraint. The switch prior 
covariance Ξi is a free parameter, but experiments in (Sünderhauf, et al., 2012a) 
show a fixed value of 1 yields good results on a wide variety of datasets.  
A more general approach is presented in (Olson, et al., 2012), where the 
concept of a “max-mixture model” is introduced. Instead of representing a multi-
modal distribution as a sum of Gaussians, it is instead represented by the maximally 
likely Gaussian at the current estimate: 
  (113) 
The max operator acts as a selector to return a single Gaussian component. 
Using this approach, additional effects (such as robust cost functions, wheel-slip in 
an odometry system or a “null-hypothesis” loop closure) can be modelled by adding 
extra weighted distributions to the model, with weights wj. For each step of the 
optimiser, the distribution that is maximised at the current estimate of the state is 
chosen as the “correct” distribution, which is then used for the subsequent 
optimisation step. Both of these approaches yield very promising results on large 
datasets with hundreds of synthetic false positive loop closures, as illustrated in 
Figure 27, but both require the formation of a global metric map in order to infer 
which loop closures to discard from the map. 
p zi | x( ) =maxj wjN µ j,Σ j( )
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Figure 27 – Error recovery during laser mapping of the Intel dataset using max-mixture 
models. The top row shows the construction of the map after inserting an increasing number of 
false loop closures (red lines). Even if a robust kernel is used, the map will still collapse under 
the influence of false loop closures. The bottom row illustrates the map when a max-mixture 
model is used for each loop closure. The optimiser identifies erroneous loop closures and 
adopts a null-hypothesis instead, so that the loop closures do not corrupt the map. Adapted 
from (Olson, et al., 2012). 
2.3.4 Summary 
This section has presented a definition of persistent localisation and mapping 
along with recent approaches towards developing real-world persistent SLAM 
algorithms. The three capabilities defining a persistent SLAM algorithm (bounded 
computation time, bounded memory resources and consistent localisation 
performance) will be revisited in Chapters 7 to 9. Persistent localisation and mapping 
is a very promising direction for future SLAM research, and successful persistent 
SLAM algorithms will enable widespread operation of mobile robots.  
2.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The following parametric table lists the SLAM algorithms presented in Section 
2.2 along with the primary components that form each system. An approximate scale 
of the largest successful real-world mapping experiment is listed for each algorithm 
to give an indication of performance. The ‘single’ or ‘multi’ entry under the data 
association column indicates whether a single feature (using nearest neighbour gating 
or intensity matching) or group of features (using JCBB or visual bag-of-words) is 
used to identify previously visited locations. 
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Table 1 – Summary of real-world SLAM algorithms. 
Algorithm Map Representation 
Data 
Association Pose Filter Execution 
Approx. 
Scale 
EKF/UKF/EIF 
SLAM Landmark 
Location, 
single Kalman Online 5km 
FastSLAM Landmark/Grid Location, single Kalman/RBPF Online 10km 
GraphSLAM Landmark/Grid Location, multi Optimisation Offline 10km 
Atlas 
Framework 
Inherited/ 
Topological 
Location, 
multi 
None 
(Inherited) Online 150km 
Structure from 
Motion Landmark 
Location, 
appearance, 
single 
Optimisation Offline 10km 
Parallel 
Tracking and 
Mapping 
Landmark 
Location, 
appearance, 
single 
Optimisation Online 50m 
Monocular 
SLAM Landmark 
Location, 
appearance, 
single/multi 
Kalman/RBPF Online 500m  
FrameSLAM Landmark Location, multi Optimisation Online 10km 
RSLAM Landmark 
Location, 
appearance, 
multi 
Optimisation Online 150km 
RatSLAM Topological Appearance, single CAN Online 50km 
FAB-MAP Topological Appearance, multi None Online 1000km 
 
By examining the algorithms that provide good results at large scales (namely, 
Atlas Framework, RSLAM, RatSLAM and FAB-MAP), the following trends 
emerge: firstly, at large scale, appearance-based data association outperforms metric 
location-based data association. The use of rich appearance information allows 
locations to be recognised even after traversing very large loops; appearance-based 
data association allows loop closure regardless of accumulated metric error. 
Secondly, systems that use environment representations that are not globally 
Euclidean (such as sub-mapping in the Atlas Framework, continuous relative 
representations in RSLAM or appearance spaces in RatSLAM or FAB-MAP) can 
map over larger scale than those that enforce a global frame of reference. 
The majority of probabilistic SLAM systems represent features in a continuous 
map structure. Although this introduces problems when attempting to track 
individual features in two- or three-dimensional space, it allows the probabilistic 
observation model defined in Section 2.1 to generate the expected observation for 
any arbitrary point in space. This is crucial for FastSLAM and other particle-based 
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methods, which rely on generating large numbers of observation hypotheses at 
differing locations and resampling based on their similarity to the current 
observation. However, appearance-only methods such as FAB-MAP do not generate 
a continuous representation of features; rather, they match the image at the current 
location to discrete snapshots taken at previous locations. This makes the accuracy of 
the map strongly dependent on the rate of images taken per unit distance – for high 
accuracy images must be captured at a faster rate, but as this will produce a greater 
number of locations to match against it will also reduce the speed of the algorithm.  
RatSLAM does not explicitly form a continuous representation of appearance; 
however the local dynamics of the pose cell network allow for the interpolation of 
location hypotheses between locations. This pseudo-probabilistic 'smoothing' makes 
RatSLAM robust to capturing images at different locations along the same trajectory, 
allowing it to correctly relocalise in situations where FAB-MAP would not (Glover 
et al., 2010). The method by which RatSLAM performs loop closures is also of 
interest when designing a map representation. Instead of attempting to match the 
current observation to a collection of features in high-dimensional space (as per 
probabilistic SLAM) or match the current image to a single previous image with a 
sufficient confidence rating (as per FAB-MAP), RatSLAM forms a loop closure only 
after a sufficient number of familiar observations in the correct order with the correct 
pattern of odometry. The characteristics of loop closures in RatSLAM are defined by 
the dynamics of the pose cell network, which are complex and difficult to 
parameterise. Examining the utility of a pose filter (such as the continuous attractor 
network in RatSLAM) in an appearance-based SLAM framework forms the starting 
point for the novel contributions presented in the following chapters of this thesis. 
The following chapters make extensive reference to many of the concepts and 
algorithms outlined in this section during the development of the novel SLAM 
system presented in this thesis. Chapter 3 focuses on RatSLAM and FAB-MAP and 
the details of combining them to create a hybrid algorithm. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 refer 
to many of the fundamental concepts presented in Section 2.1 when developing a 
novel interpretation of the SLAM problem, and in particular components of particle 
filters and FastSLAM as well as FAB-MAP. Chapter 7 presents an information-
based memory management approach similar to those presented in Section 2.3.1, 
towards the second requirement for persistent localisation and mapping (memory 
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requirements proportional to environment size) outlined in Section 2.3. Finally, 
Chapters 8 and 9 develop a continuous relative representation similar to that 
presented in RSLAM, and address the third requirement for persistent SLAM 
(consistent localisation performance over time) towards the goal of long-term 
navigation for mobile robots. 
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Chapter 3: Augmenting RatSLAM with 
FAB-MAP-based Visual Data 
Association 
The results of the literature review motivated the exploration of combining 
odometry and sequence information with appearance information towards the goal of 
a persistent SLAM system for mobile robot navigation. The first of the published 
papers presented in this thesis explores the addition of a pose filter to an appearance-
based SLAM system. This paper, “Augmenting RatSLAM with FAB-MAP-based 
Visual Data Association,” along with the sister publication (Glover, et al., 2010) 
investigates the use of the FAB-MAP appearance-only SLAM algorithm as a visual 
data association front-end for RatSLAM.  
By combining these algorithms using a mapping between appearance and pose 
space, both false positive and false negative matches generated by FAB-MAP are 
significantly reduced. The use of a pose filter provides two advantages over image-
based matching alone: firstly, spurious matches are rejected since there is an 
insufficient sequence of false matches to cause a loop closure event, and secondly, 
sequences of partial correct matches can accumulate to cause a loop closure event 
even when no individual match would be strong enough based on appearance alone. 
However, this hybrid system is not without its limitations: while FAB-MAP 
provides principled data association with minimal tuning, the RatSLAM pose filter 
requires a large number of tuning parameters. The majority of these parameters are 
unitless and have no physical interpretation, and must be tuned manually using 
heuristic methods. The effects of changing parameters are poorly understood due to 
the complex dynamics of the attractor network. This makes RatSLAM unsuitable for 
widespread use on mobile robots, since it must be tuned for each new environment. 
The more challenging dataset presented in (Glover, et al., 2010) further 
highlights the benefits of a pose filter in an appearance-based SLAM system. An 
18km subset of the full St Lucia suburb route was repeated a total of 10 times over a 
period of three weeks at 5 different times of day. Individually, neither FAB-MAP nor 
RatSLAM could produce a coherent map across all times of day: RatSLAM’s 
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intensity-based matching produces insufficient true positive matches to create a 
useful map, and FAB-MAP does not provide sufficient filtering to remove false 
positive matches. The combined FAB-MAP + RatSLAM is able to successfully 
construct a map using datasets gathered at different times of day, as shown in Figure 
28. 
a)  b) c)  
Figure 28 – FAB-MAP, RatSLAM and hybrid FAB-MAP+RatSLAM results on 18km 
dataset over the course of a full day. a) shows the FAB-MAP result, where too many false 
positives cause false loop closures which corrupt the map. b) shows the RatSLAM result, 
where poor quality visual matching causes too few true positives, so that successive maps do 
not localise relative to each other throughout the day. c) shows the hybrid FAB-
MAP+RatSLAM result, which combines principled visual odometry with pose filtering and 
successfully forms a map over the course of a full day. 
This experiment demonstrates the benefit of combining principled probabilistic 
data association (for robust matching even in dynamic environments) with pose 
filtering using odometry information, and shows potential for successful SLAM over 
large periods of time.  
“Augmenting RatSLAM with FAB-MAP-based Visual Data Association” was 
presented at the 2009 Australasian Conference on Robotics and Automation in 
Sydney, Australia, and was a finalist for the “Best Student Paper” award. 
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Abstract 
This paper investigates the use of the FAB-MAP 
appearance-only SLAM algorithm as a method 
for performing visual data association for 
RatSLAM, a semi-metric full SLAM system. 
While both systems have shown the ability to map 
large (60-70km) outdoor locations of 
approximately the same scale, for either larger 
areas or across longer time periods both 
algorithms encounter difficulties with false 
positive matches. By combining these algorithms 
using a mapping between appearance and pose 
space, both false positives and false negatives 
generated by FAB-MAP are significantly reduced 
during outdoor mapping using a forward-facing 
camera. The hybrid FAB-MAP-RatSLAM 
system developed demonstrates the potential for 
successful SLAM over large periods of time.  
1 Introduction 
In recent years, the proliferation of field and service 
robotics as well as low cost mobile computing devices has 
caused a renewal of interest in automatic mapping and 
localisation, for the purposes of robot navigation, 
location-based services and augmented reality (AR). The 
underlying problem of simultaneous localisation and 
mapping (SLAM), however, has not been solved to a point 
where it can be easily adapted to a wide range of platforms 
and environments [Hager, et al., 2007; Neira, et al., 2008]. 
This paper focuses specifically on the application of 
SLAM in outdoor environments, where both scenery and 
illumination are highly variable. 
Traditionally, SLAM has been performed using 
scanning radar, ultrasonic or LIDAR sensors, such as the 
popular SICK laser scanner [Thrun, 2003]. While these 
sensors provide accurate range and bearing measurements 
and well-understood   noise   characteristics,   their   ‘active’  
sensing nature means many are bulky, expensive and draw 
large amounts of power. Additionally, it is difficult to 
perform data association between features detected by 
these sensors without resorting to computationally 
expensive point cloud comparison techniques [Nuchter, et 
al., 2005]. Stereo or multiple cameras have been used with 
varying degrees of success in an attempt to provide similar 
metric feature measurements as the active sensors listed 
above, but using a passive image sensor array [Konolige 
and Agrawal, 2008]. 
More recently, work by [Davison, et al., 2007] has 
shown that SLAM can be successfully performed in 
outdoor environments using a single camera and a 
sophisticated combination of optical flow, feature-based 
data association and metric SLAM algorithms. Using this 
method, an outdoor loop of approximately 250m in length 
was successfully mapped [Clemente, et al., 2007]. Further 
work has been done to improve robustness, including the 
use of high speed cameras [Gemeiner, et al., 2008], 
however no results mapping larger scale environment have 
been presented. 
By changing two key paradigms in the SLAM problem 
– that the data association does not have to be 
feature-based, and that the map does not have to be metric 
– an entire 66km suburban road network was successfully 
mapped in [Milford and Wyeth, 2008] using a single 
low-cost webcam. This was accomplished using a 
biologically-inspired SLAM system based off rodent 
hippocampal models, known as RatSLAM [Milford, et al., 
2004]. Because the data association component of 
RatSLAM does not rely on vehicle odometry information, 
nor does the pose filter component explicitly propagate 
uncertainty with increasing distance, it has the capability to 
perform loop closure irrespective of the size of the loop 
[Milford and Wyeth, 2008]. However, the current visual 
data association system used in the RatSLAM is strongly 
dependent on lighting conditions, and is therefore 
unsuitable for outdoor mapping over larger time scales. 
A probabilistic approach to visual data association has 
been demonstrated in [Cummins and Newman, 2008b]. 
The system, dubbed Fast Appearance-based Mapping 
(FAB-MAP), uses a bag-of-words dimensional reduction 
on SURF-generated features from images. A recursive 
Bayes estimation incorporating a Chow-Liu dependency 
tree is used to infer the probability that two images were 
representative of the same place. While not a full SLAM 
system (since the mapping is performed purely in 
appearance space and there is no representation of pose), 
FAB-MAP has demonstrated successful data association 
on road loops as large as 1000km [Cummins and Newman, 
2009]. 
Attempts have been made to combine visual 
feature-based data association with non-metric SLAM 
algorithms [Newman, et al., 2009], but common to these 
were the reliance on a secondary, geometric-based 
matching system to ensure the data association produced 
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no false positives. However, the geometric information 
about the environment was generated using either a stereo 
camera pair or LIDAR sensor, reintroducing many of the 
physical drawbacks of traditional SLAM systems.  
In this paper we investigate a combination of visual 
feature-based data association as implemented by 
FAB-MAP with the spatio-temporal pose filter and 
mapping system provided by RatSLAM. A brief review of 
both systems is provided in the next section, followed by 
details of their implementation as a combined system. The 
full St Lucia suburb dataset (as presented in [Milford and 
Wyeth, 2008]) is used to evaluate the performance of the 
hybrid SLAM system, and results and conclusions are 
presented in the final section.  
2 Appearance-Based Place Recognition 
Given a visual scene, the FAB-MAP system calculates the 
probability that the scene matches to any previously visited 
location, as well as the probability that the scene is from an 
unvisited location [Cummins and Newman, 2008b]. Visual 
scenes, and hence locations in the real world, can be 
associated from high probability matches in appearance 
space. When only selecting matches with high certainty, 
the FAB-MAP system is proposed to provide low numbers 
of false positive matches.  
The system uses a visual bag-of-words created using 
SURF feature extraction [Bay, et al., 2006] to represent an 
image. A recursive Bayes technique along with a 
Chow-Liu dependency tree is used to calculate 
probabilities. 
2.1 Visual Bag of Words 
Each image is represented as a set of visual features, 
known  as  ‘words’. Words are created by quantising each 
surf descriptor to an a-priori generated list of common 
features in the environment [Sivic and Zisserman, 2003]. It 
is therefore necessary to create the collection of common 
words, known as a ‘codebook’,  as a once off calculation 
from a set of training data [Lowe, 2004]. Every feature 
extracted from the image is converted to the closest word 
in the codebook, reducing each image to a vector of which 
words are present in the image. 
 𝑍𝑘 = ൛𝑧1,… , 𝑧|𝑣|ൟ (1)  
Using this representation, geometry information is not kept 
and the image simply becomes a list of which common 
features are observed. Each location Li is represented by 
the probability that the object ei (that creates observation zi) 
is present in the scene. 
 𝐿𝑘 = ൛𝑝(𝑒𝑖 = 1|𝐿𝑘),… , 𝑝൫𝑒|𝑣| = 1|𝐿𝑘൯ൟ (2)  
Also required is a detector model, which captures the 
sensors’ ability to make an observation of an object given 
that the object is in the image. This method therefore takes 
into account errors arising from imperfect visual sensors. 
 𝑝(𝑧𝑖 = 1|𝑒𝑖 = 0)𝑝(𝑧𝑖 = 0|𝑒𝑖 = 1) (3)  
This location representation can be compared to other 
locations using Bayesian probability to determine their 
similarity. 
2.2 Probabilistic Data Association 
The probability of the new image coming from the same 
location as a previous image is estimated using recursive 
Bayes: 
 𝑝(𝐿𝑖 |ℤ𝑘) =  𝑝(𝑍𝑘|𝐿𝑖 ,ℤ𝑘−1)𝑝(𝐿𝑖|ℤ𝑘−1)𝑝(𝑍𝑘 |ℤ𝑘−1)  (4)  
where ℤ𝑘  as a collection of previous observations up to 
time k. The likelihood that an observation comes from 
location Li, 𝑝(𝑍𝑘|𝐿𝑖 ,ℤ𝑘−1), is assumed to be independent 
from all past observations and  is calculated using a 
Chow-Liu approximation [Chow and Liu, 1968]. The 
Chow-Liu tree is used to describe a full joint probability 
distribution as a product of second-order conditional and 
marginal distributions. The tree is constructed once as an 
offline process based on training data, from which the 
conditional probabilities between root and parent nodes are 
learned. It has been shown that this method improves 
performance over a straight naive Bayes models  
 𝑝(𝑍𝑘|𝐿𝑖) ≈ 𝑝(𝑧𝑟 |𝐿𝑖)ෑ𝑝 ቀ𝑧𝑞ቚ𝑧𝑝𝑞 , 𝐿𝑖ቁ|𝑣|
𝑞=1  (5)  
where r is the root node of the Chow-Liu tree and pq is the 
parent of node q. 
To create the full PDF the likelihood for each previous 
observation needs to be calculated. This process can be 
computationally expensive but can be accelerated using the 
fast bail-out method without losing accuracy [Cummins 
and Newman, 2008a]. Instead of evaluating 𝑝(𝑍𝑘 |𝐿𝑖) for 
each observation in the mapped set consecutively, 
individual elements 𝑝(𝑧𝑞 |𝑧𝑝𝑞 , 𝐿𝑖) can be calculated for all 
observations at once, effectively calculating all likelihoods 
in parallel. Observations which have a very low probability 
of being a good match according to the Bennett inequality 
can be discarded to reduce computation. This process has 
been shown to accelerate the matching time by a factor of 
up to 50. 
The prior probability of matching a 
location,  𝑝(𝐿𝑖|ℤ𝑘−1), is estimated using a naive motion 
model. This is done by setting the probability of a new 
place  𝑝(𝐿𝑛𝑒𝑤 |ℤ𝑘−1) to a constant and assuming that for 
location i at time t, the probability of matching to locations 
i-1, i, and i+1 are equal at time t+1. 
The denominator of equation 4 incorporates the 
probability of matching to a new location in addition to 
localisation within known places. To estimate if a new 
observation comes from a previously unvisited location the 
model needs to consider all locations, not just visited 
locations. This can be split into mapped and unmapped 
locations 
 
𝑝(𝑍𝑘 |ℤ𝑘−1) = ෍ 𝑝(𝑍𝑘 |𝐿𝑚)𝑝(𝐿𝑚 |ℤ𝑘−1)
𝑚∈𝑀
 
+ ෍𝑝(𝑍𝑘 |𝐿𝑛)𝑝(𝐿𝑛 |ℤ𝑘−1)
𝑛∈𝑀
 
(6)  
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where M is the set of mapped locations. Since the second 
term cannot be evaluated directly (as it would require 
information on all unknown locations), an estimation must 
be used. Two calculations for this estimation are presented. 
The first is a mean field approximation [Jordan, et al., 
1999], where the unmapped location is estimated by 
creating an ‘average location’ from training data.  
 ෍𝑝(𝑍𝑘 |𝐿𝑛)𝑝(𝐿𝑛 |ℤ𝑘−1) ≈ 𝑝൫𝑍𝑘 |𝐿𝑎𝑣𝑔 ൯𝑝(𝐿𝑛𝑒𝑤 |ℤ𝑘−1)
𝑛∈𝑀
 (7)  
The second method is a sampling technique, where a 
random selection of scenes from training data is used to 
evaluate the unmapped location according to: 
 
෍𝑝(𝑍𝑘 |𝐿𝑛)𝑝(𝐿𝑛 |ℤ𝑘−1)
𝑛∈𝑀
≈ 𝑝(𝐿𝑛𝑒𝑤 |ℤ𝑘−1)෍𝑝(𝑍𝑘 |𝐿𝑢)𝑛𝑠𝑛𝑠𝑢=1  (8)  
where Lu is a sampled location and ns is the total number of 
samples. 
3 RatSLAM 
While originally closely derived from neural models of the 
rat hippocampus [Milford and Wyeth, 2003; Milford, et 
al., 2004], RatSLAM has undergone a number of 
enhancements based on increasing its performance and 
utility for real-time SLAM systems. The primary 
component of RatSLAM is the pose cell network, which 
performs the spatio-temporal filtering of the odometry and 
data association in pose space [Milford, et al., 2004]. Loop 
closure is realised by injecting energy into the pose cell 
network until the dominant energy packet forms at the 
location the loop was last traversed. Finally, the experience 
map takes input from the visual system, odometry and pose 
cell network to form a semi-metric topological map, 
corrected for loop closures using graph relaxation 
techniques [Milford, et al., 2005]. 
3.1 Pose Cell Network 
The pose cell network takes the form of a 
three-dimensional competitive attractor network Px’,y’,θ’, 
where each neuron in the grid simultaneously excites and 
inhibits its neighbours. The excitatory weight matrix εa,b,c 
takes the form of a normalised spherical Gaussian, which is 
calculated by 
 𝜀𝑎 ,𝑏 ,𝑐 = 1𝑘𝑝ඥ2𝜋𝑘𝑑 𝑒−൫𝑎2+𝑏2൯ 𝑘𝑝ൗ 𝑒−𝑐2 𝑘𝑑⁄  (9)  
where kp and kd are the directional constants in the x’-y’ and 
θ’ directions respectively. The update cycle for the pose 
cell network is as follows: 
 ∆𝑃𝑥′ ,𝑦′ ,𝜃′ = ෍ ෍ ෍ 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 ,𝑘𝜀𝑎 ,𝑏 ,𝑐൫𝑛𝜃′ −1൯
𝑘=0
ቀ𝑛𝑦′ −1ቁ
𝑗=0
൫𝑛𝑥′ −1൯
𝑖=0  (10)  
where nx’, ny’ and nθ’ are the sizes of each dimension of the 
pose cell network, and a, b, and c are found by 
 
𝑎 = (𝑥′ − 𝑖)mod 𝑛𝑥′  
𝑏 = (𝑦′ − 𝑗)mod 𝑛𝑦′  
𝑐 = (𝜃′ − 𝑘)mod 𝑛𝜃′  (11)  
The modulo arithmetic above ensures that the 
three-dimensional wraparound on the grid is enforced 
during local excitation and inhibition. Similar to local 
excitation, given a three-dimensional inhibitory weight 
matrix ψa,b,c and global inhibition value φ, the local 
inhibition is calculated as follows: 
 ∆𝑷𝒙′ ,𝒚′ ,𝜽′ = ෍ ෍ ෍ −𝑷𝒊,𝒋,𝒌𝜓𝒂,𝒃,𝒄 − 𝝋൫𝒏𝜽′ −𝟏൯
𝒌=𝟎
ቀ𝒏𝒚′ −𝟏ቁ
𝒋=𝟎
൫𝒏𝒙′ −𝟏൯
𝒊=𝟎  (12)  
Path integration in the pose cell network is accomplished 
by shifting all activity packets in the direction of vehicle 
motion, such that identical trajectories of forward and 
angular velocity result in identical paths through x’,y’,θ’ 
space. Further details of path integration are provided in 
[Milford, et al., 2004; Milford and Wyeth, 2009]. 
3.2 Visual Template Injection 
The local view cells store each unique visual location as a 
‘template’, an activation level ai that corresponds to its 
match to the current visual scene, and the peak activity 
location in the pose cell network Pi when each template 
was generated:  
 𝑉𝑖 = {𝑎𝑖 ,𝑃𝑖} (13)  
When no activation level ai is sufficient to match to the 
current visual scene, a new local view cell is creating using 
the current visual scene as a visual template. As shown in 
Figure 1, each active Local View cell injects activity into 
the pose cell network as follows: 
 ∆𝑷𝒙′ ,𝒚′ ,𝜽′ = 𝜹෍𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑖
𝒊
 (14)  
where δ is the visual calibration strength constant. 
3.3 Experience Mapping 
The experience map forms the useful output of RatSLAM; 
it combines outputs from both local view cells and pose 
ai 
Figure 1 - Local view cell to pose cell injection diagram. Each local 
view cell links to a location in the pose cell network, and activity in the 
local view cells causes corresponding excitation in the pose cell 
network. Image © Springer 2008 
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cells, as well as odometry information, to form a 
topological map of the path taken by the SLAM system. 
Each experience ei encodes an activation level Ei, pose cell 
location Pi, visual template Vi and position pi in experience 
space: 
 𝑒𝑖 = {𝐸𝑖 ,𝑃𝑖 ,𝑉𝑖 ,𝐩𝑖} (15)  
The activation level of each experience is based upon 
how well it matches the current pose cell location and 
current visual template, and is calculated as follows:  
 𝐸𝑖 = ቊ 0 if 𝑉𝑖 ≠ 𝑉curr1 − ห𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃curr ห 𝜇𝑝ൗ if 𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉curr   (16)  
where Pcurr and Vcurr are the current pose cell activity 
location and visual template numbers respectively, and µp 
is a zone constant for pose cell location. If all activation 
levels are less than or equal to 0, a new experience is 
created using the current pose cell location and visual 
template number. 
As the experience map develops it is necessary to 
correct locations in experience space pi to account for 
errors in odometry found during loop closure. The 
following function is applied iteratively to each experience 
to update all associated positions: 
∆𝐩𝑖 = α ቎෍(𝐩𝑗 − 𝐩𝑖 − ∆𝐩𝑖𝑗 ) +𝑁𝑓
𝑗=1 ෍(𝐩𝑘 − 𝐩𝑖 − ∆𝐩𝑘𝑖 )
𝑁𝑡
𝑘=1 ቏ (17)  
where Nf is the number of links from experience ei to 
other experiences, Nt is the number of links from other 
experiences to ei, and α is a correction constant, typically 
equal to 0.5 for maximum map correction without causing 
instability [Milford, 2008]. By plotting the experience map 
positions pi, as well as the links between experiences, a 
topological map of the environment is formed. 
4 Experimental Procedure 
The following section details the configuration of the 
algorithms presented in the above section, as well as other 
details required to implement a full SLAM system capable 
of mapping using a single forward-facing camera.  
4.1 Experimental Setup 
The mapping experiment in this section was performed 
using the same dataset presented in [Milford and Wyeth, 
2008], and all following RatSLAM-only results refer to 
this publication. The route was a 66km path traversing 
every street in the suburb of St Lucia, Brisbane (as pictured 
in Figure 2). The path taken through the suburb forms 51 
inner loops, and traverses over 80 intersections. Since a 
forward facing camera was used, all repeated sections of 
road were driven in the same direction. 
The video was captured using an Apple iSight webcam 
built into an Apple MacBook at 10 frames per second and 
640 x 480 resolution. The iSight camera has a field of view 
of approximately 50 degrees horizontal by 40 degrees 
vertical. The final video consisted of approximately 60,000 
frames. 
The dataset differs from original FAB-MAP 
experiments , which involved the use of two wide-angle 
stereo cameras [Cummins and Newman, 2008b], or a 
single omnidirectional camera [Cummins and Newman, 
2009]. All the visual data association is performed using 
the single forward-facing camera. The video captured by 
the iSight webcam forms the sole sensory input to the 
SLAM algorithm, for both odometry information and 
visual data association. 
4.2 Algorithm Details 
FAB-MAP Training Data 
For this  experiment,  both  the  ‘bag  of  words’  codebook  and  
the Chow-Liu dependency tree were generated using a 
modified version of the full 60,000 frame video (where all 
repeated sections were manually removed, and the video 
was subsampled to approximately 7000 frames). The 
primary goal was not to demonstrate the use of FAB-MAP 
as an online system but to test the performance based upon 
the ideal set of training data. 
The codebook was generated using the modified 
sequential cluster algorithm [Teynor and Burkhardt, 2007] 
yielding 5730 unique words.  
Vehicle Odometry 
The odometry data used for this algorithm was generated in 
an identical fashion to that presented in [Milford and 
Wyeth, 2008], using scanline intensity profile 
comparisons. Although this is not sufficiently accurate to 
produce a metric map, it is more than sufficient for use 
with the RatSLAM algorithm to produce an accurate 
experience map of the suburb. 
Visual Data Association 
In contrast to original FAB-MAP implementations where a 
location was assigned to every video frame, a clustering 
approach was taken for this implementation. Similar to the 
visual templates used in the RatSLAM-only system, a new 
location ‘template’   is only created when no existing 
locations sufficiently describe the current location. For this 
case, a new location template is created if the probability 
that the current image comes from a new location 𝑝𝑀ഥ  is 
above 0.99, in line with the data association threshold in 
[Cummins and Newman, 2008b]. To evaluate the 
probability that an observation comes from a new location 
the mean field approximation is used. Currently the 
sampling method is unsuitable for use as our training data 
is built from the test dataset; therefore using this method 
would create exact matches for new location probabilities. 
This would cause some locations in the dataset to always 
have a high probability of being a new location even after 
having observed that location in testing. 
The detector probabilities were set at 
Figure 2 – St Lucia test environment, consisting of a 66km road 
network covering approximately 6 square kilometres. Image © IEEE 
Transactions on Robotics 2008. 
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𝑝(𝑧𝑖 = 1|𝑒𝑖 = 0) = 0 and 𝑝(𝑧𝑖 = 0|𝑒𝑖 = 1) = 0.61, and 
the probability of a new location 𝑝(𝐿𝑛𝑒𝑤 |ℤ𝑘−1) = 0.9. 
The interface between FAB-MAP and RatSLAM takes 
the form of equating FAB-MAP locations Li with 
RatSLAM visual templates Vi, and calculating an 
appropriate injection value ai. Since RatSLAM does not 
require probabilistic inputs, the probabilistic match pi 
generated by FAB-MAP   can   be   ‘smoothed’   to   provide  
finite injection even at low probabilities: 
 𝑎𝑖 = 11 − ln൫𝑝(𝑉𝑖|ℤ𝑘)൯ (18)  
The choice of the visual calibration constant δ proved 
critical to the success or failure of the visual data 
association system. If this constant was too high, the 
system would instantly relocalise to any spurious match 
returned by FAB-MAP, and conversely too low a value 
would cause a failure to successfully close loops under 
difficult perceptual matching conditions. A value of 0.05 
was found to provide no false positive experience map loop 
closures, while ensuring sufficient injection to perform 
loop closures from partial FAB-MAP matches. 
Pose Cell Configuration  
The pose cell network was tuned as in [Milford and Wyeth, 
2008], as this set of parameters has provided consistently 
good results in previous RatSLAM experiments. To reduce 
the chance of perceptual aliasing due to hash collisions in 
pose cell space [Milford, et al., 2006], the size of the 
network was increased to 60 x 60 x 36 cells, each cell 
representing a 10m x 10m x 10 degree location. 
Experience Mapping 
Since this algorithm was not required to run in real-time, 
the timing constraints on experience map corrections were 
relaxed. For each iteration of the algorithm the experience 
map correction was applied 25 times, with the correction 
constant α equal to 0.5. 
5 Results 
The following section details a number of results from 
applying the hybrid FAB-MAP-RatSLAM algorithm to the 
St Lucia dataset in different configurations, as well as 
comparisons to the original RatSLAM-only results.  
5.1 FAB-MAP-Only Results 
Figure 3 (a) shows the experience map obtained for the 
entire dataset overlaid with colour-coded FAB-MAP 
connections. For every section of road that was repeatedly 
driven along, FAB-MAP returns significant numbers of 
correct matches with p > 0.99 (shown in green). However, 
there are also 4 false positives with p > 0.99 in various 
locations along the map, as shown by red markers with a 
connecting line indicating which positions have matched. 
Figure 3 (b) and (c) show detail of the two false 
positives at locations L1 and L2. FAB-MAP has assigned a 
probability of greater than 99.8% that these pairs of frames 
have originated from the same location, however upon 
inspection the images are clearly from different parts of the 
map. In Figure 3 (b) FAB-MAP has matched the 
distinctive pattern on the pedestrian crossing to the same 
pattern on the following speed-bump. As these are the only 
two occurrences of this particular pattern in the entire 
dataset, the Chow-Liu dependency tree ranks them highly 
as unique identifiers of a particular place. The cause of the 
false match in Figure 3 (c) is somewhat more difficult to 
observe, but the particular combination of buildings, street 
lamps and clouds caused FAB-MAP to assign a high 
probability of the two images matching to the same 
location. 
Figure 3 (d) presents two images from location L3 
(with approximately an hour time difference) that 
FAB-MAP assigned a very low probability of matching. 
To a human observer the match is apparent; however due 
to the somewhat different lighting conditions and 
prevalence of foliage and trees in the image (which are 
very common throughout the dataset and thus have a low 
probability of causing a match) no frames along this 
Figure 3 – FAB-MAP results on St Lucia dataset. (a) shows the 
FAB-MAP connection diagram for p> 0.99, with true positives shown in 
green and false positives in red. (b) and (c) show video frames that 
FAB-MAP falsely identified as matching, while (d) shows frames that 
FAB-MAP did not match. 
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section of road were correctly matched. While false 
negatives are difficult to quantitatively measure in a 
semi-metric system, they were reasonably common in this 
dataset and were the primary cause of the experience map 
distortion (as discussed in the following sections). 
These results indicate that while FAB-MAP alone can 
map the St Lucia dataset in the space of appearance with a 
very low error rate, it is still not sufficient as the sole 
method of data association for this application, due to the 
false positives and negatives still present in the final result. 
5.2 Template Generation 
Figure 4 (a) and (b) show the results of both the 
RatSLAM-only template matching system and the 
template list generated by FAB-MAP. While RatSLAM 
produces approximately 13000 distinct visual templates, 
the method implemented to create new FAB-MAP 
templates only generates half as many. However, the 
correct matches obtained by FAB-MAP tend to be 
stronger, and fewer partial matches are generated. 
While the RatSLAM-only template matching system 
had to be carefully tuned to provide acceptable results, the 
FAB-MAP method of automatically generating new 
templates required almost no parameter tuning to provide 
good results. Attempts to manually introduce a threshold or 
create a new template with every video frame (as in 
[Cummins and Newman, 2008b]) generated greater 
numbers of false positives in this experiment. However, 
since FAB-MAP generates half as many templates each 
visual location is approximately twice the size, which leads 
to weaker loop closures (as the strength of a loop closure is 
only dependent on the number of local experience map 
links).  
Due to changing illumination levels throughout the 
day and the inability of the RatSLAM-only visual template 
system to incorporate differing visual representations of 
the same place (as a template is never modified after it has 
been created), the matches become progressively weaker 
with increased time, as evidenced in the latter part of 
Figure 4 (a). In contrast, the FAB-MAP based system 
consistently returns strong matches throughout the entire 
dataset, even though it too does not modify visual 
templates to accommodate for scene changes. Although 
false negatives are still produced, this is only when the 
scene does not contain sufficiently unique features (as in 
Figure 3 (d)). 
5.3 Experience Map Generation 
Figure 4 (c) shows the experience map generated by the 
RatSLAM-only system and (d) the hybrid 
FAB-MAP-RatSLAM system developed in this paper. 
While both maps are topologically correct, the map 
Figure 4 - Comparison between visual template match graphs and experience maps for RatSLAM and the FAB-MAP-RatSLAM hybrid. (a) and (b) graph 
template matches ai against the current frame number for all 60,000 frames in the video, with stronger matches represented by darker points in the plot. (c) 
and (d) show the two experience maps generated.   
     
 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
RatSLAM FAB-MAP 
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generated by the original RatSLAM-only system more 
accurately reflects the route taken in Figure 2. The 
FAB-MAP-based system fails to capture many of the finer 
details of the route, particularly in the lower left-hand 
corner of the map. Additionally, there are multiple 
locations such as (-750,-1750) where FAB-MAP failed to 
relocalise and thus multiple representations of the same 
route exist in the experience map.  
Although the primary cause of the experience map 
degradation is the number of false negatives returned by 
FAB-MAP, the pose filtering properties of RatSLAM and 
the injection mapping in equation 18 served to reduce their 
influence on the final map. While FAB-MAP did not 
produce any correct relocalisations with p > 0.99 along the 
southmost section of road at (-750, -1750), it produced 
many partial matches. These partial matches caused a 
continuous set of injection into the pose cell network, 
allowing it to build up a hypothesis over time until a correct 
loop closure was made at (-250, -1500). 
6 Conclusions 
The results presented in this paper have demonstrated a 
successful combination of a FAB-MAP based visual data 
association scheme with the pose filtering properties of 
RatSLAM. Using this combined algorithm, the entire 
suburb of St Lucia was mapped using a semi-metric 
method. 
Given the size of the dataset and the narrow field of 
view of the camera, FAB-MAP has produced very few 
false positives, which generally cause catastrophic failure 
for SLAM systems. While [Cummins and Newman, 2009] 
demonstrated successful mapping of a dataset of 
approximately equal scale with zero false positives, the 
dataset presented here has significantly more inner loops of 
varying size, and was captured using only a low-cost 
forward-facing webcam.  
By replacing the intensity-based visual data with 
FAB-MAP, some independence from illumination changes 
and dynamic scenes was gained. However, while this 
improved performance when matching to unique 
environments over large periods of time, it generated false 
negatives in other locations which did not contain 
sufficiently unique features. In contrast, although the 
scanline-intensity based method used in [Milford and 
Wyeth, 2008] generates matches over both unique and 
non-unique sections, it produces progressively weaker 
matches over the period of the dataset. While this method 
produced superior results for this particular dataset in 
terms of experience map generation, it is unlikely to 
perform better than a FAB-MAP based method over larger 
periods of time. 
The addition of the RatSLAM pose filter allows 
FAB-MAP to function as a full SLAM algorithm in pose 
space. Its enhancement to FAB-MAP is twofold: firstly, it 
allows spurious false positives to be filtered using 
odometry data so as not to cause a false loop closure, and it 
allows multiple correct partial matches (which would 
otherwise be classed as false negatives) to build up over 
time, eventually causing a correct loop closure. By 
incorporating all the information available from the single 
camera in terms of visual data association and vehicle 
odometry, a robust SLAM system has been developed that 
outperforms localisation in appearance space alone. 
 
6.1 Future Work 
Although many visual SLAM algorithms are significantly 
improved by using wider field of view, multiple or 
omnidirectional cameras, using only low-cost forward 
facing cameras provides a greater challenge to the 
algorithm, but can be applied to low-end consumer systems 
where these cameras are commonplace (such as domestic 
robotics and augmented reality systems).  
A number of improvements to the FAB-MAP 
algorithm are described in [Cummins and Newman, 2009]. 
These include a sparse likelihood update which reduces 
computation time by a factor of up to 80, a location 
clustering scheme (similar to the one implemented in this 
paper) that also incorporates new visual data into templates 
to   ‘average’   location   representations, and a geometric 
post-verification stage that compares the structure of 
known visual words in an image (rather than simply 
determining whether they are present or not). 
Implementing all these additional features will increase the 
performance of the FAB-MAP visual data association 
system in terms of computation time, and reduce the 
number of false positives found for a given dataset. 
With respect to experience map generation, the 
appearance of the map can be improved by using a more 
robust method of determining vehicle motion. Rather than 
inferring translational and rotational velocity based upon 
changes in image intensity, the motion of SURF features 
(already generated by FAB-MAP) could be used to provide 
a better estimate of true vehicle motion.  
Although this paper did not present a significant 
advantage of the combination of FAB-MAP and RatSLAM 
over the RatSLAM-only system, the results showed some 
promise of FAB-MAP’s  ability  to  relocalise across larger 
differences in scene and lighting conditions. This will be 
investigated in subsequent experiments by applying this 
algorithm to datasets generated at different times of day 
and across different days, to determine whether FAB-MAP 
can provide superior results for persistent outdoor visual 
data association and SLAM. 
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Chapter 4: Loop Closure Detection on a 
Suburban Road Network with a 
Continuous Appearance-based 
Trajectory 
Given the results of the previous paper and the sister publication (Glover, et al., 
2010), it was hypothesised that a pose filter with a solid foundation in Bayesian 
estimation and the performance of the RatSLAM continuous attractor network could 
provide appearance-based SLAM performance exceeding the state of the art FAB-
MAP system with minimal tuning for any environment. This paper presents the first 
steps in the development of a probabilistic pose filter to address the limitations of the 
continuous attractor network when used for large-scale appearance-based SLAM. 
The results of the previous paper demonstrated the potential loop closure 
performance of FAB-MAP when combined with a pose filter; however the 
RatSLAM continuous attractor network as used has some key disadvantages, 
including unpredictable network dynamics and a large number of tuning parameters. 
Inspired by the characteristics of the continuous attractor network, this paper presents 
a novel probabilistic trajectory-based approach to the SLAM problem, dubbed 
Continuous Appearance-based Trajectory SLAM (CAT-SLAM). This approach 
consists of a continuous trajectory where the expected observation of visual features 
can be estimated at any location along the trajectory, not just those where a snapshot 
of the environment has been stored (as in topological representations). This does not 
imply the storage of features in continuous (metric) space, merely a method of 
interpolating appearance between two observations using the odometry that links the 
locations where the observations were made. 
The four primary contributions of this paper are as follows: 
1. A continuous appearance-based trajectory representation of space. In 
contrast to the continuous Euclidean space of metric SLAM systems, we 
present a representation that is continuous only between locations where 
observations of appearance exist. At the cost of precise localisation in a 
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global frame, this approach allows robust trajectory-to-trajectory matching 
based on sequences of similar appearance and odometry information. 
2. A trajectory-based sampling method. This allows general vehicle motion 
to be constrained to the trajectory, and provides a probabilistic estimate of 
the match between the current odometry information and the local section 
of the trajectory. 
3. A continuous representation of appearance between locations. 
Observations of appearance typically take the form of a set of unique 
features visible from a discrete location. A continuous representation of 
appearance allows the likelihood of each feature occurring to be smoothly 
interpolated between neighbouring observations, therefore providing a 
continuous probabilistic representation of appearance along the trajectory. 
4. A particle filter to evaluate the location distribution along the 
continuous trajectory. The particles are constrained to follow the 
trajectory, and perform recursive Bayesian estimation using a weighting 
and resampling update based on the current motion and appearance 
information. 
Along with the primary derivation of CAT-SLAM, this paper presents an 
evaluation of loop closure performance in a 16km outdoor road network in 
comparison to FAB-MAP. The primary evaluation metric is the precision-recall 
curve: the desired result is high recall (low false negatives) at 100% precision (zero 
false positives). For this environment, CAT-SLAM recognises 3 times more loop 
closures than FAB-MAP at 100% precision, demonstrating its use for robust loop 
closure detection in large outdoor environments. However, if 100% precision is not 
required, both CAT-SLAM and FAB-MAP provide comparable results (over 85% 
recall at 90% precision). 
“Loop Closure Detection on a Suburban Road Network with a Continuous 
Appearance-based Trajectory” was presented at the 2010 Australasian Conference on 
Robotics and Automation in Brisbane, Australia, and won the “Best Student Paper” 
award. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a novel technique for 
performing SLAM along a continuous trajectory 
of appearance. Derived from components of 
FastSLAM and FAB-MAP, the new system 
dubbed Continuous Appearance-based Trajectory 
SLAM (CAT-SLAM) augments appearance- 
based place recognition with particle-filter based 
‘pose filtering’ within a probabilistic framework, 
without calculating global feature geometry or 
performing 3D map construction. For loop 
closure detection CAT-SLAM updates in 
constant time regardless of map size. We evaluate 
the effectiveness of CAT-SLAM on a 16km 
outdoor road network and determine its loop 
closure performance relative to FAB-MAP. 
CAT-SLAM recognizes 3 times the number of 
loop closures for the case where no false positives 
occur, demonstrating its potential use for robust 
loop closure detection in large environments. 
1 Introduction 
The future capabilities of mobile robots depend strongly on 
their abilities to navigate and interact in the real world. A 
key requirement for navigation is an internal representation 
of the environment that the robot inhabits. Autonomous 
robot navigation has been a major topic of robotics 
research for the past two decades, and is commonly 
referred to as the Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping 
(SLAM) problem [Thrun et al., 2008]. However, there is 
still very little use of SLAM systems outside research 
institutions, as a number of key problems with current 
SLAM approaches prevent their widespread use in 
unconstrained, real-world environments. 
 The majority of current state-of-the-art SLAM 
systems are based on a geometric interpretation of the 
SLAM problem. These geometric SLAM systems employ 
probabilistic algorithms such as Kalman filters 
[Dissanayake et al., 2001], Expectation Maximisation 
[Thrun et al., 2006] and Rao-Blackwellised particle filters 
[Montemerlo et al., 2002], and are simple to characterise 
and implement. However, their reliance on geometric 
consistency causes them to become computationally 
expensive and fragile when building large maps [Thrun et 
al., 2008]. 
 To avoid computational and scaling limitations, a 
number of SLAM approaches forsake geometric accuracy 
for flexibility to form semi-metric or non-metric 
‘topological’ approaches. Instead of attempting to combine 
all features from the environment in a single Euclidean 
space, non-geometric approaches typically form 
loosely-connected sub-maps [Bosse et al., 2003], reduced 
topological maps [Konolige et al., 2008], or simply record 
the trajectory and identify loop closure events [Angeli et 
al., 2009]. Although the maps generated by these 
algorithms are not sufficient to create accurate 
reconstructions of the environment, they provide the robot 
with the ability to localise and navigate successfully, which 
is all that is required for autonomous applications.  
 The most successful appearance-based SLAM 
algorithm to date is FAB-MAP [Cummins et al., 2008b]. 
FAB-MAP forsakes map building entirely and instead 
focuses on visual data association (so-called ‘SLAM in 
appearance space’). A rigorous probabilistic approach to 
image matching based on a ‘visual bag-of-words’ model 
has allowed FAB-MAP to perform localisation on 
trajectories up to 1000km in length [Cummins et al., 2009]. 
 While attempts have been made to incorporate 
FAB-MAP into a full SLAM solution, they have all 
involved additional geometric algorithms or additional 
sensors [Newman et al., 2009; Paul et al., 2010; Sibley et 
al., 2010]. These attempts are arguably not full SLAM 
systems since they do not incorporate a pose ‘filter’, 
instead relying only on strong data association. 
 In this paper we propose a novel interpretation of the 
SLAM problem, combining the spatial filtering 
characteristics of traditional geometric SLAM algorithms 
with the appearance-based place recognition of 
FAB-MAP. The novel algorithm, dubbed Continuous 
Appearance-based Trajectory SLAM (CAT-SLAM), 
conditions the joint distribution of the observation and 
motion model on a continuous trajectory of previously 
visited locations. The distribution is evaluated using a 
Rao-Blackwellised particle filter, which represents 
location hypotheses as particles constrained to the 
trajectory. We evaluate CAT-SLAM in a large outdoor 
environment, with results compared directly to those 
obtained with FAB-MAP.  
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2 Background 
The probabilistic foundation of the Simultaneous 
Localisation and Mapping problem is defined as follows. 
Given a sequence of motion U0:k and a sequence of 
observations Z0:k of features m, a history of states X0:k can 
be derived. For the online SLAM problem, the state is 
derived by computing the following probability 
distribution:  
 ( )0:0:0 ,,|, xUZmx kkkP  (1) 
The crucial observation first presented in [Smith et al., 
1990] is that the state vector x and map m are not 
independent; errors in motion estimation are coupled with 
errors in observation, and as such the full joint posterior 
must be solved recursively. This can be performed with the 
use of two additional distributions; the motion model and 
the observation model, which describe the effect of motion 
and feature observation information on the joint posterior. 
The motion model describes the likelihood of a particular 
vehicle state given the current state and motion 
information: 
 ( )kkkP uxx ,| 1−  (2) 
The observation model describes the likelihood of a 
particular observation given the current state and map: 
 ( )mxz ,| kkP  (3) 
The joint posterior can now be updated in a standard 
predict-correct recursive Bayes form using these two 
models. This probabilistic definition primarily describes 
‘pose filtering’; the process of combining uncertain 
observation and motion information to form an optimal 
estimate of the vehicle state. The definition does not 
constrain the solution to a particular type of map, nor does 
it provide any information on how to perform data 
association. The remainder of this section will describe 2 
common approaches to the SLAM problem: geometric 
SLAM using particle filters, and appearance-based SLAM 
using FAB-MAP. 
2.1 Particle Filter SLAM 
The majority of Kalman filter and Rao-Blackwellised 
particle filter approaches to the SLAM problem use a 
geometric interpretation of the observation and motion
 
Figure 1 – Geometric SLAM interpretation. A continuous 
observation and motion model is defined by successive 
observations of feature geometry. 
model, shown in Figure 1. A series of metric measurements  
zi are taken from locations xi to features mi, typically in the 
form of range, bearing or a combination. The location of 
the features mi with respect to the previously visited 
discrete locations xi can then be determined in continuous 
geometric space. Additionally, the expected observation 
for locations between previously visited states (labelled xk) 
can be determined using relative geometry, as can the 
expected observation for any arbitrary location in space 
(labelled xj).  
 A popular SLAM algorithm that makes use of the 
geometric solution to the SLAM problem is FastSLAM, 
developed in [Montemerlo et al., 2002], which uses a 
Rao-Blackwellised particle filter and various schemes for 
particle resampling. By storing many different location and 
map hypotheses as individual particles and assigning 
weights to those particles based on how well they match 
observations, FastSLAM avoids both the linearization and 
computational complexity issues of EKF SLAM. The chief 
innovation in Rao-Blackwellisation is decoupling the 
process noise from the observation noise. By assuming the 
map stored by each particle is correct, observations 
become conditionally independent. The distribution is 
partitioned as follows: 
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The joint state is represented by N particles, each with pose 
history X, weight w and distribution as follows: 
 ( ){ }Nikikikik Pw :0)( :0)(:0)( ,|,, ZXmX  (5) 
The motion-update of FastSLAM is performed by directly 
sampling from the distribution for each particle: 
 ( )kikkik P uxxx ,|~ )( 1)( −  (6) 
Each particle is then assigned a weight based on the 
importance function: 
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All weights are normalised to sum to 1. The particles are 
then resampled with replacement, where the probability of 
selection is proportional to the weight w. All remaining 
particles are then updated using the EKF (or a variant such 
as the UKF). While this is effective in allowing FastSLAM 
to store multiple hypotheses and switch between them as 
required, it can suffer from “particle deprivation” if there 
are no particles near the correct hypothesis [Van der 
Merwe et al., 2001].  
 Many extensions have been made to the FastSLAM 
algorithm: FastSLAM 2.0 [Montemerlo et al., 2003], 
which includes the current observation in the proposal 
distribution for locally optimal sampling; GridSLAM 
[Hähnel et al., 2003], which extends the environment 
representation to an occupancy grid reducing the 
complications of data association in feature-based 
representations; and Distributed Particle SLAM 
(DP-SLAM) [Eliazar et al., 2003], which further reduces 
the computational complexity of FastSLAM by storing the 
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Figure 2 – Appearance-based SLAM interpretation. Expected 
observations are only available at discrete locations where an 
observation was previously made. Motion information is not 
used, allowing loop closures of unlimited size. 
particles in an ancestry tree and recording map divergences 
rather than storing an entire map for each particle.  
2.2 Appearance-based Place Recognition 
Another major approach to SLAM that has gained 
popularity in recent years is appearance-based or 
appearance-only SLAM. It is primarily used for detecting 
loop closures in large unknown environments, which it 
performs by determining whether the current location 
matches any previously visited locations or is sufficiently 
different as to be classified as a new location. 
 Figure 2 illustrates the appearance-based approach to 
the SLAM observation and motion model. Each state xi has 
an associated observation zi which stores which features mi 
are visible from that location. The map is represented by 
the history of states X0:k. However, motion information is 
typically discarded, since there is no method of generating 
the expected appearance neither between locations 
(labelled xk) nor at arbitrary locations (labelled xj). 
Appearance-based SLAM systems can therefore close 
loops of any size, regardless of accumulated odometry 
error, but rely entirely on the data association between the 
current observation and a previous observation. 
 The current state-of-the-art appearance-based SLAM 
system is FAB-MAP [Cummins et al., 2008b], which uses 
a Chow-Liu dependency tree and recursive Bayes 
estimation within a rigid probabilistic framework to 
provide robust loop closure detection. 
 Each image is converted into the visual bag-of-words 
representation described in [Sivic et al., 2003]. It is 
therefore necessary to create a database of common 
features from a set of training data in a similar environment 
to the test environment prior to performing localisation 
[Cummins et al., 2007]. Every feature extracted from the 
image is converted to the closest visual word, reducing 
each image to a binary vector of which words are present in 
the image. 
 },...,{ 1 vk zzZ =  (8) 
Each unique location Lk is represented by the probability 
that the object ei (that creates observation zi) is present in 
the scene. 
 )}|1(),...,|1({ kvki LePLeP ==  (9) 
The probability of a new image coming from the same 
location as a previous image is estimated using recursive 
Bayes: 
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where kZ  is a collection of previous observations up to 
time k. )Z,|( 1−kik LZP  is assumed to be independent from 
all past observations and is calculated using a Chow Liu 
approximation [Chow et al., 1968]. The Chow Liu tree is 
constructed once as an offline process based on training 
data. Observation likelihoods are determined using the 
Chow Liu tree as follows: 
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where r is the root node of the Chow Liu tree and pq is the 
parent of node q. The prior probability of matching a 
location )|( 1−kiLP Z  is estimated using a naïve motion 
model, where the probability of a new place )Z|( 1−knewLP  
is set to a constant if the current hypothesised location is 
within 1 frame of the matched location. In practice this has 
only a slight effect on the final result [Cummins et al., 
2008b]. 
 The denominator of equation 10 incorporates the 
probability of matching to a new location in addition to 
localisation to a previously visited place. To estimate if a 
new observation comes from a previously unvisited 
location the model needs to consider all locations, not just 
visited locations. This can be split into mapped and 
unmapped locations: 
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where M is the set of mapped locations. Since the second 
term cannot be evaluated directly (as it would require 
information on all unknown locations), an estimation must 
be used. A random selection of scenes from training data is 
used to evaluate the unmapped location according to:
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where Lu is a sampled location and ns is the total number of 
samples. The sampling technique generally provides 
superior results to the mean field approximation [Cummins 
et al., 2008b].  
 A number of enhancements have been made to the 
original FAB-MAP algorithm, to both reduce the 
computational cost of storing large environments and to 
increase the matching speed of the system. The 
implementation in [Cummins et al., 2008a] presented a 
probabilistic bail-out condition based on the Bennett 
Inequality [Boucheron et al., 2004], to rank features based 
on their information content and to discard unlikely 
matches without performing the full recursive Bayes 
calculation. To further reduce the amount of computation 
required, an inverted index lookup scheme was 
implemented in FAB-MAP 2.0 [Cummins et al., 2009], 
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which allows fully sparse evaluation.. An additional 
RANSAC stage was added in FAB-MAP 2.0 to provide a 
geometric post-verification of image matches.  
 A number of attempts to incorporate FAB-MAP into 
a full mapping system have been made, where it has been 
used as a first stage to detect loop closure. However, these 
attempts then rely on geometric matching techniques using 
either laser scanners [Paul et al., 2010] or stereo cameras 
[Newman et al., 2009], which do not incorporate odometric 
information in the manner of a pose filter, and as such still 
rely entirely on the strength of data association between 
two discrete locations. 
3 Trajectory-based Pose Filtering 
The proposed SLAM system outlined in this section is 
derived from a ‘trajectory-based’ interpretation of the 
SLAM problem. This interpretation lies between the two 
major SLAM paradigms presented in the previous section; 
it combines aspects of the geometric motion model of 
FastSLAM with the appearance-based observation model 
of FAB-MAP.  
 A diagram of the trajectory-based interpretation is 
presented in Figure 3. As with FastSLAM, states xi are 
linked by odometry information ui; however, observations 
zi are formed by appearance representations rather than 
metric distances. The observation model is formed by a 
continuous trajectory-based appearance model, which 
calculates the expected appearance along the trajectory 
between two nodes. This model allows the calculation of 
the expected observation zk from location xk on the 
trajectory between two previously visited locations. 
However, unlike the geometric observation model, it does 
not allow the calculation of the expected observation zj at 
an arbitrary location xj. This limits the system to localising 
only to exact trajectories it has previously traversed; 
however, the utility of other appearance-based SLAM 
methods indicate that this capability is not required for all 
applications.  
 The observation model can take any form, but is only 
required to determine the existence or non-existence of 
visible features along the continuous trajectory between 
two sequential observations. As such, methods that do not 
require feature correspondence or geometry are preferred. 
 
 
Figure 3 – Trajectory-based SLAM interpretation. A continuous 
trajectory-based observation model allows the expected 
appearance to be calculated at any point along a previously 
visited trajectory. Motion information permits the use of pose 
filtering without restricting loop closure size. 
 The history of poses is represented by a continuous 
trajectory T, which intersects all previous discrete poses 
X0:k: 
 ( ) ktTtTk ≤≤∈⇒∈ 0,:0 xX  (14) 
The full history of poses is recovered using the continuous 
pose x(t) with continuous index t, where x(k) = xk. For 
localisation in three degrees of freedom the discrete and 
continuous pose are represented as follows: 
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The particular form of the trajectory T is defined by the 
continuous motion model of the vehicle; the simplest case 
of a linearly interpolated motion model is illustrated as 
follows: 
 ( )  ( )    ( )  tt ttttt XXx −+−=  (16) 
As in topological SLAM solutions, the map is formed by 
the continuous history of poses as follows: 
 ( )ktk ≤≤=⇒= 0:0 xmXm  (17) 
The map update is performed by correcting the history of 
poses X0:k when a loop closure is detected. However, for 
this implementation the purpose is to determine the 
characteristics of loop closure, and as such global map 
correction is not required. The SLAM distribution when 
conditioned on the continuous trajectory T is modified 
from equation 1 as follows: 
 ( )0:0:0 ,,| xUZx kkk TP ∈  (18) 
For this implementation, the distribution above is 
evaluated using a Rao-Blackwellised particle filter. The 
distribution is approximated using N particles, each with 
weight w, position on the trajectory xk, and continuous 
trajectory index t: 
 { }Niiikik tw )()()( ,,x  (19) 
The following sections detail the components of the 
Rao-Blackwellised particle filter required to solve the joint 
distribution along the continuous trajectory. 
3.1 Trajectory-based Sampling 
The proposal distribution for the trajectory-based particle 
filter is given by the vehicle motion conditioned on the 
trajectory T:  
 ( )kikkik TP uxxx ,|~ )( 1)( −∈  (20) 
This method allows a nonlinear vehicle motion model to be 
used (as with EKF- or FastSLAM), but ensures all particles 
remain constrained to the trajectory of previously visited 
locations. The particle update is performed by first 
generating a proposed pose kxˆ from the nonlinear vehicle 
model f with additive Gaussian noise wk: 
 ( ) kkikik f wuxx += − ,ˆ )( 1)(  (21) 
For a vehicle moving in three degrees of freedom the 
motion model is as follows: 
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where [ ]Tkkkk yx θΔΔΔ=u . The proposed covariance 
is generated by linearising the motion model at the 
proposed location with noise covariance Qk: 
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From this, a distribution over all possible poses can be 
represented using the standard multivariate Gaussian: 
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 (24) 
The location of the particle on the trajectory is found by 
searching the trajectory for the continuous index t for 
which the above distribution is maximized: 
 ( )( ))()( ˆ|maxarg ik
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i tPt xx
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From this index the pose of the particle is set to the most 
likely pose on the trajectory: 
 ( ))()( iik txx =  (26) 
The maximum motion likelihood ( )kP xx ˆ| is stored for later 
use in particle importance weighting. 
3.2 Continuous Appearance Representation 
In order to generate the observation model of equation 3 
for a continuous trajectory based system, a continuous 
representation of appearance is required. Conventional 
geometric SLAM systems such as MonoSLAM [Davison 
et al., 2007] perform this using 3D feature locations in a 
fixed co-ordinate frame; however as stated above the 
purpose of this algorithm is not to locate features in 3D 
space. The location representation for each particle is 
derived from that presented in equation 9, but extended to 
represent appearance between discrete observations as 
follows: 
 ( )( ) ( )( ){ })()( |1,...,|1 ivii tePteP xx ==  (27) 
The method of generating these interpolated appearance 
representations is dependent on both the continuous 
vehicle motion model and the camera model. However, for 
the simple linear case of equation 15, the continuous 
representation of appearance can be generated similarly as 
follows, by interpolating between two successive discrete 
observations: 
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As with FAB-MAP, the set of visual words v that form the 
        
         Figure 4 – Update process of CAT-SLAM particles. a) Particles )( 1ik −x are constrained to the trajectory between previously visited locations x0:k. 
b) Proposed particle locations )(ˆ ikx are sampled from the motion model with control input uk. c) The updated position on the trajectory )( ikx is 
found at maximum likelihood location of distribution ( ))(ˆ| ikkP xx . d) The particle weight is updated using the motion likelihood and 
observation likelihood ( ))()( | ikikP xz , where zk is generated using a continuous appearance model. 
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observation and appearance representation must be derived 
from training data in a similar environment to the test 
environment. 
3.3 Importance Weighting 
The importance weighting of the particles is drawn from 
the numerators of equation 7 and 10; it combines the 
observation likelihood of FAB-MAP using the continuous 
representation of appearance with the motion prior of 
FastSLAM conditioned on the trajectory. By only 
evaluating the motion and observation model once per 
particle, updating the weights can be performed in constant 
time proportional to the number of particles regardless of 
the number of previously visited locations. The proposed 
weighting of each particle is as follows: 
 ( ) ( )kikikikkikik TPPww uxxxz ,||ˆ )( 1)()()( 1)( −− ∈=  (29) 
The observation likelihood makes use of the Chow Liu 
distribution as in equation 11 at location t on the trajectory: 
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The leftmost part of equation 28 is calculated as follows: 
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where ( )
qpqq zsezP ,| =  is the detector probability and 
( )( ))(| ii tseP x= is the continuous appearance 
representation defined in equation 26. The motion prior is 
the maximum likelihood point of the motion distribution 
along the trajectory as found in equation 23: 
 ( ) ( ))()()( 1)( ˆ|,| ikikkikik PTP xxuxx =∈ −  (32) 
To represent the likelihood of a location not on the 
trajectory (similar to the denominator term in equation 12), 
an additional particle representing an ‘unknown’ pose is 
required. The weight of this particle is calculated as 
follows: 
 ( ) ( )kukukkNuk PPw uxxz ||ˆ 1=  (33) 
Note that this particle does not update using its previous 
weight but is re-normalised at each step; this represents the 
uniform likelihood of departing from a previously visited 
section of the trajectory at any point in time. The two 
distributions can be approximated using information from 
training data as follows: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kkkukukk PPPP uuzzuxxz |||| avgavg≈  (34) 
Where zavg represents an ‘average’ observation and uavg an 
‘average’ control input. These can be found by simply 
averaging all observations and controls in the training data 
set, or by using the random sampling method in equation 
13. Without this ‘unknown’ pose particle, the particle 
distribution represents pure localization, since the 
probability of a pose not on the trajectory is assumed to be 
zero.  
3.4 Particle Resampling 
The proposed weight of each particle is normalised, such 
that the sum of all weighs of particles on the trajectory plus 
the ‘unknown’ particle weight is equal to 1. 
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The particles are resampled when the effective sample size 
(ESS) falls below a predefined threshold [Liu et al., 2001]. 
The ESS is computed as follows: 
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Particles are selected with probability proportional to their 
weight wk using the Select with Replacement method [Liu 
et al., 2001]. Any particles selected to replace the 
‘unknown’ particle are sampled to a uniform random 
location on the trajectory as follows: 
 ( ) ( ))()()( ,,0~ iiki tkUt xx =  (37) 
This serves to counteract the effects of particle deprivation, 
since the proportion of particles sampled to diverse 
locations on the trajectory increases (thereby increasing the 
probability of detecting loop closure) as the ‘unknown 
place’ likelihood increases. 
3.5 Trajectory Distribution Calculation 
To determine the most likely location hypothesis from the 
distribution of particles a spatially selective method is 
used, equivalent to integrating the probability distribution 
over a short distance along the trajectory. The value of the 
distribution at particle location xk is as follows: 
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The spatially selective function h(i, j) is defined as follows: 
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The distribution will therefore only reach a probability of 1 
at any location if all particles are within distance d of the 
hypothesized location (causing the numerator to sum to 1), 
and the ‘unknown’ location weight is equal to 0. 
4 Experimental Procedure 
The following section details the steps taken to evaluate the 
proposed CAT-SLAM algorithm. Since the primary focus 
of this algorithm is improving loop closure performance 
and not map construction, the experiment will be focused 
on comparing it to FAB-MAP in a large outdoor 
environment.  
4.1 Experimental Setup 
This experiment uses a dataset previously gathered for the 
full-day mapping experiment presented in [Glover et al., 
2010]. The dataset consists of video captured at 15 frames 
per second from a forward-facing Logitech QuickCam Pro 
9000 webcam mounted on the roof of a car, as well as GPS 
data gathered at 1Hz for ground truth. The images gathered 
by the camera have a resolution of 640x480 pixels, 
representing a field of view of 62 degrees horizontal by 46 
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degrees vertical. The GPS lock remained consistent 
throughout the entire route. 
 The route taken by the car is a 1
surburban road network, pictured in Figure 
multiple repeated loops and wide variation in the types of 
roads traversed; from wide 4-lane main roads to single lane 
roads bordered by dense foliage.  The dataset was 
gathered at midday to reduce the likelihood of image 
saturation due to direct sunlight. No modification of the 
environment or interruption of normal traffic conditions 
was performed.  
4.2 Algorithm Details 
The codebook and Chow Liu tree used for both FAB
and CAT-SLAM are derived from the experiments 
Figure 5 – Test environment consisting of a 16km road network 
covering approximately 1.5 square kilometres. 
Table 1 – Summary of algorithm parameters.
FAB-MAP 
Detector model P(z=1|e=0) P(z=0|e=1) 
New place likelihood P(Lnew|Zk-1) 
CAT-SLAM 
Detector model P(z=1|e=0) P(z=0|e=1) 
Motion uncertainty σy 
σθ 
Number of Particles N 
Minimum ESS 
threshold ESS 
Local distribution size d 
 
presented in [Milford et al., 2008a]. SURF features were 
extracted from 7000 non-overlapping images sampled 
from a larger dataset of the same suburb, resulting in
codebook containing 5730 visual words. The average 
observation was derived from this same dataset using the 
mean field approximation.  
 Odometry information was generated 
information using the method presented in 
2008b]. While this semi-metric method is not as pre
feature-based approaches, it does not require the 
calculation of feature correspondence 
produces repeatable results in successive traversals of the 
same location. 
 The list of constants used in both algorithms is 
presented in Table 1. For evaluation, the maximum 
6km tour of a 
5, with 
-MAP  
 
 
 
0 
0.61 
0.9 
0 
0.61 
0.05 metres 
0.05 radians 
2000 
0.25 
2.5 metres 
 a 
from visual 
[Milford et al., 
cise as 
or geometry and 
distance between the expected and actual GPS location for 
a true positive loop closure was set to 20m, to reflect the 
large scale of the dataset.  
5 Results 
This section describes the map
FAB-MAP and CAT-SLAM on the 16km suburban road 
network. The primary 
precision-recall curve, where precision is defined as the 
number of correct matches divided by the total number of 
matches, and recall as the number of correct matches 
divided by the total number of expected 
 TP
TPPrecision
+
=
where TP are true positives, FP false positives and FN false 
negatives. Expected correct matches are defined as 
previously visited GPS locations within 20m distance and 
10 degrees heading to the current location, to avoid 
unreasonable loop closure expectations 
crossing intersections from different approaches
 To use either of these systems to detect loop closure 
for a semi-metric or metric SLAM system
100% is required, since false positive matches can cause 
catastrophic failure during mapping 
[Thrun et al., 2008]. In this respect, the desired outcome is 
a high recall rate at 100% precision. 
the false positives reported by both sy
determine the likely failure modes in other environments.
5.1 Precision-Recall 
Figure 6 shows the precision
FAB-MAP and CAT-SLAM on the full road network. 
Figure 6 – Precision-recall curve for CAT
for the 16km trajectory. At 100% precision, CAT
59% of the correct matches, where FAB
Note the scale on the y-axis; both algorithms report over 
90% precision over more than 80% of the recall 
However, FAB-MAP 1.0 achieves only 19% recall at 
100% precision, where CAT
locations successfully. The
FAB-MAP in this environment compared to previous 
FAB-MAP experiments can be attributed to the use of 
single forward-facing camera, as opposed to multiple 
wide-angle [Cummins et al., 2008b]
[Newman et al., 2009]
post-verification in [Cummins et al., 2009]
 Below 96% precision
ping results of both 
performance metric is the 
matches: 
FNTP
TPRecall,FP +=  (40) 
(such as when 
). 
 a precision of 
for geometric systems 
However, analysis of 
stems is important to 
 
-recall curve for both 
 
 
-SLAM and FAB-MAP 
-SLAM recalls 
-MAP only recalls 19%. 
range. 
-SLAM recalls over 59% of 
 poor performance of 
a 
 or omnidirectional 
 cameras. The geometric 
 was not used. 
, FAB-MAP provides superior 
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recall rates to CAT-SLAM. Since FAB-MAP compares the 
current location appearance to all previous locations where 
CAT-SLAM only compares to previous locations where 
particles exist, it is possible that if the particle diversity is 
sufficiently low occasional loop closures will not be 
detected. This does not appear to have a significant effect 
on the results, as even at 90% precision CAT-SLAM 
provides almost 90% recall.  
5.2 Loop Closure Performance 
Figure 7 shows the loop closures projected on to the GPS 
positions recorded on the route for four separate matching 
cases. Figures 7a) and 7b) show the loop closures detected 
by FAB-MAP and CAT-SLAM for the threshold that 
provides maximum recall at 100% precision. The larger 
number of green true positive loop closures illustrate that 
CAT-SLAM correctly relocalises more often than 
FAB-MAP. Additionally, the true positive loop closures 
are approximately evenly distributed across the area and 
not concentrated in particular locations of unique visual 
appearance. 
 The relative distributions of true positive and false 
negative loop closures are of note: FAB-MAP tends to 
switch between true positive and false negative matches 
within the space of a few metres, where CAT-SLAM 
typically has unbroken sequences of 20m or more. This 
reflects the sequential matching nature of CAT-SLAM; it 
requires a number of correct visual and odometric matches 
before a sufficiently dominant hypothesis is formed. 
However, once such a hypothesis is dominant, it is 
maintained until particles not within the local distribution 
distance d are sufficiently supported by novel visual and 
odometric information to suggest an alternate hypothesis. 
 Figures 7c) and 7d) show the loop closures detected 
at 95% precision. While both algorithms present an equal 
fraction of false positives, FAB-MAP appears to distribute 
them more evenly across the dataset. The trajectory-based 
matching characteristics of CAT-SLAM cause it to 
maintain even false positives (provided there is sufficient 
false visual and odometric information). Interestingly, all 
sections reported as false positives by CAT-SLAM occur 
on straight sections of road; in these cases the motion 
model provides sufficient weighting to remove loop 
closure candidates that are geometrically dissimilar along 
the trajectory.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 – Loop closures projected on GPS ground truth. a) and b) show loop closures at 100% precision, c) and d) show loop closures at 
95% precision. Lighter green points indicate true positives, darker blue points indicate false negatives, red points with loop closure lines 
show false positives. 
b) 
d) 
a) 
c) 
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5.3 Computational Complexity 
Currently CAT-SLAM requires approximately 1ms per 
particle update on a single core 3GHz Core 2 processor, 
comparable to early FAB-MAP implementations 
[Cummins et al., 2007]. The majority of this time is spent 
evaluating the observation likelihood. CAT-SLAM is 
unsuitable for real-time application in its current form; 
however, since each particle is independent, the algorithm 
is highly parallelisable. However, every past observation 
must be stored, so the appearance-based map grows in 
memory requirements in proportion to the number of 
observations. 
6 Discussion 
The results of the mapping experiment demonstrated that 
the combination of both appearance and motion 
information in CAT-SLAM provides a clear advantage 
over appearance-based SLAM systems that rely on visual 
data alone for applications that require 100% precision 
loop closure. The improvement over FAB-MAP is 
twofold; first, the addition of a pose filter allows spurious 
false positives to be rejected, and it allows a location 
hypothesis to be maintained with only partial visual 
matches.  
 Since CAT-SLAM is built upon the same underlying 
appearance-based matching system as FAB-MAP, its 
performance at identifying an initial loop closure is 
approximately equal. Due to the trajectory following 
properties of the particles, CAT-SLAM can maintain a 
hypothesis across a number of frames when supporting 
visual information above the hypothesis threshold is not 
available for all frames, as is the case with FAB-MAP. 
This greatly increases the recall rates as entire sections of 
trajectories can be matched, rather than simply individual 
frames. 
 However, the requirement for a sequence of familiar 
visual and odometric information reduces the speed at 
which CAT-SLAM is able to generate a new location 
hypothesis. While FAB-MAP can localize using only a 
single frame, CAT-SLAM requires a number of particle 
update (and possibly resample) stages; revisting short 
sections of a path (such as crossing an intersection from a 
different approach) may not be detected by CAT-SLAM.  
 The computational advantages of a fixed number of 
particles representing a distribution could allow 
CAT-SLAM to scale to much larger environments than 
other appearance-based SLAM systems, provided 
sufficient particle diversity is maintained.  
6.1 Future Work 
There are a number of improvements that can be made in 
many aspects of the current CAT-SLAM implementation 
to improve its performance. 
 Currently the linear approximations in equations 16 
and 28 cater to the vehicle model used. However, for 
holonomic vehicles which do not necessarily revisit a 
previously traversed trajectory with an identical 
orientation, these approximations will not suffice. Explicit 
decoupling of orientation with trajectory will be required 
to support holonomic vehicles and similar platforms. 
 The linear interpolation of appearance in equation 28 
does not capture the true nature of changing appearance 
with respect to motion. A more sophisticated method that 
incorporates feature-based optical flow without evaluating 
3D feature geometry is currently in development. 
 The principles behind the Bennet bound and inverted 
index of later FAB-MAP implementations [Cummins et 
al., 2008a; Cummins et al., 2009] are equally applicable to 
CAT-SLAM. This would significantly reduce the 
computation time taken to update the particle weights, 
since the observation likelihoods could be determined 
using a batch update method. As mentioned, the algorithm 
is highly parallelisable, and could provide real-time 
performance on modern parallel or GPGPU processors 
without additional computational enhancements. 
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Chapter 5: Continuous Appearance-based 
Trajectory SLAM 
To evaluate CAT-SLAM in comparison to the current state-of-the-art 
appearance-based SLAM algorithms, it is important to assess its performance on a 
widely used publicly available benchmark dataset. This paper presents a revised 
derivation of CAT-SLAM and an evaluation against the state-of-the-art FAB-MAP 
algorithm using the benchmark New College dataset (Smith, et al., 2009). This 
dataset has been used for evaluating many state-of-the-art appearance-based SLAM 
algorithms; the original FAB-MAP results are presented in (Newman, et al., 2009).  
This dataset is significantly more challenging than the road network presented 
in the previous paper; while it only 2.25km in length, it includes multiple revisits to 
many locations in both directions, and has significant change in appearance over time 
as it was collected towards the end of a day. To account for this, the CAT-SLAM 
particle filter was extended using a direction ‘bit’ to represent particles that follow 
the trajectory in the reverse direction. No other changes to the appearance model 
were necessary to account for omnidirectional imagery. 
At 100% precision, CAT-SLAM provides approximately 3 times the loop 
closure recall of FAB-MAP, matching the performance of the previous paper. The 
challenging nature of the New College dataset highlights a number of advantages of 
the CAT-SLAM system: after multiple revisits to a location, CAT-SLAM will 
provide a strong match to the most similar trajectory, whereas FAB-MAP recalls 
frames from all previous traversals, reducing its ability to match to a single location 
with certainty. Additionally, CAT-SLAM can accumulate partial matches along a 
trajectory, allowing it to correctly recognise locations after appearance change even 
when no single frame is sufficiently well matched in isolation. These results illustrate 
the performance of CAT-SLAM in a challenging real-world environment, and the 
use of a public benchmark dataset allows direct comparison to other state-of-the-art 
appearance-based SLAM algorithms. 
“Continuous Appearance-based Trajectory SLAM” was presented at the 2011 
IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation in Shanghai, China. 
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Abstract— This paper describes a novel probabilistic 
approach to incorporating odometric information into 
appearance-based SLAM systems, without performing metric 
map construction or calculating relative feature geometry. The 
proposed system, dubbed Continuous Appearance-based 
Trajectory SLAM (CAT-SLAM), represents location as a 
probability distribution along a trajectory, and represents 
appearance continuously over the trajectory rather than at 
discrete locations. The distribution is evaluated using a Rao-
Blackwellised particle filter, which weights particles based on 
local appearance and odometric similarity and explicitly 
models both the likelihood of revisiting previous locations and 
visiting new locations. A modified resampling scheme counters 
particle deprivation and allows loop closure updates to be 
performed in constant time regardless of map size. We 
compare the performance of CAT-SLAM to FAB-MAP (an 
appearance-only SLAM algorithm) in an outdoor environment, 
demonstrating a threefold increase in the number of correct 
loop closures detected by CAT-SLAM. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ISUAL appearance-based localization is increasingly 
used for loop closure detection in metric SLAM 
systems. Since it relies only upon the visual similarity 
between images from two locations, it can perform loop 
closure regardless of accumulated metric error (a major 
cause of failure for metric SLAM systems [1]). So-called 
‘appearance-based SLAM’ systems represent the 
environment as a series of images from discrete locations, 
and typically calculate image similarity based on extracted 
SIFT [2] descriptors. 
The largest successful appearance-based SLAM 
experiment to date used FAB-MAP [3], and detected loop 
closures on a 1000km road network [4]. Development of 
appearance-based SLAM systems has focused on increasing 
the number of previously visited locations that are 
recognized (high recall) while maintaining low numbers of 
false positives (high precision). Since false positive loop 
closures cause corruption in most mapping systems, 100% 
precision is a common requirement for appearance-based 
loop closure detection [3]. 
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Attempts to improve the precision-recall performance of 
appearance-based SLAM algorithms typically require 
additional information not provided by descriptor-based 
image similarity alone; [4, 5] uses RANSAC to compare 
feature geometry, while [6-8] uses additional laser or stereo 
image sensors for 3D geometric verification. These methods 
still rely on matching two distinct locations using 
appearance alone – they discard the motion information 
between locations (provided by vehicle odometry), and the 
sequence in which the locations were visited.  
This paper presents Continuous Appearance-based 
Trajectory SLAM (CAT-SLAM), a probabilistic approach to 
appearance-based loop closure detection incorporating 
odometric information. CAT-SLAM represents the map as a 
continuous trajectory which traverses all previously visited 
locations, and appearance is represented continuously along 
the trajectory, rather than at discrete points. Loop closure 
hypotheses are developed over a number of updates using a 
Rao-Blackwellised particle filter, which weights particles 
based on trajectory-constrained metric motion information 
and appearance-based observation likelihoods.  
We evaluate the loop closure performance of CAT-SLAM 
in comparison to FAB-MAP using the New College dataset 
[9], previously used for various FAB-MAP experiments [6, 
7]. In this environment CAT-SLAM demonstrates a 
threefold improvement in location recall over FAB-MAP 
with zero false positives. 
II. BACKGROUND 
Comparatively few appearance-based SLAM systems that 
make use of odometric information (but do not perform 
metric SLAM) have been developed. [10] combines a graph 
relaxation algorithm for map-building with appearance-only 
image matching, but relies on visual matches alone for loop 
closure. [11] uses a POMDP to reason about likely loop 
closures based on sequences of location ‘fingerprints’, but 
has only been demonstrated for small indoor environments. 
Promising results for using odometry to perform ‘pose 
filtering’ are shown in RatSLAM [12], which uses a 
biologically-inspired approach to combine appearance and 
metric information. Combinations of FAB-MAP with 
RatSLAM demonstrated long-term mapping with no false 
positive loop closures [13, 14]. 
The following section describes the essential components 
of two SLAM systems from which components of CAT-
SLAM are derived: FastSLAM and FAB-MAP. FastSLAM 
Continuous Appearance-based Trajectory SLAM 
Will Maddern, Student Member, IEEE, Michael Milford, Member, IEEE, and Gordon Wyeth, 
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[15] uses a Rao-Blackwellised particle filter and various 
schemes for particle resampling to perform efficient 
geometric SLAM. By assuming the map stored by each 
particle is correct, observations become conditionally 
independent. The joint state is represented by N particles, 
each with pose history X0:k, weight w and distribution as 
follows: 
 ( ){ }Nikikikik Pw :0)( :0)( :0)( ,|,, ZXmX  (1) 
The motion-update of FastSLAM is performed by directly 
sampling from the distribution for each particle: 
 ( )kikkik P uxxx ,|~ )( 1)( −  (2) 
Each particle is assigned a weight based on the importance 
function: 
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The particles are then resampled with replacement after 
normalization, where the probability of selection is 
proportional to the weight w. While this allows FastSLAM 
to store multiple hypotheses and switch between them as 
required, it can suffer from “particle deprivation” if there are 
no particles near the correct hypothesis [15]. Extensions 
have been made to the FastSLAM algorithm; however, even 
these state-of-the-art implementations of FastSLAM rely on 
accurate odometric information to close large loops [1]. 
FAB-MAP [3] forsakes geometric map building and 
instead focuses on performing SLAM in appearance space. 
Each unique location Lk is represented by a set of 
probabilities that each object ei (that creates observation zi) 
is present in the scene. 
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The probability of an image coming from the same location 
as a previous image is estimated using recursive Bayes: 
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where kZ  is a collection of previous observations up to time 
k, ),|( 1−kik LZP Z  is assumed to be independent from all 
past observations and is calculated using a Chow Liu 
approximation [16]. Observation likelihoods are determined 
using the Chow Liu tree as follows: 
 ∏
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where r is the root node of the Chow Liu tree and pq is the 
parent of node q. The prior probability of matching a 
location )|( 1−kiLP Z  is estimated using a naïve motion 
model. The denominator of equation 5 incorporates the 
probability of matching to all possible locations; to estimate 
if a new observation comes from a previously unvisited 
location the model needs to consider mapped and unmapped 
locations as follows: 
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where M is the set of mapped locations. Since the second 
term cannot be evaluated directly (as it would require 
knowledge of all unknown locations), a mean field or 
sampling estimation must be used [3]. 
III. CAT-SLAM 
In this section we outline our proposed appearance-based 
SLAM system. CAT-SLAM is derived from a ‘trajectory-
based’ interpretation of the SLAM problem. It combines 
aspects of the geometric motion model of FastSLAM with 
the appearance-based observation model of FAB-MAP. As 
with FastSLAM, poses xi are linked by odometry 
information ui; however, observations zi are formed by 
appearance representations rather than metric distances. The 
observation model is formed by a continuous appearance 
model, which calculates the expected appearance along the 
trajectory between two nodes. This model allows the 
calculation of the expected observation zk from arbitrary 
location xk on the trajectory between two previously visited 
discrete locations.  
The history of states is represented by a continuous 
trajectory T, which intersects all previously visited locations 
X0:k: 
 ( ) ktTtTk ≤≤∈⇒∈ 0,:0 xX  (8) 
The full history of states is recovered using the continuous 
state x(t) with continuous index t. The particular form of the 
trajectory T is defined by the continuous motion model of 
the vehicle; the simplest case of a linearly interpolated 
trajectory is illustrated as follows: 
 
( )  ( )    ( )  tt ttttt XXx −+−=  (9) 
As with appearance-based systems, the map is formed by the 
history of states as follows: 
 ( )ktk ≤≤=⇒= 0:0 xmXm  (10) 
The map update is performed by correcting the history of 
states X0:k when a loop closure is detected using a graph 
relaxation algorithm if required. The location distribution 
conditioned on the continuous trajectory T is therefore: 
 ( )0:0:0 ,,| xUZx kkk TP ∈  (11) 
where Z0:k is the full history of observations and U0:k the 
history of control inputs. The distribution is approximated 
using N particles, each with weight w, position on the 
trajectory xk, continuous trajectory index t and binary 
particle direction d: 
 { }Niiiikik dtw )()()()( ,,,x  (12) 
Figure 1 illustrates the 4 stage update process of the CAT-
SLAM particle filter: 
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Fig. 1 – Update process of CAT-SLAM particles. a) Particles )( 1ik −x are 
constrained to the trajectory between previously visited locations x0:k. b) 
Proposed particle locations )(ˆ ikx are sampled from the motion model with 
control input uk. c) The updated position on the trajectory )( ikx is found at 
maximum likelihood location of distribution ( ))(ˆ| ikkP xx . d) The particle 
weight is updated using the motion likelihood and observation likelihood 
( ))()( | ikikP xz , where zk is generated using a continuous appearance model. 
A. Trajectory-based Pose Filtering 
The proposal distribution for the trajectory-based particle 
filter is given by the vehicle motion conditioned on the 
trajectory T:  
 ( )kikkik TP uxxx ,|~ )( 1)( −∈  (13) 
This method permits the use of a nonlinear motion model 
but ensures all particles remain constrained to the trajectory 
of previously visited locations. The particle update is 
performed by first generating a proposed pose kxˆ  using the 
nonlinear vehicle model f given control input uk with 
additive Gaussian noise wk, based on direction d: 
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This allows particles to propagate in both forward and 
reverse directions along the trajectory. The proposed state 
covariance is generated by linearizing the motion model at 
the proposed state location with noise covariance Qk:
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From this, a distribution over all possible states can be 
represented using the standard multivariate Gaussian: 
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The location of the particle on the trajectory is found by 
searching the trajectory for the continuous index t for which 
the above distribution is maximized: 
 ( )( ))()( ˆ|maxarg ik
kt
i tPt xx
≤
=  (17) 
From this index the pose of the particle is set to the 
maximum likelihood pose on the trajectory relative to the 
current pose: 
 ( ))()( iik txx =  (18) 
The maximum motion likelihood ( )kP xx ˆ|  is stored for use 
in particle importance weighting. 
B. Continuous Appearance Model 
The location representation for each particle is extended 
from equation 4 to represent appearance continuously 
between discrete observations as follows: 
 ( )( ) ( )( ){ })()( |1,...,|1 i
v
i
i tePteP xx ==  (19) 
The method of generating these interpolated appearance 
representations is dependent on both the continuous vehicle 
motion model and the camera model. For the linear case of 
equation 9 the continuous representation of appearance is 
generated by interpolating between two successive discrete 
observations: 
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The set of objects ei that form the appearance representation 
must be derived from training data in a similar environment 
to the test environment [3]. 
C. Particle Weighting and Resampling 
The importance weighting of the particles combines the 
observation likelihood of FAB-MAP using the continuous 
representation of appearance with the motion prior of 
FastSLAM conditioned on the trajectory. The proposed 
weighting of each particle is as follows: 
 ( ) ( )kikikikkikik TPPww uxxxz ,||ˆ )( 1)()()( 1)( −− ∈=  (21) 
The observation likelihood makes use of the Chow Liu 
distribution from equation 6 at location t on the trajectory: 
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The leftmost part of equation 22 is calculated as follows: 
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where ( )
qpqq
zsezP ,| =  is the detector probability and 
( )( ))(| ii tseP x=  the continuous appearance representation 
defined in equation 20. The motion prior is the maximum 
likelihood point of the motion distribution along the 
trajectory as found in equation 17: 
 ( ) ( ))()()( 1)( ˆ|,| ikikkikik PTP xxuxx =∈ −  (24) 
To represent the likelihood of a location not on the 
trajectory, an additional particle u representing an 
‘unknown’ state is weighted as follows: 
 ( ) ( )kukukkNuk PPw uxxz ||ˆ 1=  (25) 
These two distributions can be approximated using 
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information from training data as follows: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kkkukukk PPPP uuzzuxxz |||| avgavg≈  (26) 
where zavg represents an ‘average’ observation and uavg an 
‘average’ control input, found by averaging all observations 
and controls in the training data set or by using the sampling 
method in [3]. Without this ‘unknown’ state the particle 
distribution represents pure localization; the probability of a 
state not on the trajectory is otherwise assumed to be zero. 
The proposed weight of each particle is normalized as 
follows: 
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The particles are resampled when the effective sample size 
(ESS) [17] falls below a predefined threshold. The ESS is 
computed as follows: 
 [ ]∑ −+= uNj jkN Nw
N
, 2)(1 11
ESS  (28) 
Particles are selected with probability proportional to their 
weight wk using the Select with Replacement method [17]. 
Any particles selected to replace the ‘unknown’ particle are 
sampled to a uniform random location on the trajectory, 
which serves to counteract the effects of particle deprivation: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )1,0round~,,,0~ )()()()( UdtkUt iiiki xx =  (29) 
The value of the distribution at particle location xk is 
determined using a spatially selective method: 
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The spatially selective function h(i, j) is defined as follows: 
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The distribution will only reach a probability of 1 at a 
location if all particles are within predefined distance r of 
that location (causing the numerator to sum to 1), and the 
‘unknown’ location weight is equal to 0. Evaluating the 
distribution can be performed in constant time proportional 
to the number of particles regardless of the number of 
previously visited locations. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
A. Dataset 
The dataset used for this evaluation of CAT-SLAM against 
FAB-MAP is presented in [9]. It comprises over 7000 
panoramic images from a Point Grey Ladybug2 camera with 
accompanying wheel odometry (from shaft encoders on the 
Segway RMP) and GPS data logged at 5Hz. The route taken 
is a 2.5km tour of the grounds of New College, Oxford, with 
multiple traversals of each location in both forward and 
reverse directions.  
Ground truth is provided by GPS locations; however, the 
signal is degraded in many locations throughout the dataset 
(particularly through a tunnel between courtyards). 
Approximately 45% of the panoramic images have an 
associated valid GPS position; data for the precision recall 
curves are based only on these images for which ground 
truth is available. 
B. Algorithm Details 
The FAB-MAP implementation used for comparison is 
derived from [3]. Enhancements presented in [4] primarily 
reduce computation time and increase scalability, and are not 
required for the comparatively small dataset used for this 
experiment. The geometric post-verification presented in [4] 
is not used for either algorithm. 
Training data for the codebook and Chow Liu tree were 
provided by a downsampled 1000 image version of the main 
dataset with repeated sections removed. The codebook was 
generated using modified sequential clustering [18] yielding 
6856 visual words. The ‘average’ observation zavg was 
generated using the mean field approximation in [3].  Table 
1 presents a summary of the constants used in both 
algorithms. 
V. RESULTS 
A. Precision-Recall Curve 
The primary performance metric is the precision-recall 
curve. Expected matches are defined as previously visited 
GPS locations within 7.5m of the current location; a true 
positive results if the maximum likelihood location is above 
the hypothesis threshold and the estimated GPS location is 
within 7.5m of the current location. For use in loop closure 
detection for metric SLAM, the desired performance is high 
recall at 100% precision. 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF CONSTANTS USED IN ALGORITHMS FOR EXPERIMENTS. 
FAB-MAP  
)0|1( == ii ezp   0 
)1|0( == ii ezp   0.61 
)Z|( 1−knewLp   0.9 
CAT-SLAM  
)0|1( == ii ezp  0 
)1|0( == ii ezp  0.61 
Translation Uncertainty σy 0.05 meters 
Rotation Uncertainty σθ 0.05 radians 
Number of Particles N 2000 
ESS Threshold 0.25 
Distribution Radius r 2.5 meters 
 
The precision-recall curve for both FAB-MAP and CAT-
SLAM is shown in Figure 2. The result for FAB-MAP is 
consistent with that presented in [7] for the same dataset, 
achieving 16% recall at 99.5% precision and 12% recall at 
100% precision. CAT-SLAM reports 38% recall at 100% 
precision, more than 3 times that of FAB-MAP. For loop 
closure detection in metric SLAM this is a clearly superior 
result. The trajectory-matching nature of CAT-SLAM 
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provides increased false positive rejection whilst increasing 
recall over a sequence of matching observations. 
Below 95% precision FAB-MAP provides superior recall 
rates to CAT-SLAM. Since FAB-MAP can form a location 
hypothesis from a single frame, it can often recognize 
isolated loop closures (such as approaching a previously 
visited location from a new direction) where CAT-SLAM 
cannot. By requiring a sequence of supporting visual 
information over a number of updates, CAT-SLAM trades 
isolated loop closure detection for increased false positive 
rejection. 
B. Frame Recall Sequence 
Figure 3 shows the frame recall sequence graphs for both 
FAB-MAP and CAT-SLAM. When a location is revisited 
multiple times, illustrated in the inset at 1000 frames, FAB-
MAP recalls frames from all previous traversals, whereas 
CAT-SLAM matches only to a single previous visit. 
Maintaining multiple partial location hypotheses 
simultaneously reduces FAB-MAP’s ability to match a 
single location with certainty. 
The insets at 4500 frames in Figure 3 illustrate the process 
of matching along a long sequence of revisited locations. 
CAT-SLAM maintains a strong location hypothesis 
throughout the path, while FAB-MAP, which uses only a 
naïve motion model, does not maintain strong matches 
across the full loop closure sequence. 
C. Loop Closure Detection 
Figure 4 shows loop closures detected by both systems at 
100% precision projected onto the GPS ground truth (at 
locations where GPS signals were valid). At this precision, 
FAB-MAP recalls only a small fraction of possible loop 
closures; large visually indistinct areas around (120, 20) are 
not recognized even when revisited twice. The inset in 
Figure 4 a) reveals inconsistent matching even in visually 
distinct locations. The advantages of performing trajectory-
based matching in CAT-SLAM are particularly evident in 
Figure 4 b). Parts of the trajectory that are not visually 
distinct in isolation are correctly localized given a sufficient 
number of partial matches in the correct order over a period  
 
a)  
b)  
Fig. 3 – Frame recall sequence graphs for a) FAB-MAP and b) CAT-
SLAM. Darker colors indicate higher likelihoods. Insets illustrate sequential 
frame recall performance. 
a)  
b)  
Fig. 4 – Loop closures projected on GPS ground truth for a) FAB-MAP and 
b) CAT-SLAM. Lighter green points indicate true positives and darker blue 
points false negatives. Insets illustrate sequential loop closure performance. 
 
 
Fig. 2 – Precision-recall curve for FAB-MAP and CAT-SLAM on the 
New College dataset.  
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of time. The inset illustrates the sequential loop closures in 
detail; in contrast to FAB-MAP, almost every location is 
correctly matched to a previously visited location in the 
correct order. 
VI. DISCUSSION 
Appearance based SLAM systems, such as FAB-MAP, 
represent the map using the appearance observed at discrete 
locations. CAT-SLAM models the appearance at all 
locations along a continuous trajectory, which allows 
odometric information to be used to improve the recall of 
loop closure events. By making use of odometric 
information that appearance-based SLAM systems typically 
discard, spurious false positives can be rejected, and location 
hypotheses can be maintained with only partial visual 
matches. The results of the mapping experiment 
demonstrated that the combination of both appearance and 
motion information in CAT-SLAM provides a clear 
advantage over appearance-based SLAM systems in terms of 
recall at 100% precision. In this case CAT-SLAM provided 
three times the recall rate of FAB-MAP at 100% precision. 
 Since CAT-SLAM is built upon the same underlying 
appearance-based matching system as FAB-MAP, its 
performance at identifying an initial loop closure is 
approximately equal. Due to the trajectory following 
properties of the particles, CAT-SLAM can maintain a 
hypothesis across a number of frames when supporting 
visual information above the hypothesis threshold is not 
available for all frames, as is required for FAB-MAP. This 
greatly increases the recall rates as entire sections of 
trajectories can be matched.  
However, the requirement for a sequence of familiar 
visual and odometric information reduces the speed at which 
CAT-SLAM is able to generate a new location hypothesis. 
While FAB-MAP can localize using only a single frame, 
CAT-SLAM requires a number of particle update (and 
possibly resample) stages; revisiting short sections of a path 
(such as crossing an intersection from a different approach) 
may not be detected by CAT-SLAM.  
A. Future Work 
We are currently modifying the method to accommodate 
holonomic vehicles which do not necessarily revisit a 
previously traversed trajectory with an identical orientation, 
Explicit decoupling of orientation with trajectory will be 
required to support holonomic vehicles and similar 
platforms. We are also working to improve interpolation of 
appearance along the trajectory using a more sophisticated 
method that incorporates feature-based optical flow without 
evaluating 3D feature geometry. The next stage of the 
project is to generate topological maps that can be used and 
maintained for autonomous navigation tasks. 
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Chapter 6: CAT-SLAM: Probabilistic 
Localisation and Mapping using 
a Continuous Appearance-based 
Trajectory 
The following journal paper presents a comprehensive derivation of the CAT-
SLAM system, from its foundation in recursive Bayesian estimation to the full 
details of the current implementation, along with a thorough evaluation in three 
different environments (indoor, urban, outdoor) and an exploration of algorithm 
parameters to determine the minimum computational costs for a given level of 
performance.  
An evaluation was performed using three datasets at different scales: a 15km 
outdoor road network and a 2.5km urban requirement (initial results for which were 
presented in the previous two papers), along with a 500m indoor office environment. 
Apart from changing the vehicle motion model, no other parameter tuning was 
performed for each of the datasets, to illustrate the minimal setup required to use 
CAT-SLAM in significantly different environments. In all three datasets CAT-
SLAM provides superior recall performance to FAB-MAP at 100% precision. The 
relative effects of the odometry and appearance weighting of the particles is 
explored; the combined weighting provides superior results at 100% precision for all 
the datasets.  
The problem of how to determine how many particles are necessary for robust 
localisation and mapping in a given environment is addressed in the latter sections of 
this paper. A comprehensive series of experiments were performed for all three 
environments, consisting of 25 trials for each different number of particles, from 10 
through to 5000. For each dataset, there was a trend towards increased average recall 
for increasing numbers of particles up to a point, beyond which the average recall did 
not significantly increase. However, the variation in recall across the 25 trials 
continues to reduce with increasing numbers of particles, indicating that more 
reliable results can be achieved with higher numbers of particles. 
 102 CAT-SLAM: Probabilistic Localisation and Mapping using a Continuous Appearance-based Trajectory 
 The paper concludes with a discussion of the performance and current 
limitations of CAT-SLAM, along with proposed future improvements to the 
algorithm. Notably, the use of loop closure events to inform the construction of the 
map is suggested as a method of combining multiple representations of the same 
environment. This concept is further explored in Chapter 8. 
“CAT-SLAM: Probabilistic Localisation and Mapping using a Continuous 
Appearance-based Trajectory” was published in the International Journal of Robotics 
Research: Special Issue on Robot Vision in April 2012. 
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Chapter 7: Capping Computation Time and 
Storage Requirements for 
Appearance-based Localisation 
with CAT-SLAM 
As set out in Section 2.3, a viable persistent SLAM algorithm must not require 
memory resources proportional to the operation time of the robot; any embedded 
computer on a robot will have finite computational and memory resources which 
must be sufficient for the robot to navigate during its full operational lifetime. This 
paper investigates the minimum computational resources necessary for CAT-SLAM 
to perform reliable loop closure detection. 
The key innovation in this paper is a method of determining the information 
content of a node relative to its neighbours based on appearance and odometric data. 
Up to this point CAT-SLAM has stored every video frame in its appearance-based 
map (along with odometry between frames), leading to memory requirements that 
increase linearly with operation time. As discussed in Section 2.3, this makes long-
term operation impossible with finite memory resources. This paper presents a 
method of capping the total number of frames stored in memory by removing nodes 
with low information content whenever a total memory limit is exceeded, enabling 
long-term operation with constant memory resources. 
This paper uses the New College dataset for evaluation. Results are presented 
not only for varying numbers of particles (as in the previous paper) but also varying 
numbers of nodes. As with the previous set of results on New College, CAT-SLAM 
outperforms FAB-MAP by a factor of 3 in recall performance at 100% precision, 
even when restricted to 200 particles and 1500 nodes. Notably, increasing the 
number of particles or nodes does not provide a significant increase in recall 
performance. This demonstrates CAT-SLAM’s ability to perform SLAM with 
constant time updates and constant memory requirements, which fulfils two of the 
three requirements set out in Section 2.3 and represents an important step towards 
persistent localisation and mapping. 
 128 Capping Computation Time and Storage Requirements for Appearance-based Localisation with CAT-SLAM 
“Capping Computation Time and Storage Requirements for Appearance-based 
Localisation with CAT-SLAM” was presented at the 2012 IEEE International 
Conference on Robotics and Automation in St Paul, Minnesota. 
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On my way now 
  
Abstract— Appearance-based localization is increasingly 
used for loop closure detection in metric SLAM systems. Since 
it relies only upon the appearance-based similarity between 
images from two locations, it can perform loop closure 
regardless of accumulated metric error. However, the 
computation time and memory requirements of current 
appearance-based methods scale linearly not only with the size 
of the environment but also with the operation time of the 
platform. These properties impose severe restrictions on long-
term autonomy for mobile robots, as loop closure performance 
will inevitably degrade with increased operation time. We 
present a set of improvements to the appearance-based SLAM 
algorithm CAT-SLAM to constrain computation scaling and 
memory usage with minimal degradation in performance over 
time. The appearance-based comparison stage is accelerated by 
exploiting properties of the particle observation update, and 
nodes in the continuous trajectory map are removed according 
to minimal information loss criteria. We demonstrate constant 
time and space loop closure detection in a large urban 
environment with performance exceeding FAB-MAP by a 
factor of 3 and investigate the minimum computational and 
memory requirements for maintaining mapping performance.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
PPEARANCE-based localization addresses the well-
known problem of determining whether a robot has 
returned to a previously visited location. The robot makes its 
determination based on the similarity in appearance of the 
current location with previously visited locations, which can 
be performed regardless of accumulated metric error. The 
largest successful appearance-based SLAM experiment to 
date performed localization on a 1000km road network using 
the FAB-MAP 2.0 algorithm [1]. 
 While considerable attention has been given to improving 
the computational efficiency of appearance based loop 
closure [1-4], the intrinsic requirement to store a 
representation for each place visited implies a linear growth 
in storage requirements, and, as each place is compared to 
the current image, a linear growth in computation time as 
well. Linear growth in storage requirements and 
computation time has negative implications for many 
practical applications of appearance-based localization over 
large areas or long periods of time. 
In previous work, we described CAT-SLAM, a system 
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that improves appearance based localization performance by 
incorporating relative motion information from vehicle 
odometry into the matching process [5]. CAT-SLAM uses a 
particle filter to compute the likely pose of the robot with 
respect to the robot’s prior trajectory. The number of 
particles in the filter impact the algorithm’s computation 
time, while the number of locations in the map impacts both 
computation time and storage requirements.  
In this paper, we present an information based pruning 
approach to the locations stored in the map that enables the 
number of locations stored to be capped at a chosen level. 
By fixing the number of locations stored and the number of 
particles used in the particle filter, we show that the 
computation and storage requirements can be set and 
maintained. We further show the effect of particle count and 
location capping on localization performance, and 
demonstrate how the process can be accelerated through 
visual likelihood lookup. 
 The following section describes related literature in the 
field of computation and time scaling in SLAM. The paper 
proceeds with a short overview of the CAT-SLAM system, 
then describes the map pruning process to allow constant 
memory usage with minimal information loss along with the 
method of acceleration using a likelihood lookup table. The 
constant-time constant-memory CAT-SLAM algorithm is 
evaluated using a benchmark real-world dataset and a 
discussion of the implications of the results follows. 
II. RELATED WORK 
 The concept of a constant space and time mapping system 
has been addressed most extensively outside the appearance-
based mapping domain. Submaps have been used to achieve 
constant time map convergence in the approach by [6], with 
the assumption of repeated robot visits to all parts of the 
environment. Dynamic (rather than static) submaps have 
also been used to achieve a constant map update time in the 
approach by [7]. Most recently, Power-SLAM [8] achieves a 
linear dependence on the number of map features by 
expanding the Postponement method first introduced by [9] 
to a Global Map Postponement method. Power-SLAM has 
been demonstrated to be competitive with standard EKF-
based SLAM in terms of accuracy. Occupancy grid mapping 
approaches also scale linearly in terms of memory 
requirements with the area of the map. Biber and Duckett 
built on the occupancy grid approach by forming multiple 
occupancy maps in parallel, each representing a different 
timescale, and demonstrated it over a period of several days 
[10]. Relatively little work on constant space or time 
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mapping has occurred in the appearance-based mapping 
space. One example is the addition of a map pruning 
algorithm to the biologically inspired RatSLAM system 
[11], which achieved constant memory usage by maintaining 
a maximum node density cap in its graphical map [12]. 
Combined with a visual front-end which only stores novel 
locations, the pruning algorithm enabled fixed 
computational time and space requirements over a period of 
two weeks of continuous robot mapping and navigation.  
  In this paper we will explore the challenges of 
achieving constant time and constant space mapping and 
localisation in an appearance based system. 
III. CAT-SLAM 
CAT-SLAM is derived from a ‘trajectory-based’ 
interpretation of the SLAM problem; it combines aspects of 
the geometric motion model and the localisation distribution 
of particle filter SLAM with the appearance-based 
observation model and new place detection of FAB-MAP. 
This section presents a summary of the CAT-SLAM 
algorithm; full details are available in [5, 13-14]. 
 The history of states is represented by a continuous 
trajectory T, which intersects all previously visited locations 
X0:k. The full history of states is recovered using the 
continuous state x(t) with continuous index t: 
  (1) 
The continuous trajectory T is not subject to global 
geometric correction when loop closures are detected – this 
is to ensure that multiple traversals of identical locations 
yield identical odometric sequences regardless of any 
systematic bias. To perform localisation along the trajectory, 
we require a solution to the following location distribution: 
  (2) 
This distribution can be updated recursively by dividing into 
two components: one for all locations along the previously 
visited trajectory, and one for all previously unvisited 
locations: 
  (3) 
In this case the set m denotes all poses along the continuous 
trajectory T, and the set n denotes all poses not on the 
trajectory. Localisation is performed by evaluating the 
distributions for poses m along the trajectory using a particle 
filter detailed in the following section, and the likelihood of 
visiting a new place is approximated by a sum of 
distributions for poses n not on the trajectory. The sequence 
of trajectory-based sampling and appearance-based particle 
weighting is shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 - Update process of CAT-SLAM particles. a) Particles are constrained to the trajectory between previously visited locations x0:k. b) 
Proposed particle locations are sampled from the motion model with control input uk. c) The updated position on the trajectory is found at the maximum likelihood location of the motion distribution. d) The particle weight is 
updated using the motion likelihood and observation likelihood, where zk is 
generated using a continuous appearance model. 
A. Trajectory-based Sampling 
The proposal distribution for the trajectory-based particle 
filter is sampled from the vehicle motion model conditioned 
on the trajectory T: 
 xˆk(i) ~ P xk ! T | xk"1(i) ,uk( )  (4) 
Given the particle can only exist at a location on the 
continuous trajectory T, the most likely location of the 
particle is found by locally searching the trajectory for the 
location which maximises the following distribution: 
 t (i) = argmax
t!k
G x t( )" xˆk(i),#k( )  (5) 
G(x – µ, !) represents a Gaussian with mean µ and 
covariance !. From the index t the pose of the particle is set 
to the maximum likelihood pose on the trajectory relative to 
the current pose: 
  (6) 
B. New Place Detection 
To determine if the current set of observation and motion 
information indicates the vehicle is in a previously unvisited 
location, a distribution over locations not previously visited 
must be evaluated. As this calculation cannot be performed 
directly, to estimate the likelihood of a location not on the 
trajectory we sample from an ‘unvisited’ location xu: 
  (7) 
The observation and motion distributions for an unvisited 
location can be approximated using information from 
training data as follows: 
  (8) 
zavg represents an ‘average’ observation and uavg an 
‘average’ control input from training data. These are 
X0:k ! T, x t( )! T | 0 " t " k
P xk |Z0:k,U0:k( )
P xk |Z0:k,U0:k( ) =
P zk | xk( )P xk |Z0:k!1,U0:k!1( )
P zk | xm( )P xm |Z0:k!1,U0:k!1( )
m"T
#
+ P zk | xn( )P xn |Z0:k!1,U0:k!1( )
n"T
#
xk(i) = x t (i)( )
P xk ! T | zk,uk( ) = P zk | xku( )P xku |uk( )
P zk | xku( )P xku |uk( ) ! P zk | zavg( )P uavg |uk( )
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determined using the mean field approximation [15] or the 
sampling method used in [1]. The proposed weighting 
assigned to a location not on the trajectory wu is as follows: 
  (9) 
C. Particle Weighting and Resampling 
The importance weighting of the particles is drawn from the 
denominator of equation 3 as follows: 
  (10) 
The observation likelihood makes use of a Chow-Liu 
distribution over training data at location t on the trajectory: 
  (11) 
The rightmost part of equation 11 is calculated as follows: 
  (12) 
The first term of the RHS is derived from the Chow-Liu tree 
and detector probabilities, and the second term is derived 
from linearly interpolating feature likelihoods between 
locations as follows: 
  (13) 
The motion prior is the maximum likelihood point of the 
distribution along the trajectory as found in equation 5: 
 
 (14) 
The proposed weight of each particle is normalised along 
with the unvisited location likelihood: 
  (15) 
The particles are resampled when the effective sample size 
(ESS) falls below a predefined threshold [16]. Particles are 
selected with probability proportional to their weight wk 
using the Select with Replacement method [16]. Any 
particles selected to replace the new location weight are 
sampled to a uniform random location on the trajectory. This 
approach serves to counteract the effects of particle 
deprivation, since the proportion of particles sampled to 
diverse locations on the trajectory increases as the new place 
likelihood increases. 
 To determine the most likely location hypothesis from the 
distribution of particles a spatially selective method is used, 
equivalent to integrating the probability distribution over a 
distance r along the trajectory. The value of the distribution 
at particle location xk is as follows: 
  (16) 
The value of r is selected based on the desired resolution of 
loop closure detection, and as such the location hypothesis is 
 
Figure 2 – Node pruning process. a) illustrates the proposed new link that 
bypasses node xj. b) shows the node information content calculation Ij. 
not subject to arbitrary location discretisation due to local 
visual saliency. If the sum of particle weights within 
distance r of a location on the trajectory is above a threshold 
(typically 0.99 or higher), a loop closure is reported. 
IV. CONSTANT-MEMORY TRAJECTORY PRUNING 
This section presents a new pruning stage for the CAT-
SLAM algorithm that caps the memory requirement for the 
algorithm. The current form of CAT-SLAM allows updates 
to be performed in constant time proportional to the number 
of particles. Performance is maintained at large scales 
provided the particle resampling scheme provides sufficient 
particle diversity. However, the storage space required for 
the continuous trajectory grows linearly with the number of 
video frames in the dataset.  
 The pruning stage is performed before each particle 
update process. The general approach is as follows: for each 
new node added to the trajectory, if the total number of 
nodes in the trajectory exceeds a preset number, the node 
with the lowest information content relative to its neighbours 
is removed and replaced with a direct link between its 
neighbours. This process is illustrated in Figure 2. 
 The proposed new link between nodes xj-1 and xj+1 is 
found by combining the intermediate odometry links: 
 uˆ j = u j +u j+1  (17) 
The most likely location of node xj on the new trajectory 
section uˆ j  is denoted by by !x j , and can be represented at a 
location at a fraction ! along uˆ j  as follows: 
 !x j = x j +!uˆ j  (18) 
The fraction ! can be found by maximizing the following 
Gaussian distribution, in a similar step to equation 5: 
 ! = argmax
!
G x j!1 +!uˆ j ! x j," j( )  (19) 
Since the covariance matrix is constant and the Gaussian is 
continuously differentiable, an analytical solution can be 
found by solving the following equation for !: 
  
!
!!
exp " x j"1 " x j +!uˆ j#$ %&' j"1 x j"1 " x j +!uˆ j#$ %&
T( )#$( %&)= 0 (20) 
The continuous appearance at node !x j  is generated by 
interpolating between the two adjacent nodes by the distance 
alpha, as per equation 13: 
 
P ei =1| =x j( ) = 1"!( )P ei =1| z j"1( )
+!P ei =1| z j+1( )
 (21) 
wˆku = 1N P zk | zavg( )P uavg |uk( )
wˆk(i) = wk!1(i) P zk | xk(k)( )P xk(i) " T | xk!1(k) ,uk( )
P zk | xk(i)( ) = P zr | x t (i)( )( ) P zq | zpq ,x t (i)( )( )
q=1
v
!
P zq | zpq ,x t (i)( )( )
= P zq | eq = s, zpq( )
s! 0,1{ }
" P = | x t (i)( )( )
P ei =1| x t( )) = t!" #$% t( )P ei =1|Z t"& $'( )
+ t % t"& $'( )P ei =1|Z t!" #$( )
P xk(i) ! T | xk"1(i) ,uk( ) = P xk(i) | xˆk(i)( )
wk(i) =
wˆk(i)
wˆk( j )j
N
! + wˆku
P xk(i)( ) = wk( j ) | xk( j ) ! xk(i) " rj
N
#
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At this point, the information content for node xj can be 
calculated as the negative log of the odometric and 
appearance-based match likelihood between node xj and 
proposed location !x j : 
 k = ! g i z k | "x k( )i "x k | x k! 1x k1x k+( )#$ %&  (22) 
This is evaluated for every node along the trajectory from 1 
to k-1 (node 0 and node k have only one neighbor and cannot 
be pruned). The index for the node with the minimum 
information content is determined as follows: 
 kmin, I jmin =min I1:k!1( )  (23) 
The location xjmin and appearance zjmin of the least 
informative node can then be deleted from the trajectory. To 
maintain the correct trajectory connectivity, the indices of all 
nodes created after the node at jmin are decremented by 1 to 
reflect the deletion of a node: 
 !i | kmin < i < k : xi = xi+1,zi = zi+1,ui = ui+1  (24) 
The odometry link between the nodes adjacent to the deleted 
node is set to the proposed new link from equation 17: 
 u jmin = uˆ jmin  (25) 
At this point the particle filter can be updated using the new 
trajectory in the same manner as presented in Section III. 
Any particles previously located on the edges adjacent to the 
deleted node are simply constrained to the new trajectory 
using the process described in Section III-A.  
V. APPEARANCE MATCH ACCELERATION 
This section presents a method for increasing the speed of 
particle updates by an order of magnitude. Recent FAB-
MAP publications [1-4] introduce a number of techniques to 
increase the speed of visual matches. However, there are a 
number of underlying assumptions introduced by these 
techniques, which make them inapplicable to the CAT-
SLAM particle filter. A key assumption is that out of all 
previous locations, one and only one observation should 
match to the current location. In contrast, CAT-SLAM only 
forms location hypotheses when close to 100% of the 
expected observations match the current location. In this 
case, probabilistic bailout conditions that discard potential 
matches based on relative scores are detrimental to the 
particle update stage. It is likely that a large number of 
particles all represent the correct location and thus should all 
be equally highly weighted, implying that probabilistic 
bailout cannot be used to provide computational 
enhancements to CAT-SLAM. 
 However, there are properties of the FAB-MAP 
observation likelihood stage that can be exploited in the 
specific case of CAT-SLAM particle updates to reduce 
computation time. We propose a lookup table-based method 
tailored to the interpolation of word representations between 
adjacent nodes. 
 To simplify the notation of the following derivation we 
define the index k as the root node of particle i at continuous 
index t, and ! as the fractional component along the link 
between node k and k+1: 
 ! = t ! t"# $%, k = t"# $%  (26) 
This relationship and equation 13 can be substituted into 
equation 12 to obtain the following expression: 
 
P zq | zpq ,zk,zk+1,!( )
= P zq | eq = s, zpq( )
s! 0,1{ }
" !P = | zk+1( )#$
+ 1%!( )P = | zk( )&'
 (27) 
The RHS of this expression can be rearranged to separate the 
fractional component ! from the individual word 
likelihoods: 
 
! P zq | eq = s, zpq( ) P ei = s | zk+1( )!P ei = s | zk( )"# $%
s& 0,1{ }
'
+ P zq | eq = s, zpq( )P = | zk( )
s& 0,1{ }
'
(28) 
At this point we note that all terms right of ! only depend on 
4 binary variables: zq, zpq, and the existence of word q in 
each of zk and zk+1. Hence, there are only 16 combinations of 
word likelihoods; therefore this expression can be efficiently 
evaluated using two lookup tables (LUTs): 
 
P zq | zpq ,zk,zk+1,!( )
=! !LUT1 zq, zpq ,zk q ,zk+1 q( )+ LUT2 zq, zpq ,zk q( )
 (29) 
We can further accelerate the likelihood calculation on a 
location-by-location basis by evaluating the individual word 
produces as a sum of log-likelihoods:  
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 (30) 
Therefore to evaluate the observation likelihood for a 
particle in CAT-SLAM only two lookup table references, 
one multiplication, two additions and a log function are 
required per visual word. This provides a significant speed 
increase over a naïve likelihood calculation; for a vocabulary 
size of 5000 words it reduces the update time per particle by 
a factor of approximately 10. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
A. Dataset 
The dataset used for this evaluation is presented in [17]. It 
comprises over 7000 panoramic images from a Point Grey 
Ladybug2 camera with accompanying wheel odometry from 
shaft encoders on the Segway RMP. The route taken is a 
2.5km tour of the grounds of New College, Oxford, with 
multiple traversals of each location in both forward and 
reverse directions. Ground truth is provided by a hand-
corrected trajectory based on GPS locations. 
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B. Algorithm Details 
The FAB-MAP implementation used for comparison is 
provided in [18] with results previously presented in [5]. 
Training data for the codebook and Chow Liu tree were 
provided by a downsampled 1000 image version of the main 
dataset with repeated sections removed. The codebook was 
generated using modified sequential clustering [19] yielding 
6856 visual words. Mean recall values were generated over 
25 experiments for each set of parameters. All processing 
time is reported for a single core of a 3.2GHz Intel Core 2 
processor. 
VII. RESULTS 
A. Recall Performance 
To assess the performance of the constant-time constant-
memory CAT-SLAM algorithm, we examine the precision-
recall curve it produces for the test environment. Expected 
matches are defined as previously visited locations within 
7.5m of the current location. The desired performance is 
high recall at 100% precision. 
 Figure 3 presents the precision-recall curves produced by 
FAB-MAP and two variants of the CAT-SLAM algorithm; 
one with 200 particles and 1500 nodes and one with 5000 
particles and 5000 nodes. Both CAT-SLAM variants provide 
more than 3 times the recall of FAB-MAP at 100% 
precision, but do not differ significantly from each other 
despite the large difference in computation time and memory 
requirements. 
 Figure 4 presents the mean recall values at 100% and 99% 
precision for a range of particle and node numbers. The 
performance is poor for low numbers of particles, as 
insufficient particle diversity is maintained to detect loop 
closures. With low numbers of nodes, insufficient 
information is present in the trajectory to identify locations. 
The results appear to plateau above 100 particles and 2000 
nodes, implying that a minimum number of particles and 
nodes exist that is sufficient to represent and localize within 
an environment, and increasing beyond this minimum 
requires more computational resources without a 
corresponding performance increase.  
 
Figure 3 - Precision-recall curve for FAB-MAP and CAT-SLAM. The two 
CAT-SLAM variants provide greatly improved recall performance over 
FAB-MAP at high precision. 
 
 
Figure 4 – Mean recall map for CAT-SLAM at 100% and 99% precision 
with varying numbers of particles and nodes. Note that no significant 
performance increase is obtained with more than 100 particles and 2000 
nodes for the New College environment. 
B. Computational Analysis 
Figure 5 presents the computation and storage requirements 
for FAB-MAP and the two CAT-SLAM configurations. The 
computation time does not include feature extraction and 
visual word classification, as these will be identical for both 
 
Figure 5 - Computation time and memory requirements for FAB-MAP and 
CAT-SLAM. The CAT-SLAM variant with 200 particles and 1500 nodes 
provides greatly reduced computational and storage requirements which do 
not scale with the number of video frames. 
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algorithms. The difference in computational scaling is clear, 
with FAB-MAP reduced to update rates below 1Hz by the 
end of the dataset due to the linear increase in computational 
requirements. Later FAB-MAP implementations in [1-4] 
provide greatly reduced computation per frame, but still 
scale linearly with the number of frames in the dataset. The 
CAT-SLAM configuration with 5000 particles requires the 
greatest amount of time per update, but still remains 
approximately constant over the length of the dataset. The 
selection of 200 particles provides faster-than-real-time filter 
updates across the entire dataset (provided visual words can 
be extracted from images in real-time). 
 The storage requirements follow a similar trend to the 
computational requirements. Both algorithms require the 
codebook and Chow-Liu tree from training data, which 
contribute to the initial ~4MB at the start of the dataset. 
Storage requirements initially increase linearly for both 
algorithms; CAT-SLAM requires additional storage for 
location and odometry information for the continuous 
trajectory as well as particle locations, weights and 
directions. However, once the number of nodes reaches the 
preset maximum CAT-SLAM does not require more storage, 
whereas FAB-MAP memory requirements continue to 
increase linearly with the number of frames. 
VIII. CONCLUSION 
By making use of local metric motion information that 
appearance-based SLAM systems typically discard, CAT-
SLAM outperforms conventional appearance-only systems. 
For the New College dataset, the enhanced CAT-SLAM 
provides significantly better recall performance than FAB-
MAP at high precision with constant computation time 
scaling and constant memory requirements. The 
enhancements presented in this paper greatly reduce the 
computation time and allow constant memory storage with 
minimally degrading performance, which could allow CAT-
SLAM to scale to much larger environments than other 
appearance-based SLAM systems. 
 The available computational resources may be specified 
as a constraint of the sensor platform used for the mapping 
experiments, and thus for a given filter update rate and 
environment size, the number of particles and nodes for 
optimal performance becomes a measurable system 
parameter. This further reduces the number of parameters 
required by CAT-SLAM and makes it easy to determine the 
performance and recall reliability on a given computational 
platform in a particular environment. We believe that 
incorporating available computational and memory 
resources as parameters of a SLAM system is an important 
step towards long-term autonomous mapping and 
navigation. 
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Chapter 8: Towards Persistent Localisation 
and Mapping with a Continuous 
Appearance-based Topology 
In order to navigate successfully in a finite environment over an extended 
period of time, it is necessary to recognise that multiple visits to the same location in 
the environment all correspond to the same topological location in the map. This 
paper presents a novel formulation of the CAT-SLAM algorithm using a topological 
graph as the underlying representation. The new algorithm, dubbed CAT-Graph, 
makes use of loop closure events to create explicit links between topologically 
adjacent locations. Similar to (Mei, et al., 2011), CAT-Graph constructs a continuous 
relative representation at the location of each particle; this allows each particle to 
traverse the local trajectory, including sections with multiple representations of the 
same location, without requiring the construction of a consistent global map.  
The use of a continuous topological representation is crucial in addressing the 
third challenge of persistent SLAM algorithms presented in Section 2.3, and allows 
CAT-Graph to maintain localisation performance even after repeated revisits to the 
same location. This paper also presents an extension to the node pruning algorithm of 
the previous paper, which computes the relative information content of a node 
relative to its neighbours in the case where topological loop closures create nodes 
with more than two neighbours. The combination of a constant size particle set (for 
constant computation time updates), an upper limit on the number of nodes and a 
topological representation allowing explicit links between revisited locations allows 
CAT-Graph to address all three requirements set out in Section 2.3 for a persistent 
SLAM algorithm. 
To facilitate comparison to previous versions of the CAT-SLAM algorithm and 
FAB-MAP, CAT-Graph is also evaluated using the New College dataset. At 100% 
precision, CAT-Graph provides almost double the recall of the CAT-SLAM 
implementations presented in the previous papers, and 7 times the recall performance 
of FAB-MAP. This result demonstrates the importance of explicitly handling 
multiple revisits to a location (which is particularly important for the New College 
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dataset, since some locations are traversed up to 5 times in multiple directions). 
Recall performance is maintained even when reducing the total number of nodes 
available to CAT-Graph to only 2000, which corresponds to removing almost two 
thirds of the observations from the map. This result demonstrates CAT-Graph’s 
ability to perform persistent appearance-based SLAM in a challenging environment, 
maintaining recall performance despite being capped to constant computation time 
and memory resources throughout the experiment. 
“Towards Persistent Localisation and Mapping with a Continuous Appearance-
based Topology” was presented at the 2012 Robotics: Science and Systems 
Conference in Sydney, Australia. 
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Abstract— Appearance-based localization can provide loop 
closure detection at vast scales regardless of accumulated metric 
error. However, the computation time and memory requirements 
of current appearance-based methods scale not only with the size 
of the environment but also with the operation time of the 
platform. Additionally, repeated visits to locations will develop 
multiple competing representations, which will reduce recall 
performance over time. These properties impose severe 
restrictions on long-term autonomy for mobile robots, as loop 
closure performance will inevitably degrade with increased 
operation time. In this paper we present a graphical extension to 
CAT-SLAM, a particle filter-based algorithm for appearance-
based localization and mapping, to provide constant computation 
and memory requirements over time and minimal degradation of 
recall performance during repeated visits to locations. We 
demonstrate loop closure detection in a large urban environment 
with capped computation time and memory requirements and 
performance exceeding previous appearance-based methods by a 
factor of 2. We discuss the limitations of the algorithm with 
respect to environment size, appearance change over time and 
applications in topological planning and navigation for long-term 
robot operation. 
Keywords— Localization, Mapping, SLAM, Vision 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Appearance based mapping provides the means to create 
useful topological and metric maps on resource limited robots 
by using appearance signatures to identify places, rather than 
relying on accurate metric sensing. Appearance based methods 
are popular as a method of detecting loop closure in range 
based metric maps [1, 2], and also for generating complete 
topological maps that can be used for path planning and 
navigation [3]. Appearance may refer more broadly to a robot’s 
sensor signatures [4], but most often refers to a snapshot image 
of a location from a camera mounted on the robot. 
The computer vision community has provided much of the  
initial impetus in the advent of appearance based SLAM. 
Advances in image retrieval techniques, such as visual bag-of-
words [5], have produced impressive results, but there is an 
opportunity to take advantage of the robotic context of the 
appearance based mapping problem. Robots on the move 
typically have readily available odometric information, or can 
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easily derive odometry from visual information. The 
incorporation of a motion model into the image retrieval 
process has the potential to greatly enhance the performance of 
an appearance based system. In CAT-SLAM [6, 7], the local 
movement information of the robot is fused with appearance 
information using a particle filter to dramatically improve the 
recall of location over the use of appearance information alone. 
In this paper, we address the problem of using appearance 
based methods when revisiting the same location multiple 
times. Typical appearance-based methods have linear growth in 
the number of representations as locations are re-visited over 
and over. Consequently, both computation time and memory 
usage have unbounded growth over time. This problem is 
compounded with a corresponding fall in recall performance as 
multiple representations of a single place compete to be the 
“correct” or best representation.  
The new method, called CAT-Graph, uses a combination of 
visual appearance and local odometry data as in CAT-SLAM, 
but fuses multiple visits to the same location into a topological 
graph-based representation. Localization is performed by 
propagating particles along the edges in the graph using local 
motion information and updating particle weights based on 
local appearance information. Mapping is performed by adding 
new motion and observation information to the graph as the 
robot visits new locations. Locations that are revisited are 
explicitly connected to the most recent location, and particles 
can traverse these connections to simultaneously evaluate 
multiple representations of a single place. The number of nodes 
in the graph is limited by a pruning scheme that maintains the 
map at constant memory requirements while minimizing 
information loss and maintaining performance. 
Importantly, the algorithm does not rely on global metric 
information, or attempt to relax the measurements between 
nodes for global metric consistency. Instead, the topology 
maintains relative representations between nodes to provide 
local metric information to provide improvement in recall 
performance. We illustrate that global metric accuracy is not 
required to incorporate appearance and motion into our 
mapping and localization algorithm. 
The paper proceeds with a review of recent work in 
appearance-based mapping and localization systems, before 
presenting the details of the CAT-Graph algorithm. The 
performance of the algorithm is demonstrated using the well-
known New College dataset [8], illustrating marked 
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improvements in recall performance with capped memory and 
computation costs. 
II. RELATED WORK 
Graphical representations in metric SLAM have been 
studied extensively for many years [9], and pose-graph 
optimization remains an active area of research [10, 11]. 
GraphSLAM [12] and other well-known topological SLAM 
methods form a pose graph of observations connected by edges 
constrained using relative motion information. However, the 
goal of these graphical methods is to create an optimal metric 
map in a global Euclidean frame. The use of relative 
representations without global embedding has been explored in 
the VO community [13], where only local metric accuracy is 
required. Notably, [14] combines local relative geometry 
without a global frame with topological appearance-based 
localization using FAB-MAP. 
A number of recent algorithms in the field of probabilistic 
topological mapping approach loop closure and map 
construction as two parts of the same problem. The approach of 
[15] finds the optimal set of local metric and appearance 
information in the current map that best matches the current set 
of observations and local motion. [16] describes a system 
where both local metric maps and topological position are used 
to determine the current location within the hybrid map. A 
general formulation of this approach is presented in [17] using 
a Rao-Blackwellised particle filter across a probabilistic 
topology. However, these approaches have only been 
demonstrated in small environments. 
Appearance-based localization systems do not typically 
address data association when revisiting locations multiple 
times, instead creating multiple representations for each 
location. [18, 19] describes a data association procedure upon 
loop closure detection, but the later approach adopted in [20] 
simply adds multiple representations. Large scale appearance-
based localization is typically only demonstrated on trajectories 
that only feature one loop closure for each location [21], which 
does not address the persistence problem. Attempts to improve 
the recall performance of appearance-based SLAM algorithms 
such as FAB-MAP typically require additional information not 
provided by descriptor-based image similarity alone; [1] uses 
RANSAC to compare feature geometry, [6] requires vehicle 
odometry information and [22] uses additional laser or stereo 
image sensors for 3D geometric verification.  
Constant computation time and memory requirements for 
mapping systems have been addressed most extensively in the 
metric mapping domain. Submaps have been used to achieve 
constant time map convergence in the approach by [23], with 
the assumption of repeated robot visits to all parts of the 
environment. Dynamic submaps have also been used to achieve 
a constant map update time in the approach by [24]. Occupancy 
grid mapping approaches typically scale linearly in terms of 
memory requirements with the area of the map: [25] builds on 
the occupancy grid approach by forming multiple occupancy 
maps in parallel, each representing a different timescale, and 
demonstrated it over a period of five weeks.  
Relatively little work on constant memory or computation 
time mapping has occurred in the appearance-based mapping 
space. [26] describes a short/long term memory approach to 
limiting visual bag-of-words location growth, and [27] outlines 
a clustering-based approach to identify unnecessary views and 
remove them from the map. [28] presented an information-
based approach to node pruning, which removes nodes based 
on local visual saliency relative to its neighbors. This method 
provided constant-memory loop closure detection using CAT-
SLAM when operating in a fixed size environment, but did not 
address frequent location revisiting. 
In this paper we will explore the challenges of achieving 
constant computation time and memory requirement mapping 
and localization during repeated revisits in a fixed size 
environment using an appearance based system. 
III. ALGORITHM DETAILS 
The proposed algorithm outlined in this section extends the 
linear ‘trajectory-based’ representation of [7] to a generalised 
graph-based representation. The steps of the algorithm for each 
new update of control input uk and visual bag-of-words 
observation zk are as follows: 
1. Add uk and zk to the graph G as node Nk. 
2. Update all particle locations in the graph using 
control input uk; match to best existing location in 
the graph. 
3. Update all particle weights using observation zk: 
match to expected appearance at particle location. 
4. Normalise particle weights along with an ‘unvisited 
location’ weight to represent the likelihood of a new 
place. 
5. Determine if the particles indicate a loop closure has 
occurred; if so, create a link from Nk to the particle 
location. 
6. Resample the particles if necessary. Distribute 
‘unvisited location’ particles to random locations in 
the graph (to combat particle deprivation). 
7. If the number of nodes exceeds the maximum, 
determine node information content and remove the 
least informative node. 
The graph G defines a connected manifold which is locally 
Euclidian but not embedded in a global Euclidean frame. 
Nodes Ni in the graph are associated with observations zi, 
which take the form of a visual bag-of-words representation of 
features visible at location i. Edges eij connect node Ni to Nj and 
are associated with the control input uij (and associated 
covariance matrix Σij) experienced at location i. Localization is 
performed using a set of np particles which represent the 
likelihood of revisiting the previously visited location at 
fractionα (i ) (between 0 and 1) along associated edge eij(i ) at time 
k. Each particle is also associated with a Boolean direction 
variable d (i ) along with a weightwk(i ) . 
A. Local Graph Construction 
To perform local operations on the graph we adopt a 
relative representation, which constructs the local 
neighbourhood of the graph from the reference frame of 
particle to a maximum radius of r. A standard non-linear 
motion model f(x,u) generates 3DOF Euclidean changes in 
local pose x from control input u, defined as follows: 
pk(i )
pk(i )
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(a) (b)  
Figure 1 – Local graph and particle update diagram. (a) illustrates the local 
graph of particle pk(i ) . The graph is constructed from the reference frame of 
the particle to a fixed radius r. (b) illustrates the local particle update 
procedure for particle pk(i ) . The particle is locally propagated by control input 
uk (plus additive Gaussian noise wk) to generate proposed local position xˆk(i ) . 
Each edge is then tested to find the location xk(i ) which minimizes the 
Mahalanobis distance to the proposed particle location xˆk(i ) using covariance 
matrix Σk. The updated particle location is set to the most likely edge ejk at 
fraction αˆ .  
 x = [x yθ ]T , uk = [Δx Δy Δθ ]T  (1) 
The first step in constructing the local graph is to determine 
the local position xiL of node Ni relative to particle . From 
there a breadth-first search (with fringe F) is performed to find 
all nodes Nn (and associated local positions xnL ) and edges emn 
and enm within a distance r of particle , outlined in 
Algorithm 1. Note that the first node and associated edge to fall 
outside distance r is still added to the list – this ensures all 
edges even partly within the local graph radius are included in 
EL. The direction variable d(i) reverses the initial position xiL to 
represent a particle in a reverse orientation along edge eij. A 
sample local graph is illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). 
B. Particle Position Update 
To follow a localization hypothesis, each particle is 
propagated along edges in the graph according to the current 
control input uk. The proposed local change in pose xˆk(i ) for each 
particle is generated by adding Gaussian noisewk with 
covariance Σk to the position generated by the non-linear 
motion model f(0,uk). However, the proposed current location 
will rarely correspond to a location along an existing edge in 
the local graph, therefore particles are assigned to the most 
likely location along an edge in the local graph. Formally, we 
seek a location xˆkL at fraction αˆ along edge eij in EL which 
minimizes the Mahalanobis distance (using covariance matrix 
Σk) to the proposed particle location xˆk(i ) . We solve for the 
minimum by differentiating the Mahalanobis distance along an 
edge eij with respect to fraction αˆ and solving for ∂ ∂αˆ = 0 : if 
αˆ  is between 0 and 1 a local minimum lies along edge eij.  The  
weight of each particle is updated based on the Gaussian 
likelihood function P xˆkL | xˆk(i ),Σk( ) . This process is illustrated in 
Fig. 1 (b) and outlined in Algorithm 2. To reduce 
computational complexity the graph is only built to the size 
required to include any edge near the most likely particle  
Algorithm 1 Local Graph Construction 
function localGraph pk(i ), r( ) : 
N L is a list of nodes and local positions 
EL is a list of edges 
xiL := −α i( ) f 0,uij( )  or xiL := −α i( ) f [0 0 π ],uij( )  if d (i ) = 1 
push Ni,xiL{ } to fringe F 
until fringe F is empty 
      pop Nn,xnL{ } from fringe F 
      add Nn,xnL{ } to N L  (if Nn not already present) 
      for every edge emn and enm linked to Nn do 
            xmL := f xnL,unm( ) or xmL := f xnL,−umn( )  
            push emn or enm to EL  
            if xmL < r then 
                  push Nm,xmL{ } to fringe F 
            else 
                  add Nm,xmL{ } to N L  
            end if 
      end for 
end until 
return N L , EL  
 
location xˆk(i ) . The local graph radius is set to the length of the 
proposed pose change xˆk(i ) plus a multiple s of the maximum 
eigenvalue λ1 of covariance matrix Σk (typically set to 3 
standard deviations or more). This represents a worst-case 
scenario for the difference between the proposed pose change
xˆk(i ) and nearest edge location xˆkL . 
C. Appearance-based Observation Update 
The observation update weights particles based on the 
likelihood of the current observation given the expected local 
appearance. The likelihood is calculated by comparing the 
current visual bag-of-words zk to the appearance generated by 
interpolating between observations zi and zj, given particle  
 
Algorithm 2 Particle Position Update 
function updateParticlePosition pk−1(i ) ,uk,Σk( ) : 
( ) ( )kkik Nf Σ+= ,0,:ˆ )( u0x  
N L, EL := localGraph pk−1(i ) , xˆk(i ) + sλ1 Σk( )( )  
for every edge eij in EL  from xiL to x jL in N L do 
      solve 
∂
∂αˆ
xiL + αˆ x jL − xiL( )#$ %&
T
Σk
−1 xiL + αˆ x jL − xiL( )#$ %&= 0  for αˆ  
      if 0 ≤ αˆ ≤1 then 
            xˆkL := xiL + αˆ x jL − xiL( )  
            P xˆkL | xˆk(i ),Σk( ) := exp − 12 xˆkL − xˆk(i )#$ %&
T
Σk
−1 xˆkL − xˆk(i )#$ %&( )  
            store αˆ , i, j for maximum P 
      end if 
end for 
αk
(i ) :=max
P
αˆ, , ek(i ) :=maxP eij, wˆk
(i ) := wk−1(i ) maxP P xˆk
L | xˆk(i ),Σk( )  
pk(i )
pk(i )
pk(i )
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is at fraction α (i ) on edge eij at time k. The weight of each 
particle is updated as follows: 
 wˆk(i ) := wˆk(i )P zk | zi,z j,α (i )( )  (3) 
The form of this likelihood function is derived from FAB-
MAP and illustrated in full in [7]. 
D. New Place Detection 
Since the particle set pk is constrained to exist only along 
edges e in the graph, they can only represent location 
hypotheses for previously visited locations. To determine if the 
current set of observation and motion information indicates the 
vehicle is in a previously unvisited location we sample from an 
‘unvisited’ locationG not on the graph G.  
 P G | zk,uk( ) = P zk |G( )P G |uk( )  (4) 
The observation and motion distributions for an unvisited 
locationG can be approximated using information from 
training data as follows: 
 P zk |G( )P G |uk( ) ≈ P zk | zavg( )P uavg |uk( )  (5) 
zavg represents an ‘average’ observation and uavg an 
‘average’ control input. These are determined using the mean 
field approximation or a sampling method, both presented in 
[8]. The proposed weighting assigned to a location not on the 
graph is given as follows: 
 wˆknew = 1n P zk | zavg( )P uavg |uk( )  (6) 
The new location weight is denoted by wnew. Note that it is 
not recursively updated; this represents a uniform likelihood of 
departing the graph at any point in time. 
E. Resampling and Loop Closure Detection 
Particle resampling is performed using the Select with 
Replacement method as in [7]. Any particles selected to replace 
the new location weight are sampled to a random edge on the 
graph (with a random direction). This serves to counteract the 
effects of particle deprivation since the proportion of particles 
sampled to random locations on the graph increases as the new 
place likelihood increases, thereby increasing the probability of 
detecting loop closures without requiring evaluation of every 
previously visited location. 
To determine the most likely location hypothesis from the 
distribution of particles a spatially selective method is used, 
equivalent to integrating the probability distribution over a 
local area in the graph. For every particle pk(i ) , the location 
hypothesis P pk(i )( ) is equal to the sum of the weights of all 
particles within distance dh of the current particle within its 
local graph. The value of dh is selected based on the desired 
resolution of loop closure detection, and as such the location 
hypothesis is not subject to arbitrary location discretization due 
to local visual saliency. If the maximum location hypothesis 
exceeds a threshold T, a new graph edge is added between the  
(a)    (b)   
Figure 2 – Node information content and node pruning diagram. (a) illustrates 
the calculation of most likely local position xˆiL at fraction αˆ on the 
hypothetical edge ejk between node Nj and Nk. This location is used to generate 
an expected appearance which is compared to observation zi at node Ni to 
determine the information content Ii. (b) illustrates the connectivity of the 
local graph after node Ni has been removed.  
Algorithm 3 Loop Closure Detection 
for every particle pk(i ) do 
      N L, EL := localGraph pk(i ),dh( )  
      for every particle pk( j ) on every edge eij in EL do 
         P pk(i )( ) := wk( j )∑  
      end for 
end for 
if max P pk(i )( ) > T then 
      create edge eki using uk −αk(i )uij, Σk +Σij  
end if 
 
current and matched location. This process is outlined in 
Algorithm 3. 
The addition of a new edge on a loop closure event is 
crucial for increasing recall on repeated traverses of a route; it 
allows particles to simultaneously evaluate multiple 
representations of a location while recognising that all 
representations correspond to the same physical location (since 
the local graph construction will connect both locations). 
F. Local Information-based Pruning 
To limit the map to a fixed maximum size we extend the 
information-based trajectory pruning approach of [28] to a 
graphical representation. The pruning stage is performed before 
each particle update process. For each new node added to the 
graph, if the total number of nodes in the graph exceeds a 
preset number, the node with the lowest information content 
relative to its neighbors is removed and replaced with a direct 
link between its neighbors.  
To find the information content of a node Ni relative to its 
neighbors Nj and Nk we compare the observation zi to that 
generated by interpolating neighboring observations zj and zk 
along a proposed edge ejk that bypasses node Ni. If the proposed 
edge ejk produces an adequate representation for observation zi, 
then node Ni can be removed with minimal loss of information. 
This process is illustrated Fig. 2 (a) and outlined in Algorithm  
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Algorithm 4 Node Information Content 
for every node Ni do 
      for every edge pair eji from Nj and eik to Nk do 
            x jL := f (0,−uji ), xkL := f (0,uik ), Σ jk := Σ ji +Σik  
            solve 
∂
∂αˆ
x jL + αˆ xkL − x jL( )#$ %&
T
Σ jk
−1 x jL + αˆ xkL − x jL( )#$ %&= 0  
            xˆiL := x jL + αˆ xkL − x jL( )  
            P xˆiL | x jL,xkL( ) := exp − 12 xˆiL"# $%
T
Σ jk xˆiL"# $%( )  
            Ii = − logP zi | z j,zk,αˆ( )P xˆiL | x jL,xkL( )  
      end for 
end for 
 
Algorithm 5 Node Pruning 
if k > nn then 
      find Ni with minimum Ii between nodes Nj and Nk 
      create edge ejk between Nj and Nk using u ji +uik, Σ ji +Σik  
      for every edge eni from Nn to Ni where n ≠ j do 
            create edge enj using u ji −uni, Σ ji +Σni  
      for every edge eim from Ni to Nm where m ≠ k do 
            create edge ekm using uim −uik, Σim +Σik  
      end for 
      delete node Ni and observation zi, edges eji and eik 
end if 
 
4. The information content Ii of node Ni, is defined as the 
negative log-likelihood of the odometric and appearance-based 
match between node Ni and the proposed location xˆiL along the 
proposed edge between Nj and Nk. Unlike in [28], nodes may 
have multiple neighbors due to explicit loop closure events, and 
therefore the information content of all proposed edges 
between neighbors must be evaluated to find the bypassing 
edge with highest information content. 
To avoid unbounded growth in storage requirements, nodes 
are removed from the graph once the total number of nodes 
exceeds a threshold nn. The node Ni with minimum information 
content Ii is deleted from the graph, and the proposed edge ejk 
between neighbors Nj and Nk is added. All other nodes 
connected to Ni are re-routed to neighbors Nj and Nk to preserve 
the connectivity of the graph. Particles previously on edges 
connected to Ni are relocated to the new edges. This process is 
illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) and outlined in Algorithm 5. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
To facilitate a direct comparison to FAB-MAP and 
previous implementations of CAT-SLAM, we use the same 
evaluation dataset as that presented in [6]. To differentiate the 
algorithms we refer to the novel representation presented in this 
paper as a Continuous Appearance-based Topological Graph, 
or CAT-Graph. 
A. Testing Environment 
The urban dataset used for this evaluation is presented in 
[8]. It consists of 8127 panoramic images from a Point Grey 
Ladybug2 camera with accompanying wheel odometry (from 
shaft encoders on the Segway RMP) and GPS data logged at 
5Hz. The route taken is a 2.5km tour of the grounds of New 
College, Oxford, pictured in Fig. 3, with multiple traversals of 
each location in both forward and reverse directions (a total of 
5 traversals of the quadrangle area). Ground truth is nominally 
provided by GPS locations; however, the signal is degraded in 
many locations throughout the urban dataset (particularly 
through a tunnel between courtyards). Approximately 45% of 
the panoramic images have an associated valid GPS position; 
recall data for the precision recall curves is instead based on a 
hand-corrected trajectory from wheel odometry and manual 
loop closures, which provides a topologically correct location 
for every frame.  
B. Algorithm Parameters 
As FAB-MAP, CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph only require 
appearance information, no camera calibration or image 
registration is required. Feature descriptors are extracted using 
SURF [29], and a fast approximate nearest neighbour algorithm 
[30] was used to find the corresponding visual word for each 
descriptor. 
The FAB-MAP implementation used for comparison is 
openFABMAP [31], which produces results comparable to 
those presented in [2]. Parameters for the detector functions of 
FAB-MAP were taken from [19]. The parameters and results 
for CAT-SLAM on the same dataset are taken from [6]. The  
 
 
Figure 3 – Aerial view of test environment with route overlaid. 
TABLE 1 – ALGORITHM PARAMETERS 
openFABMAP  
p(zi =1| ei = 0)  0 
p(zi = 0 | ei =1)  0.61 
)Z|( 1−knewLp  0.9 
CAT-SLAM  
p(zi =1| ei = 0)  0 
p(zi = 0 | ei =1)  0.61 
Number of Particles N 2000 
ESS Threshold 0.25 
Distribution Radius r 2.5m 
CAT-Graph  
p(zi =1| ei = 0)  0 
p(zi = 0 | ei =1)  0.61 
Number of Particles np 1000 
Number of Nodes nn 2000 
Particle Update Graph Size s 3σ 
ESS Threshold 0.25 
Distribution Radius dh 2.5m 
Hypothesis Threshold T 0.9 
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codebook was generated using modified sequential clustering 
[32] yielding 5000 visual words. Parameters for the three 
algorithms are presented in Table 1. 
V. RESULTS 
A. Precision-Recall Performance 
To assess the performance of the CAT-Graph algorithm in 
comparison to openFABMAP and CAT-SLAM, we examine 
the precision-recall curves they produce for the test 
environment. Expected matches are defined as previously 
visited locations within 7.5m of the current location. The 
desired performance is high recall at 100% precision. 
Fig. 4 presents the precision-recall curves produced by 
openFABMAP, CAT-SLAM and two variants of the CAT-
Graph algorithm; one using 1000 particles and one with 1000 
particles and a limit of 2000 nodes. Both CAT-Graph variants 
provide almost double the recall of CAT-SLAM and 7 times 
the recall of openFABMAP at 100% precision, but do not 
differ significantly from each other despite the difference in 
memory scaling. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the 
information-based node-pruning algorithm; for this 
environment, localization performance is not significantly 
affected despite the removal of approximately 5000 
observations from the graph. 
B. Loop Closure Distribution 
To assess the effects of using loop closure events to inform 
the topological graph construction (and therefore to examine 
the improvement gained over other appearance-based SLAM 
algorithms which do not explicitly perform data association) 
we examine the loop closure distribution for all four 
algorithms. Fig. 6 shows the loop closures detected at 100% 
precision projected onto the hand-corrected ground truth. 
Both variants of CAT-Graph detect a significant number 
more loop closures than openFABMAP and CAT-SLAM, and 
the distribution of loop closures are uniform (they are not 
concentrated at any particular location but rather spread across 
the environment).   
 
Figure 4 – Precision-Recall curve for four algorithm variants on the New 
College dataset. The two CAT-Graph variants provide greatly increased recall 
performance over CAT-SLAM and openFABMAP despite the differences in 
computational and memory scaling. 
  
  
  
 (a) Ii = 27.64                                       (b) Ii = 6.71 
Figure 5 – Information content illustration. (a) illustrates a sequence of nodes 
with high information content. In this case, close proximity to buildings and 
trees cause a high degree of difference between sequential frames, yielding 
high relative information. (b) illustrates a sequence through a tunnel, with very 
little visual change between successive frames and therefore a low 
information content. 
C. Node Information Content 
Fig. 5 illustrates a pair of frame sequences at different 
locations in the environment. The first sequence involves the 
robot moving under an overhanging tree and passing a 
distinctive building, while the second involves the robot 
travelling through a dark, featureless tunnel. As shown below 
the sequences, the information content for the central frame in 
the second sequence is significantly lower than that calculated 
for the central frame in the first sequence. 
D. Computational and Memory Scaling 
Fig. 7 presents the computation and storage requirements for 
openFABMAP, CAT-SLAM and the two CAT-Graph variants. 
The computation time does not include feature extraction and 
visual word classification (on average 800ms per frame), as 
these will be identical for all three algorithms. The difference 
in computational scaling is clear, with openFABMAP reduced 
to update rates below 1Hz by the end of the dataset due to the 
linear increase in computational requirements. The CAT-Graph 
configuration with 2000 nodes requires the greatest amount of 
time per update (as the information content of each node is 
assessed), but still remains approximately constant over the 
length of the dataset. Spikes in the computation graph are due 
to the evaluation of nodes with multiple neighbors, as the 
information content between every combination  of neighbors 
is assessed. 
The storage requirements scale linearly with operation time 
for all but the CAT-Graph configuration with limited nodes. 
All algorithms require the codebook and Chow-Liu tree from 
training data, which contribute to the initial ~4MB at the start 
of the dataset. Storage requirements initially increase linearly 
for both algorithms; CAT-SLAM requires additional storage 
for location and odometry information for the continuous 
trajectory as well as particle locations, weights and directions. 
However, once the number of locations reaches 2000, CAT-
Graph with limited nodes does not require more storage, 
whereas openFABMAP and CAT-SLAM memory 
requirements continue to increase linearly with the number of 
frames. 
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(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
(d)  
Figure 6 – Loop closure distribution at 100% precision overlaid on hand-
corrected ground truth based on wheel odometry information. CAT-Graph 
detects consistently more loop closures than both openFABMAP and CAT-
SLAM in all areas of the environment. 
 
Figure 7 - Computation time and memory requirements for openFABMAP, 
CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph. All CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph variants 
provide constant computational time scaling, and the CAT-Graph variant with 
limited nodes provides constant memory scaling over time.  
Loop closure events in CAT-Graph also increase the 
number of edges in the map and therefore memory 
requirements. However, the worst case memory requirement 
for storage of edges is when an edge exists for every node pair, 
making it O(N2) in number of nodes; the worst case edge 
storage requirements do not grow over time if the number of 
nodes is fixed. 
VI. DISCUSSION 
The use of a topological graph and local metric 
representations along with loop-closure-informed graph links 
provide CAT-Graph with significant performance increases 
over CAT-SLAM and openFABMAP. In this section we 
discuss the key insights gained from this work and directions 
for future work. 
A. Improved Loop Closure Through Hypothesis Aggregation 
The ability to combine multiple hypotheses for multiple 
representations of the same location is crucial for long-term 
operation in a fixed-size environment. CAT-Graph consistently 
detects more loop closures over successive revisits to the same 
location, whereas CAT-SLAM develops multiple separate 
representations of the same trajectory but does not identify that 
all correspond to the same location. Unlike CAT-SLAM, where 
location hypotheses compete upon revisiting a location, by 
creating explicit links between locations when loop closures are 
detected, multiple hypotheses from multiple representations of 
the same location support, rather than complete with, each 
other. 
B. Saliency-based Map Pruning 
The node pruning scheme enables localization and mapping 
in a fixed size environment without memory requirements 
increasing linearly with operation time. Nodes are removed 
based on visual saliency, with less distinctive areas of the 
environment generating fewer nodes. The selection of the 
maximum number of nodes nn depends on the memory 
available to the robot and the visual saliency of the 
environment. Experiments presented in [28] for the CAT-
SLAM algorithm illustrate a graceful degradation of recall 
performance with reduced numbers of nodes and particles; 
however, determining the absolute minimum number of nodes 
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sufficient to fully represent a particular fixed-size environment 
remains an open problem, and the constant-memory approach 
will fail if the robot continuously explores new locations. When 
maintaining a constant memory map in a fixed-size 
environment, removing the least informative nodes ensures 
future localization performance is minimally affected. 
C. Future Work 
Incorporating loop closure events into graph construction 
provides performance benefits when repeatedly traversing the 
same location. However, in order for the loop closure events to 
be detected, the appearance of the environment cannot change 
significantly between visits. While FAB-MAP provides a level 
of robustness, matching still fails over large changes in 
environmental appearance, such  as experienced during the 
course of a day [33]. Explicit modeling of appearance change 
over time as in [34] could enable persistent localization and 
mapping over longer time periods.  
Along with its mapping and localization capabilities, the 
graph-based representation of CAT-Graph forms a suitable 
basis for mobile robot path planning and navigation. A world 
representation which is globally topological and locally metric, 
such as that provided by CAT-Graph, is suitable for 
autonomous robot operations as demonstrated in [3]. To use the 
global topological plan for robot navigation, it must be 
integrated with a local planning mechanism. This can be 
accomplished by generating the local metric graph 
representation at the current location, and planning a local 
metric path towards the nodes selected by the global 
topological planner, such as in [28]. 
In conclusion, we believe that the use of loop closure events 
to inform future appearance-based matches, along with a 
framework for constant computational and memory resource 
usage, are important steps towards persistent robot autonomy.  
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Chapter 9: Towards Persistent Indoor 
Localisation, Mapping and 
Navigation using CAT-Graph 
To enable real-world use of CAT-Graph for mobile robotics, it is necessary to 
demonstrate how a robot can use the topological graph representation of the 
environment to plan feasible paths to goals, and use these paths to navigate reliably 
in order to perform useful tasks in a real-world environment. This paper 
demonstrates the use of CAT-Graph in the context of a long-term delivery robot 
scenario.  
The dataset used for evaluation of localisation, mapping and path planning 
performance consists of a series of seven 20-minute traverses of an indoor office 
environment, each taking a different route, collected over the course of a week. No 
attempt was made to constrain the dynamic objects in the environment, but the 
artificial lighting minimised gross appearance change over time. Some locations 
were visited up to 20 times in total. Path planning in the topological map was 
performed using Dijkstra’s algorithm between a series of 15 hand-labelled nodes 
(corresponding to locations of interest, such as office doors and lifts). The cost metric 
between nodes was defined as the distance as measured by odometry, and therefore 
would not be globally accurate (since no global map construction is performed). 
Metric ground truth and the optimal path between locations of interest were 
determined using a laser survey of the environment and a dense metric occupancy-
grid path planner.  
Multi-session mapping across the week only required a trivial extension to the 
topological formulation of CAT-Graph: a new node corresponding to the first frame 
of the new dataset was added to the map without any explicit links to the previous 
datasets (the links would then be created by loop closure events). Over the course of 
the week CAT-Graph provided recall consistently above 70% at 100% precision. 
OpenFABMAP progressively reduced in recall from 25% to 15% as separate 
representations of the same location accumulated, making localisation to one 
particular location challenging.  
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Since CAT-Graph can only plan paths along routes in the topological map, it is 
unlikely to discover the optimal metric path from one location to another unless it 
has previously traversed that exact path. However, as the robot traverses more paths 
through the environment and experiences more loop closures to connect previously 
visited paths, it is able to plan progressively shorter paths that take advantage of the 
denser connectivity of the graph. This trend is evident in the path planning results of 
this paper, where after one traverse of the environment CAT-Graph plans routes that 
are an average of 20% longer than the optimal metric path, but after 7 traverses this 
number drops to 12%. This result suggests that topological path planning will 
improve over the operation time of the robot, as it discovers more routes through the 
environment that connect locations of interest.  
As this is the final paper in the series presented in this thesis, there are a 
number of unsolved problems presented in the discussion section. These include the 
assumption that false loop closures do not occur over the lifetime of the robot, and 
that the appearance of the environment does not change significantly over time. 
These issues and their impact on the future use of CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph are 
discussed in further detail in the following chapter. 
“Towards Persistent Indoor Localisation, Mapping and Navigation using CAT-
Graph” was presented at the 2012 IEEE International Conference on Intelligent 
Robots and Systems in Vilamoura, Portugal. 
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Abstract— The challenge of persistent appearance-based 
navigation and mapping is to develop an autonomous robotic 
vision system that can simultaneously localize, map and 
navigate over the lifetime of the robot. However, the 
computation time and memory requirements of current 
appearance-based methods typically scale not only with the size 
of the environment but also with the operation time of the 
platform; also, repeated revisits to locations will develop 
multiple competing representations which reduce recall 
performance. In this paper we present a solution to the 
persistent localization, mapping and global path planning 
problem in the context of a delivery robot in an office 
environment over a one-week period. Using a graphical 
appearance-based SLAM algorithm, CAT-Graph, we 
demonstrate constant time and memory loop closure detection 
with minimal degradation during repeated revisits to locations, 
along with topological path planning that improves over time 
without using a global metric representation. We compare the 
localization performance of CAT-Graph to openFABMAP, an 
appearance-only SLAM algorithm, and the path planning 
performance to occupancy-grid based metric SLAM. We 
discuss the limitations of the algorithm with regard to 
environment change over time and illustrate how the 
topological graph representation can be coupled with local 
movement behaviors for persistent autonomous robot 
navigation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
To enable mobile robot operation in dynamic real-world 
environments, a robot must have the ability to localize and 
navigate within an ever-changing workspace. Ideally a robot 
should perform these tasks capably throughout its lifetime. 
This challenge is rapidly becoming a major research area in 
robotics and is commonly referred to as life-long or 
‘persistent’ localization and mapping [1-3].  
Typical approaches to mobile robot operation construct a 
map of the environment using metric SLAM and then use 
that map as a static ‘ground truth’ map to perform 
localization and path planning [4, 5]. In contrast, persistent 
localization and mapping involves continuously modeling the 
environment in order to handle environmental change. To 
achieve this a SLAM system is required that runs 
continuously, provides reliable localization and remains 
computationally tractable over the lifetime of the robot. In 
addition, a method of planning efficient paths within the map 
is required for goal navigation.  
 
This research was supported by an Australian Research Council Special 
Research Initiative on Thinking Systems, TS0669699, and an Australian 
Postgraduate Award.  
W. P. Maddern, M. J. Milford and G. F. Wyeth are with the School of 
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Queensland University of 
Technology, Brisbane, QLD Australia 4069. E-mail: {w.maddern, 
michael.milford, gordon.wyeth}@qut.edu.au 
In this paper we present CAT-Graph, a graphical 
extension of the CAT-SLAM algorithm [6]. CAT-Graph uses 
a combination of visual appearance and local odometry data 
for robust global localization and combines multiple visits to 
the same location to build a topological graph-based 
representation. Localization is performed by propagating 
particles along edges in the graph using local motion 
information and updating particle weights based on local 
appearance information. Mapping is performed by adding 
new observation information to the graph and by connecting 
locations based on loop closure events. Loop closure events 
generate explicit topological links between locations, and 
particles can traverse these connections to simultaneously 
evaluate multiple representations of a single place. The 
number of nodes in the graph is limited by an information-
based pruning scheme that maintains the map at a constant 
size while minimizing information loss. Path planning in 
CAT-Graph is performed by determining the shortest 
topological sequence of locations to reach a goal based on 
local metric information, without requiring a metrically 
consistent global map. 
In CAT-Graph, the global topology is not embedded in a 
single co-ordinate frame; no attempt is made to relax the 
measurements between nodes for global metric consistency. 
Instead, the topology maintains relative representations 
between nodes to provide local metric information, which is 
fused with appearance information using the particle filter, 
leading to improved recall. We demonstrate that global 
metric accuracy is not required to effectively map, localize 
within and plan paths through an environment. 
The paper proceeds with a review of recent work in 
persistent and appearance-based mapping and localization 
systems, before presenting the details of the CAT-Graph 
algorithm. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated 
in an indoor environment over the course of a week. The 
algorithm successfully localizes with capped memory and 
computation costs and enables topological path planning that 
improves over the lifetime over the robot, two key 
components for lifelong robot autonomy. We also compare 
localization and path planning performance to metric SLAM 
with a static map and appearance-only SLAM. 
II. RELATED WORK 
Persistent indoor mobile robot operation has been pursued 
by the SLAM community for decades, and a number of 
impressive results have been produced in recent years. [1, 2] 
demonstrate a dynamic mapping approach to metric SLAM 
that identifies change in structured indoor environments over 
time. In the appearance domain, successful large-scale long-
term autonomous experiments in [3, 7] indicate that a 
globally metric map is not required for reliable robot 
Towards Persistent Indoor Appearance-based Localization, 
Mapping and Navigation using CAT-Graph 
Will Maddern, Michael Milford and Gordon Wyeth 
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navigation using local appearance information. Notably, [3] 
presented continuous appearance-based mapping and 
autonomous navigation for a period of 40 hours over 2 
weeks. 
SLAM in appearance-space can be achieved using a 
graphical representation that stores the local appearance as 
nodes and odometric transitions between locations as edges. 
[8] demonstrates topological mapping using appearance to 
close loops, but relies on the appearance match alone to reject 
false positives. [9, 10] use an appearance-based front end to 
inform the construction of large-scale topological maps, but 
require a rigorous geometric verification to guarantee a 
correct loop closure. [11] combines appearance information 
with a biologically-inspired filter; this approach has been 
demonstrated in a large-scale outdoor environment and over 
the course of three weeks with significant appearance 
variations [12]. CAT-SLAM [13] represents the map as a 
continuous trajectory in appearance-space, and uses a particle 
filter to develop loop closure hypotheses over a series of 
frames.  
Appearance-based localization systems do not typically 
address data association when revisiting locations multiple 
times, instead creating multiple representations for each 
location. [14, 15] describes a data association procedure upon 
loop closure detection, but the later approach adopted in [16] 
simply adds multiple representations. Large scale 
appearance-based localization is typically only demonstrated 
on trajectories that feature only one expected loop closure for 
each location [17]. 
Since the number of locations (and therefore the 
computation and memory requirements) in an appearance-
based map grows linearly with the number of observations, 
various approaches to limit map growth have been explored. 
[18] describes a short/long term memory approach to limiting 
visual bag-of-words location growth, and [19] outlines a 
clustering-based approach to identify unnecessary views and 
remove them from the map. [20] presented an information-
based approach to node pruning, which removes nodes based 
on local visual saliency relative to its neighbors. This method 
provided constant-memory loop closure detection using 
CAT-SLAM when operating in a fixed size environment, but 
did not address frequent location revisiting. 
In this paper we address the challenges of achieving high 
performance, constant-time and constant-memory mapping 
and localization during repeated location revisits with an 
appearance based system. 
 III. CONTINUOUS APPEARANCE-BASED TOPOLOGY 
In this section we present extensions to the trajectory-based 
CAT-SLAM algorithm of [6]. In place of a linear trajectory 
T, we define a graph G which describes a connected manifold 
that is locally Euclidean but not embedded in a global 
Euclidean frame, as in [10]. Nodes Ni in the graph are 
associated with observations zi, which take the form of a 
visual bag-of-words representation [11] of features visible at 
location i. Edges eij connect node Ni to Nj and are associated 
with the control input uij (and associated covariance matrix 
Σij) experienced at location i. Localization is performed using 
a set of np particles pk(i ) which represent the likelihood of 
revisiting the previously visited location at fraction 
 
(a) (b)  
Figure 1. Local graph and particle update diagram. (a) illustrates the local 
graph of particle pk(i ) . The graph is constructed from the reference frame of 
the particle to a fixed radius. (b) illustrates the local particle update 
procedure for particle pk(i ) . The particle is locally propagated by control 
input uk to generate proposed local position xˆk(i ) . Each edge is then tested to 
find the location xk(i ) which minimizes the Mahalanobis distance to the 
proposed particle location xˆk(i ) using covariance matrix Σk. The updated 
particle location is set to the most likely edge ejk at fraction !ˆ . 
 
(between 0 and 1) along associated edge at time k. 
A. Local Graph Construction 
To perform local operations on the graph we adopt a 
relative representation, which constructs the local 
neighborhood of the graph from the reference frame of 
particle . A sample local graph is illustrated in Figure 1 
(a). A breadth first search is performed to find all nodes Nn 
and edges emn and enm in the local neighborhood of particle
. The local positions xnL  of nodes Nn are calculated using 
a 3DoF motion model based local odometry un: 
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x +!x cos ! +!!( )"!ysin ! +!!( )
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B. Particle Position Update 
During each update of the particle filter all particles are 
propagated according to the current control input uk. The 
proposed local change in pose for each particle in its local 
graph is generated by adding Gaussian noise with 
covariance Σk to the position generated by the non-linear 
motion model f(uk). However, the proposed current location 
will rarely correspond to a location along an existing edge in 
the local graph, therefore particles are assigned to the nearest  
location along an edge. We seek a location at fraction
along edge eij in EL which minimizes the Mahalanobis 
distance (using covariance matrix Σk) to the proposed particle 
location . We solve for the edge fraction that satisfies 
the following: 
 
!
!!ˆ
xiL + !ˆ x jL " xiL( )#$ %&
T
'k
"1 xiL + !ˆ x jL " xiL( )#$ %&= 0
 (2) 
If  is between 0 and 1 a local minimum lies along edge 
eij; the breadth-first search to construct the local graph is 
! (i ) eij(i )
pk(i )
pk(i )
xˆk(i ) wk
xˆkL !ˆ
xˆk(i ) !ˆ
!ˆ
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terminated when an edge that meets this criteria is found. The 
weight of each particle is then updated based on the Gaussian 
likelihood function as follows: 
 
P xˆkL | xˆk(i ),!k( ) = exp " 12 xˆkL " xˆk(i )#$ %&
T
!k
"1 xˆkL " xˆk(i )#$ %&( )
 (3) 
The process of the particle position update is illustrated in 
Figure 1 (b). 
C. Observation Weighting and Resampling 
The observation update weights particles based on the 
likelihood of the current observation given the expected local 
appearance. The likelihood is calculated by comparing the 
observation zk to the appearance generated by interpolating 
between observations zi and zj given particle is at fraction 
on edge eij at time k. The weight of each particle is 
updated as follows: 
 
wˆk(i ) := wˆk(i )P zk | zi,z j,! (i )( )P xˆk | xˆk(i ),!k( )  (4) 
The form of the appearance-based likelihood function is 
derived from FAB-MAP and illustrated in full in [6]. To 
determine if the current set of observation and motion 
information indicates the vehicle is in a previously unvisited 
location, we assign a weighting to a location not on the 
trajectory as follows: 
 
wˆknew = 1n P zk | zavg( )P uavg |uk( )  (5) 
The ‘new location’ weight is denoted by wnew, and zavg 
and uavg represent an ‘average’ observation and control input 
derived from training data. A detailed derivation of this 
approximation is presented in [6].  
The particles are resampled using the Select with 
Replacement method as in [6]. To combat particle 
deprivation, any particles selected to replace the ‘new 
location’ weight are sampled to a uniform random location 
on the trajectory; the proportion of particles sampled to 
diverse locations on the trajectory increases as the new place 
likelihood increases, thereby increasing the probability of 
detecting loop closures without requiring evaluation of every 
previously visited location. 
D. Loop Closure Detection 
A spatially selective method is used to determine the most 
likely location hypothesis from the distribution of particles. 
For every particle , the location hypothesis is equal 
to the sum of the weights of all particles within distance dh of 
the current particle within its local graph. The value of dh is 
selected based on the desired resolution of loop closure 
detection. If the maximum location hypothesis exceeds a 
threshold Th, a new graph edge is added between the current 
and matched location. 
The addition of a new edge on a loop closure event 
facilitates loop closure on repeated traverses of a route, by 
allowing particles to simultaneously evaluate multiple 
representations of a location while recognising that all 
representations correspond to the same physical location 
(since the local graph construction will connect both 
locations). Graph edges at loop closure locations also enables  
(a)    (b)  
Figure 2. Node information content calculation and node pruning diagram. 
(a) illustrates the calculation of most likely local position xˆiL at fraction !ˆ on 
the hypothetical edge ejk between node Nj and Nk. This location is used to 
generate an expected appearance which is compared to observation zi at 
node Ni to determine the information content Ii. (b) illustrates the 
connectivity of the local graph after node Ni has been removed. 
 
path planning to find the minimum length path between 
visited locations using the global topological map. 
E. Information Content and Node Pruning 
To maintain a constant memory map that remains useful 
for localization over time we adopt the map pruning approach 
presented in [20]. For each new node added to the trajectory, 
if the total number of nodes in the trajectory exceeds a preset 
number, the node with the lowest information content relative 
to its neighbors is removed and replaced with a direct link 
between its neighbors. This process includes nodes connected 
by edges generated by loop closure events, and thus can 
consolidate multiple representations of a location to the most 
informative observation while preserving the topological 
links generated during loop closure. 
To find the information content of a node Ni relative to its 
neighbors Nj and Nk we compare the observation zi to that 
generated by interpolating neighboring observations zj and zk 
along a proposed edge ejk that bypasses node Ni, illustrated in 
Figure 2 (a). If the proposed edge ejk produces an adequate 
representation for observation zi, then node Ni can be 
removed with minimal loss of information. The information 
content Ii of node Ni, is calculated as the negative log-
likelihood of an equivalent particle weighting at the 
hypothetical location:  
 
Ii = ! logP zi | z j,zk,!ˆ( )P xˆiL | x jL,xkL( )  (6) 
The node Ni with minimum information content Ii is 
deleted from the graph, and the proposed edge ejk between 
neighbors Nj and Nk is added (using a similar method to [19]). 
All other nodes connected to Ni are re-routed to neighbors Nj 
and Nk to preserve the connectivity of the graph. This process 
is illustrated in Figure 2 (b). Experiments in [20] suggest that 
for a given size environment, a minimum number of nodes is 
required to sufficiently describe the visual appearance of the 
environment for localization that minimally degrades over 
time, and increasing the number of nodes beyond this 
minimum does not correspondingly increase localization 
performance. 
P xˆkL | xˆk(i ),!k( )
pk(i )
! (i )
pk(i ) P pk(i )( )
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IV. TOPOLOGICAL PATH PLANNING 
As the underlying map representation in CAT-Graph is a 
topological graph, global path planning is inexpensive in 
comparison to dense metric occupancy maps. We use 
Dijkstra’s algorithm [22] with a cost metric C equal to the 
magnitude of the local odometry link between nodes: 
  
C Ni! Nj( ) = uij  (7) 
Since the graph is not embedded in a global metric frame, 
it is difficult to define a heuristic to guide the expansion of 
nodes towards a goal. However, since the maximum number 
of nodes is limited, the worst-case planning time using 
Dijkstra’s algorithm and expanding every node is O(N2) in 
number of nodes, and therefore the global plan can be 
continuously updated in constant time bounded by the 
maximum number of nodes in the map.  
The global plans will not necessarily be optimal in a 
global metric sense; since nodes only exist at locations the 
robot has visited, planned paths can only follow previously 
traversed routes. Additionally, the global plan minimizes the 
perceived distance (based on local, uncorrected odometry) 
between the start and the goal, and therefore accumulated 
odometry error may lead it to choose sub-optimal paths. 
However, constraining planned paths to paths previously 
taken by the robot ensures that the paths are traversable; 
provided there are no dynamic obstacles blocking the path or 
incorrect loop closures linking two distant locations, the 
topological planner will always find a valid route to the goal. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The environment used for the mapping and navigation 
experiments is illustrated in Figure 3. It consists of a typical 
modern office floor with multiple corridor loops and a central 
open area. While the appearance does not significantly vary 
over time (as there are few windows) the environment is 
challenging to both laser-based metric systems, due to the 
prevalence of glass walls and moveable furniture, and 
appearance-only systems, due to the repetitive appearance of 
similar corridors. No attempt to alter the environment or 
constrain the normal movement of people through the office 
during the experiment was made.  
The evaluation is performed on a series of 7 datasets 
collected using a robot platform over the course of a week. 
Each dataset route consists of approximately 20 minutes of 
constant driving at an average of 0.3m/s, with locations 
revisited on up to 20 occasions. A different route was 
traversed on each occasion to represent progressive operation 
in a fixed environment. Experimental data was collected 
using an Adept Pioneer 3DX robot equipped with a Basler 
A310fc camera, a panoramic mirror and a Hokuyo 
URG04LX laser scanner (for ground truth localization), 
shown in Figure 3 (a). Images were logged at VGA 
resolution at 7.5 fps, while laser scans and wheel odometry 
were logged at 10fps. The panoramic camera setup was 
calibrated using the oCamCalib toolbox [23] and reprojected 
to a cylindrical image with a 90° vertical field of view. 
Features are extracted using SURF [24], typically producing 
between 100 and 500 descriptors per frame.  
 
 
Figure 3. Experimental setup. (a) shows the Adept Pioneer 3DX platform 
equipped with Basler A310fc camera, panoramic mirror and Hokuyo URG-
04LX laser scanner. (b) shows a typical panoramic image captured in the 
office environment. (c) shows the floor plan of the office environment (with 
interest points labeled in red) and (d) shows the corresponding metric 
occupancy grid map used as ground truth, gathered using an Adept 
Research Guiabot platform. 
 
Metric ground truth was provided by an initial survey 
using an Adept Research Guiabot equipped with a SICK 
LMS-291 laser scanner, which provided superior 
performance to the Hokuyo in the glass-walled environment. 
The laser data was processed using the GMapping algorithm 
[25] to produce a 5cm resolution metric occupancy-grid map 
of the environment, shown in Figure 3 (d). Hokuyo laser data 
from the Pioneer was then processed offline using the AMCL 
algorithm [26] with reference to the metric map to produce 
metric ground truth locations for all 7 datasets. Errors in the 
metric map and ground truth localization (due to spurious 
dynamic objects such as the movement of people in the 
environment) were corrected by hand. Metric map 
construction and localization software was provided in the 
ROS framework [27]. 
We compare the appearance-based localization 
performance of CAT-Graph against the appearance-only 
FAB-MAP implementation in [28]. Training data for the bag-
of-visual-words codebook and Chow-Liu tree for both 
algorithms was derived from a short traversal of the 
environment where locations are only visited once. The 
codebook was generated using k-means from 2500 video 
frames producing 5000 visual words. CAT-Graph was 
initialized using 1000 particles and a maximum of 5000 
nodes. Multi-session mapping was performed by initializing 
the graph with an unconnected node at the start of each route; 
subsequent loop closures between routes align the location 
representations gathered across different datasets. 
To evaluate path planning performance for a delivery robot 
scenario, 15 locations of interest (corresponding to office 
doors, lifts etc.) were selected at locations across the entire 
floor, shown in red in Figure 3 (c). The optimal metric path 
between each of the 15 locations was generated offline using 
Dijkstra’s algorithm applied to a costmap generated using 
the metric occupancy grid and the robot footprint (also 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
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provided by the ROS framework), to ensure collision-free 
minimum length paths.  
VI. RESULTS 
A. Localization Performance 
For topological mapping, the desired localization 
performance is high recall with zero false positives.  Figure 4 
illustrates the recall performance of CAT-Graph against 
openFABMAP at high precision levels. Expected matches 
are defined as previously visited locations within 1m of the 
current location. CAT-Graph provides consistent recall above 
70% at 100% precision, indicating that the localization 
performance is minimally degraded over time despite the 
continuous removal of nodes from the graph. Since 
openFABMAP does not associate multiple representations of 
the same location, it struggles to maintain localization 
performance at 100% precision with increasing revisits to the 
same location. This trend is also evident in Table I. 
Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of loop closures 
detected by CAT-Graph over multiple successive routes of 
the environment. The trajectory-following nature of CAT-
Graph allowed it to remain localized even along long, 
visually ambiguous corridor sections. Over multiple revisits 
CAT-Graph detected loop closures both within the current 
route and to previous routes, which is essential for 
maintaining a consistent topological representation. 
Interestingly, CAT-Graph occasionally struggles to localize 
across different routes in the central open area – this is most 
likely due to a combination of insufficiently long trajectory 
sections to develop a location hypothesis, and also the 
moveable furniture (which changed across the week) which 
alters the local appearance.  
 
Figure 4. Precision-recall curves for the four routes shown in Figure 5 
(labeled 1, 3 5, 7 on curve). CAT-Graph maintains consistent recall above 
70% at 100% precision whereas openFABMAP decreases in recall 
performance at 100% precision over time. 
TABLE I.  RECALL PERFORMANCE ACROSS 7 DATASETS 
Route 
Number 
openFABMAP CAT-Graph 
P 100% P 99% P 100% P 99% 
1 25.6% 51.8% 76.8% 80.2% 
2 23.9% 47.2% 77.2% 81.0% 
3 21.5% 46.9% 77.6% 82.1% 
4 19.8% 45.5% 73.2% 83.8% 
5 18.4% 44.2% 73.4% 85.5% 
6 18.1% 42.7% 74.1% 85.6% 
7 16.2% 41.8% 72.3% 85.7% 
 
 
Figure 5. Loop closures projected onto ground truth locations across 
multiple routes in the test environment. Loop closures are found both within 
the current route and across different routes maintaining consistent global 
localization over time. 
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B. Path Planning 
To evaluate the path planning performance of CAT-
Graph, we compare the lengths of the paths generated by the 
topological planner detailed in Section IV to those generated 
using a dense metric cost map. Path lengths for paths planned 
using CAT-Graph are determined by summing the distance 
between metric ground truth locations for each node along 
the path. This provides the total distance the robot would 
attempt to travel rather than the distance estimated using the 
(uncorrected) odometry in the appearance-based graph. Test 
paths were generated offline by assigning the start location to 
each of the 15 points of interest in the map and planning a 
path to the 14 other points from that location, to simulate 
possible routes for a delivery robot.  
Table II details the mean and worst-case additional 
distances produced by CAT-Graph. After the first route 
through the environment, paths planned by CAT-Graph are 
an average of 20% longer than the optimal metric path, 
however this decreases to 12% after all 7 routes have been 
traversed. A similar improvement over time is seen in the 
worst-case path lengths. 
Figure 6 illustrates the paths planned by CAT-Graph for 
two sample starting locations. After the first traversal the 
robot has only traversed a subset of the full set of routes 
between locations (depicted in Figure 5 (a)) and therefore the 
planned paths can only make use of this subset. Additional 
topological links after subsequent traversals allow the CAT-
Graph paths to approach the optimal metric path routes.  
C. Computational and Memory Requirements 
During the experiment the current C++ implementation of 
CAT-Graph provided a constant 7Hz update rate (using a 
single 3.3GHz Core 2 processor) and required at most 
300MB of memory consisting of 5000 visual bag-of-words 
representations, a 5000 word codebook, and node, edge and 
particle locations in the graph. This is well within the 
capabilities of an embedded computer onboard a robot and 
enables future online operation. 
VII. DISCUSSION 
Consolidating multiple hypotheses for multiple 
representations of the same location is crucial for long-term 
operation in a fixed-size environment. Localization 
performance is maintained despite the removal of redundant 
observations to limit the total map size and allow constant-
time, constant-memory filter updates over the life of the 
robot. Topological path planning using local metric 
information allows CAT-Graph to calculate traversable paths 
between locations without ever constructing a global metric 
representation of the map. Importantly, as the robot traverses 
TABLE II.  CAT-GRAPH PATH LENGTHS ACROSS 7 DATASETS 
Route 
Number 
Mean Extra Path 
Length 
Worst-Case Extra Path 
Length 
% (m) % (m) 
1 20.4% 4.22m 143.6% 17.0m 
2 14.2% 2.75m 140.7% 10.3m 
3 12.7% 2.45m 136.2% 11.1m 
4 12.7% 2.45m 136.2% 11.1m 
5 12.7% 2.45m 136.2% 11.1m 
6 12.7% 2.45m 136.2% 11.1m 
7 12.6% 2.37m 136.2% 10.0m 
 
 
Figure 6. Global paths projected onto ground truth locations for two sample 
starting locations. CAT-Graph can always plan a valid (if sub-optimal) path 
to each goal, but with increased numbers of traverses and more loop 
closures the planned paths approach the optimal metric path over time.  
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more paths through the environment and experiences more 
loop closures, the calculated paths improve over time.  
To use the global topological plan for robot navigation, it 
must be integrated with a local planning mechanism. This can 
be accomplished by generating the local metric graph 
representation at the current location, and planning a local 
metric path towards the nodes selected by the global 
topological planner as in [29]. Obstacle avoidance using local 
sensors (laser scanner, sonar, etc.) can be introduced at this 
stage to ensure robust local motion behaviors.  
The current CAT-Graph system provides a mobile robot 
with the ability to build, maintain and consistently remain 
localized within a scalable appearance-based map, along with 
the ability to plan efficient paths without requiring global 
metric consistency, both key components of persistent 
autonomous robot operation. We believe the current 
capabilities of CAT-Graph provide important steps towards 
long-term autonomous robot navigation in indoor 
environments. 
A.   Future work 
At present, to guarantee valid paths between locations for 
autonomous navigation we require loop closure detection 
with zero false positives. However, since the graph is not 
embedded in a global metric frame (and indeed a global map 
is never constructed), false positive loop closures do not 
cause irreversible corruption of the map. If a false positive 
loop closure leads a robot to attempt to navigate an 
impossible path, we could envisage an error correction 
mechanism similar to [30] that compares the current local 
area to the local graph produced by CAT-Graph and removes 
local topological links to restore local consistency without 
requiring global changes to the map. 
In this paper we did not explore the problem of significant 
environmental change over time – we assume the 
configuration and appearance of an environment remains 
mostly static across the lifetime of the robot, which is 
generally true for a structured indoor environment. Explicit 
modeling of appearance change over time, such as in [31], 
could be incorporated into a future appearance representation 
and would enable persistent localization and mapping over 
longer time periods in visually dynamic environments. 
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This thesis has described the development of a continuous appearance-based 
trajectory interpretation of the SLAM problem, CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph, which 
yields constant time updates and constant memory storage regardless of operation 
time and does not degrade in localisation performance over time. To demonstrate 
this, results for loop closure detection and path planning in a number of large-scale 
environments and over multiple days of operation were presented. This chapter 
summarises the work presented, discusses the significance of the research outcomes 
and illustrates possible directions for future work. 
10.1 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
This thesis has made the following contributions to the state-of-the-art: 
1. A case for the use of odometry information in a pose filter to improve loop 
closure performance in large-scale real-world environments (Chapter 3): 
The results presented in both Chapter 3 and the related publication (Glover et 
al., 2010) illustrate the advantages of matching sequences of appearance and 
motion information using a pose filter to combat perceptual aliasing in 
comparison to appearance-only matching. The addition of a pose filter to the 
state-of-the-art FAB-MAP system rejects spurious false positives but also 
allows the accumulation of partial matches to form successful loop closures 
under challenging perceptual conditions. In particular, the results in (Glover, et 
al., 2010) demonstrated successful appearance-based mapping with a combined 
FAB-MAP front-end + RatSLAM pose filter system on an extremely 
challenging dataset consisting of 10 repeats of an 18km road network at 
different times of day over a period of 3 weeks. Neither RatSLAM nor FAB-
MAP alone was capable of mapping this environment without either excessive 
false positive loop closures or false negatives (failed matches). However, the 
pose filtering component of RatSLAM required extensive tuning of many 
unitless parameters in order to successfully function over the full experimental 
dataset, motivating the development of a probabilistic pose filter that provides 
similar results with minimal tuning for a given environment.  
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2. An interpretation of the SLAM problem based on a trajectory that is 
continuous in appearance (Chapter 4, 5 and 6): We presented the 
development of CAT-SLAM, a novel interpretation of the SLAM problem 
using a probabilistic continuous appearance-based trajectory. Previous state-of-
the-art appearance-only SLAM systems represent the environment by a series 
of disconnected observations at discrete locations (requiring both a discrete 
observation model and discrete motion model). CAT-SLAM provides both a 
trajectory-constrained continuous motion model to incorporate odometry 
information and a continuous observation model to interpolate local 
appearance between adjacent nodes. CAT-SLAM addresses limitations in both 
current metric and appearance-based systems; in contrast to metric SLAM it 
performs loop closure regardless of accumulated metric error since it does not 
rely on global metric information to close loops (only local metric information 
is used), and in contrast to appearance-based SLAM it performs loop closure 
regardless of traversal rate, camera frame rate or visual saliency; rejects 
spurious false positives by not relying entirely on an appearance-based match; 
and accumulates partial matches over a sequence to maintain loop closures in 
challenging environments. Since CAT-SLAM matches sequences of motion 
and appearance information and constrains odometry information to a 
previously traversed trajectory, it does not provide precise metric localisation. 
Instead, CAT-SLAM provides topological loop closures as an input to either a 
topological mapping system or loop closure candidates for a global metric 
SLAM system. This limitation is not severe in the context of a persistent 
mobile service robot scenario as in (Milford, et al., 2010), since it is expected 
the robot will frequently traverse a set of repeatable paths to navigate to goal 
locations, and therefore a trajectory-to-trajectory matching system is sufficient 
for localisation. 
3. A method of evaluating the location distribution along a continuous 
appearance-based trajectory using a particle filter (Chapter 4): The 
particle filter formulation presented in Chapter 4 is derived from geometric 
particle filter SLAM, but adapted to perform appearance-based localisation 
along a continuous trajectory. Each particle is propagated along the trajectory 
using the current odometry step and additive Gaussian noise corresponding to 
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the vehicle motion covariance, matching the current motion of the platform. 
Particles are constrained to follow the maximally likely path along the 
continuous trajectory, and weighted according to the difference between the 
current odometry step and the locally metric trajectory representation. The 
novel concept of an “unknown place” particle, similar to the “new place 
likelihood in (Cummins, et al., 2008b), is introduced to represent the likelihood 
of matching to a previously unvisited location. This “unknown place” 
likelihood is explicitly used during particle resampling: if particles are selected 
to replace the unknown place particle, they are resampled to uniformly random 
locations along the trajectory to combat particle deprivation and limit the 
effects of using a constant size particle set to localise along an increasingly 
large trajectory. Because of the probabilistic formulation of the particle filter in 
CAT-SLAM there are very few tuning parameters; in contrast to the large 
number of parameters in the RatSLAM pose filter, CAT-SLAM requires only a 
particle set size N, an effective sample size threshold and a loop closure 
distribution radius r. All other parameters can be derived from properties of the 
robot platform or from the training data required for codebook and Chow-Liu 
tree construction. Crucially, the use of a constant particle set allows for 
localisation and mapping with constant computation regardless of operation 
time, albeit with limitations that are addressed in later chapters. 
4. A method of interpolating visual appearance between neighbouring 
locations without geometric information (Chapter 4): The continuous 
appearance representation presented in Chapter 4 permits smooth interpolation 
of visual appearance between sequential observations. Using the generative 
model presented in (Cummins, et al., 2008b) where each feature observation z 
is generated by an underlying object e in the environment as a basis, we 
proposed that the visual representation of a location between two observations 
can be generated by interpolating the observation likelihood of each object e 
based on the observations z0 and z1 in each of the neighbouring locations. This 
allows for a probabilistic representation of continuous appearance between 
observations without requiring visual geometry, 3D reconstruction or robust 
geometric feature correspondence (i.e. RANSAC) between locations.  
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5. A method of determining the visual information content of a location 
relative to its neighbours (Chapter 7): Using the continuous appearance 
representation developed in Chapter 4, a corresponding method of determining 
the visual information content of a location relative to its neighbours was 
developed in Chapter 7. If the appearance of node can be adequately 
represented by directly interpolating between its neighbours, the node can be 
removed with minimal loss of information (i.e. subsequent visits to the same 
location will still match to the interpolated representation). The local 
information content of a node was defined as the negative log-likelihood of the 
combined odometric and appearance match to a hypothetical location 
interpolated between the neighbours of the node. When combined with a node 
pruning algorithm which removes the least informative node once a pre-
defined memory bound is reached, CAT-SLAM is able to perform appearance-
based localisation and mapping with constant memory requirements regardless 
of operation time, but with limitations on location revisits as addressed in 
subsequent chapters. 
6. An extension of the continuous appearance-based trajectory to a 
topological graph with continuous relative representation (Chapter 8): 
Chapter 8 introduced the loop closure threshold T in order to use loop closure 
events to create explicit links between locations in the appearance-based map. 
This necessitated a fundamental change in the structure of the map: nodes may 
have multiple edges to other nodes due to both odometric links and loop 
closure links and therefore the map becomes graph-like in structure. The 
concept of a “local graph” was introduced, similar to the active region in (Mei, 
et al., 2011), which allows a locally metric region of the map to be constructed 
on-demand at any arbitrary location without ever computing a globally 
consistent metric map. Crucially, this allows particles to traverse local graphs 
that consist of multiple representations of the same location gathered at 
different times: localisation performance does not degrade regardless of the 
number of revisits since particles matching different representations of the 
same location combine to form a single location hypothesis within one local 
graph. Combined with a fixed particle set for constant computation time and a 
modified node pruning scheme to limit memory growth, CAT-Graph meets all 
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three criteria set out in Section 2.3 for a persistent localisation and mapping 
algorithm. 
7. Demonstration of the performance of CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph on a 
variety of large-scale real-world datasets, including publically available 
benchmark datasets (Chapters 4 to 9): Throughout the development of CAT-
SLAM and CAT-Graph, a number of experiments were performed using a 
variety of real-world datasets, and results were compared to versions of the 
benchmark FAB-MAP algorithm using standard precision-recall metrics. The 
primary dataset for comparison was the New College dataset (Smith, et al., 
2009), consisting of panoramic imagery of a 2.25km tour of New College in 
Oxford. This dataset is publically available and has been used by many 
researchers to benchmark appearance-based SLAM algorithms. At 100% 
precision, FAB-MAP provided approximately 12% recall (Newman, et al., 
2009): we presented results of 38% recall for CAT-SLAM in Chapter 5, 37% 
recall for CAT-SLAM limited to 200 particles and 1500 nodes in Chapter 7, 
and over 70% recall for CAT-Graph limited to 2000 nodes in Chapter 8. In 
Chapter 4 and 6 we presented loop closure results exceeding those of FAB-
MAP for an 18km outdoor road network, and in Chapter 6 for a 500m indoor 
dataset. These results demonstrate the versatility and performance of CAT-
SLAM at different scales in different environments with minimal tuning. In 
Chapter 9 we presented CAT-Graph results on a series of 7 indoor mobile 
robot datasets gathered over a week towards the goal of persistent localisation, 
mapping and navigation, demonstrating appearance-based multi-session 
mapping and path planning that improved over time during the course of the 
week. These real-world results in comparison to the state-of-the-art clearly 
demonstrate the performance and utility of CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph 
towards the goal of persistent localisation, mapping and navigation for mobile 
robots. 
10.2 FUTURE WORK 
There are many avenues for development of appearance-based SLAM systems 
based on components or characteristics of CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph. The 
following section lists a number of possible future directions: 
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1. Demonstration of online persistent localisation, mapping and navigation 
on a mobile robot in an indoor delivery scenario. This thesis has presented 
the development of an appearance-based SLAM system for mobile robots from 
its probabilistic foundations in recursive Bayesian estimation in Chapter 4 to 
long-term localisation, mapping and path planning in Chapter 9. The next step 
to demonstrate the performance and use of CAT-Graph in real-world scenarios 
would be to add local robot control and obstacle behaviours, as in (Konolige et 
al., 2011). A long-term delivery robot experiment such as that presented in 
(Milford, et al., 2010) would provide a clear demonstration of the utility of 
CAT-Graph in an online real-world service robotics scenario. 
2. A principled method of determining the minimum computational and 
memory requirements for a given environment. Although CAT-Graph 
provides constant computation time updates and bounded memory use, 
determining the minimum number of particles and nodes to successfully 
localise within and map a particular environment remains an open problem. 
One approach is to treat the number of particles and nodes as parameters of the 
platform; an embedded computer on board a robot will have finite resources, 
and best localisation and mapping performance can be obtained by using all 
resources available. Another approach, similar to that presented in (Stachniss, 
et al., 2011), would be to define a minimum information content in addition to 
the maximum memory bound: if the memory limit is reached and no nodes 
below the minimum information content remain, the user can be notified that 
the complexity of the environment exceeds the available memory and/or more 
memory can be allocated as required. 
3. Identification and removal of false loop closure events. The primary 
quantitative results of this thesis have been recall rates at 100% precision in a 
variety of environments. However, as discussed in Section 2.3, as the operation 
time increases the false positive likelihood increases until an error is inevitable. 
Since CAT-Graph does not construct a global metric graph, false positive loop 
closures do not cause catastrophic failure of the map. However, for path 
planning and navigation, a false positive loop closure may cause the robot to 
attempt to navigate an impossible path to a goal. In this scenario, one could 
imagine a system that could mark suspicious edges where navigation failures 
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frequently occur and increase the cost of traversal so that future paths do not 
traverse these edges. Alternative approaches could include assessing metric 
consistency of loop closures when constructing a local map, or making use of 
the methods presented in Section 2.3.3 on a small scale within a local graph.  
4. An exploration of alternative filtering approaches for evaluating the 
location distribution. The choice of a particle filter to evaluate the distribution 
in this thesis was primarily motivated by the ability to update loop closure 
hypotheses regardless of the operation time of the filter or the number of 
previously visited places. However, if node pruning is performed with a bound 
on the maximum number of nodes, it may be feasible to evaluate the location 
distribution at every node in constant time using a discrete Bayes filter, such as 
that presented in (Bazeille et al., 2010). This may reduce memory 
requirements, as the positions and weights of particles do not need to be stored, 
but the ability to represent the distribution at continuous locations along edges 
between nodes would be lost. A discrete Bayes filter would also provide 
deterministic updates in contrast to the stochastic updates of the particle filter.  
5. Online learning of the visual vocabulary and Chow-Liu tree. The 
appearance-based matching component of CAT-Graph (and FAB-MAP) 
requires training data from a prior survey or similar environment in order to 
generate the database of visual words and Chow-Liu tree. This limits the robot 
to operating only in environments similar to those that it has been trained for, 
subject to the limitations of the front-end feature detector. An alternative is to 
build the visual vocabulary during robot operation as an online process. Online 
construction of visual vocabularies was presented in (Angeli, et al., 2008) and 
(Girdhar et al., 2011). However, updating the mutual information between 
existing visual words in the Chow-Liu tree online is not feasible (Roure 
Alcobé, 2002), and might be better performed as a batch offline process 
between navigation tasks. 
6. Explicit modelling of appearance change over time. A challenging problem 
not addressed in CAT-Graph is the ability to recognise locations after large 
changes in appearance, particularly outdoors over the course of a day. While 
this is well beyond the scope of this thesis, an inability to cope with appearance 
change over time is a significant obstacle facing useful mobile robots both 
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indoor and outdoor. A very recent approach to explicitly address changes of 
appearance using odometry-driven place consolidation with CAT-Graph was 
presented in (Lowry et al., 2012); however, this remains largely an open 
problem.  
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This thesis has presented the development and evaluation of a novel continuous 
appearance-based SLAM system for mobile robots, CAT-SLAM and CAT-Graph, 
towards the goal of persistent localisation and mapping and long-term autonomy. 
CAT-SLAM, derived from particle filter SLAM and FAB-MAP and inspired by 
characteristics of RatSLAM, performs appearance-based localisation and mapping at 
large scale with performance exceeding the state-of-the-art FAB-MAP algorithm 
with minimal tuning for a given environment. CAT-Graph extends CAT-SLAM with 
a continuous topological representation of space, enabling operation at large scale 
and over long periods of time with constant computational and memory resource 
requirements and consistent localisation performance. For persistent mobile robot 
operation, path planning can be performed using the topological map produced by 
CAT-Graph, with performance that approaches the optimal metric path over time. 
It is hoped that the contributions presented in this thesis, with a focus towards 
persistent localisation, mapping and navigation and long-term mobile robot 
autonomy, will help advance the field of mobile robotics and accelerate widespread 
adoption of useful service robots in a vast array of applications. 
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